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If an expert tells you something can’t be done, find another expert – David Ben-Gurion
(In order words, don’t settle for whatever is being dished out: keep prodding, keep asking questions, keep seeking answers – accept “paradigm shifts”)
--Dedicated to my teacher, Dr. Craig C. Howard z”l (1948-2020), Theory of Knowledge, International Baccalaurate, Suncoast High School 1989-1992

--This document is a work tool for the philatelist and researcher, a permanent work-in-progress: it’s a compilation of information related to
postal history, including contextual information, with priority given to primary sources; second-hand sources are used as a default. The
document is split into 2 parts: the first is a timeline based on raw information and the second part is/will be a series of articles, guides and
abstracts using information derived from the first part plus additional sources. In time there will be illustrations. My aspiration is this
source and others to come will help establish a basis of commonly known and accessible information, based on primary sources, to give
our philatelic community a solid informational foundation from which to develop. A new free research journal ‘JerusalemStamps
Bulletin’ is now available online augmenting this Handbook. All resources are concentrated in our new Research Center.
 At 1023 pages as of version 0.010 the Handbook will soon be split into parts to make it easier (less ‘heavy’) to access
The sources used are both printed publications as well as online sources, although content of the online sources may change over time as a
result of edits, and that what once appeared may have since been removed – or additional information has since been added. The absence
of information or treatment of subjects is not deliberate; in time more information from the Arab community will be added. Our Facebook
research group is here: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1023361405154570/
Some abbreviations used:
FB
- John Firebrace: British Empire Campaigns and Occupations in the Near East, 1914-1924 – A Postal History, 1991
PO
- Post Office
OAS
- On Active Service (military mail)
HBAPS - Edward Proud: History of the British Army Postal Service
TAS
- Yacov Tsachor / Tel Aviv Stamps (auction catalogue/lot#)
IFPL
- “Israel Foreign Postal Links” by Chaim Shamir & Marvin Siegel, 1991
Aloni
- Zvi Aloni: Postal Administrations of British Mandate, Minhelet Ha’am and Israel, 2015 / Chapters in the Aerophilately of Eretz
Israel, 2013 (where referenced as “Aloni Airmail”)
TPHTPI or JSPS - (The Postal History of the Transition Period in Israel, 1948): Vol II Part I “Jerusalem and Safad Postal Services” by Zvi
Shimony, Yeremiyahu Rimon & Itamar Karpovsky
Doody - Richard Doody’s “Chronology of World War II Diplomacy 1939 – 1945” (http://worldatwar.net/timeline/other/diplomacy3945.html)
Other sources used:
• Newspaper searches (Israel National Library): https://www.nli.org.il/en/newspapers/titles
• Palestine Gazette (change the edition number at the end of the url): https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law21/PG-e-1666.pdf
• Israeli Official Gazette (change the number at the end of the url): https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law12/er-024.pdf
• Israeli Ordinances (change the number at the end of the url): https://www.nevo.co.il/law_word/law06/tak-0010.pdf
+ thanks to Glen Stephens (Australia) & stampboards.com posters for their insights + stampcommunity.org & their posters
+ thanks to the organizations I’m a member of, and their members and journals for insights and information
(Society of Israel Philatelists, Civil Censorship Study Group, Forces Postal History Society, Postage Due Mail Study Group, Egypt Study Circle,
American Philatelic Society, Royal Philatelic Society of London)
https://www.timetableimages.com/ and https://merrick.library.miami.edu/specialCollections/asm0341/
* The Palestine Gazette’s coverage of postal information dropped dramatically from 1947 onwards, necessitating a reliance on newspaper
coverage. In some cases the Palestine Post lacked key information which appeared only in the Hebrew press

Regarding this version of the document, my apologies but I lacked time to translate/summarize the Hebrew snippets – this will be done
over time in forthcoming editions.
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RAW INFORMATION
Presented in a Time-Line Format

Some Take-Aways from the Timeline:
Mandate era:
 For very details postal procedures specifically between 1939-1942 (with references to earlier instructions) search this document
for snippets from “Palestine Standing Order Book #125”
 Mandate mail could be deposited into boxes on buses (11 Apr 1935 Palestine Gazette)
 Domestic air mail: the inland air mail service operated by Palestine Airways began 28 Oct. 1938 and appears to have continued
until the company’s demise in Aug. 1940 (see 30 Aug 1940 clipping - this as opposed to Bale Mandate which lists Oct 1938 – May
1939 as the period). Moreover: this was an automatic service (not requiring senders’ decision or an etiquette on the cover) + it
included mail from Jerusalem, which was sent by land to Tel Aviv and then air to Haifa (see clippings for this period below). As
such, all domestic letters (probably not printed matter) sent to Haifa from Tel Aviv or Jerusalem during this time was sent by air;
during this time mail sent from Haifa to either destination was also sent by air to Tel Aviv. Information on this mail link is found in
the press but nowhere in the Palestine Gazette.
 The “Aviron” air company tends to get short shrift in local air history but as per the press reports the company was very active up
to 1942 and from early 1945 onwards through 1948-49, including wide domestic air routes, Middle East and European routes…
 Per 12 Dec. 1947 document shown in IFPL p.11 all outbound air mail from Palestine was being carried by BOAC due to the
postmaster general’s adherence to British policy of using BOAC as its “chosen instrument” for the carriage of mail; the writer
(Dept. of Civil Aviation) disagreed with the policy but I cannot find confirmation that this arrangement changed prior to 14 May
1948. As such it may be that all outbound airmail until then was carried by BOAC ONLY.
 A Palestine Post article of 25 July 1947 may refine this point a little by specifying that “some of the [air] companies of
neighboring countries carry mail to places like Damascus, Baghdad and Cyprus”
 A 20 Jan 1948 document in the State Archives shows that up until that point BOAC had a monopoly

1947-1949 era:
 It seems the 1947-48 siege on Jerusalem was not hermetic like a Stalingrad or 1870 Paris, but rather more sporadic with local
ceasefires
 Lydda Airfield was in use at least into mid-May (see the press clipping on Italian military arrivals there)
 Prior to 16 May 1948 (1st day of Israeli postal administration), interim stamps and Mandate stamps were not convertible to the
new Doar Ivri: this may explain the widespread phenomenon of overfranked covers – the stamps used could not be used for much
longer and would soon be worthless
 Maariv 9 May 1948 - interesting information on inland postal routes at this time; heavy criticism of the Mandate postal service for
always having been slow, and that as a result the Jews often relied on taxi mail/transportation companies for fast transit of mail
 The Jerusalem Main Post Office opened on 28 June 1948 and not 21 June as written in JSPS and widely cited elsewhere
 HaTzofe 14 May 1948 - on the eve of independence the postal service numbered 3868 employees of whom 75% were Arabs and
many have left their posts
 This may explain the phenomenon of miscalculated postage dues based on the gold centimes + various inaccuracies in
postage rates (i.e. brain-drain). I observe an upsurge of printed matter mail during the interim period, possibly due to abuse
(senders posting actual letters and paying only printed matter rates) and the clerks not being well enough informed of postal
procedures

Israel:





Late fees were retained by the new State (see Sept 1948 and Aug. 1951 postage rates; I haven’t seen any subsequent revision to
the late fee rates)
Palestine Post of 3 Feb 1949 reports that revenue stamps must be used as postage on mail to government departments no later
than 15 Feb.; HaBoker of 26 May 1949 reports the postmaster general saying that revenue stamps are not postage stamps and
must not be used to send mail.
Intriguing quandary: the Tel Aviv airport was bombed by the Egyptian air force on 15 May 1948 causing the immediate cession of
civil aviation there – until when? No documentary answer but a 30-07-1948 Palestine Post report only mentions Haifa & Ein
Shemer airports being active, with Lydda scheduled to be the country’s main airport once reopened; a report from 25-08-1948 is
the earliest instance I’ve seen of Tel Aviv airport being listed as active for departures/arrivals.
 There is a marked decline in advertisements for air/sea travel from c.May 1948 through Aug. 1948 (slightly more sea travel
ads but still very few); any aviation ads up to 1 Sept. don’t mention Tel Aviv airport.
 The likely reason Tel Aviv airport (maybe also Lydda) took so long to open was not due to damage but rather until the danger
of enemy airforce activity was removed from the region / the Israel Air Force gained supremacy, circa. July-August as per
these sources:
o https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%97%D7%99%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%90%D7%95%D7%95%D7%99%D7%A8_%D7
%94%D7%99%D7%A9%D7%A8%D7%90%D7%9C%D7%99_%D7%91%D7%9E%D7%9C%D7%97%D7%9E%D7%AA_%D7
%94%D7%A2%D7%A6%D7%9E%D7%90%D7%95%D7%AA

o
o

https://www.iaf.org.il/3194-he/IAF.aspx
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%9E%D7%91%D7%A6%D7%A2_%D7%90%D7%91%D7%A7

10 July 1852

The French Postal ship Tancrede arrived in Jaffa and on that same day the first post office was opened by
postal agent named Antonie Louis Santelli, who also initiated and founded a branch of the French post in
Jerusalem. These were the first and only post offices in the area at that time. (ref:
http://israelphilately.org.il/en/catalog/articles/900/Sixty%20Years%20of%20Friendship%20Israel%20France)

Circa. 1890s+ A FEW CONTEMPORARY ARTICLES ON HOLYLAND ERA POSTAL SERVICES
 One of the big questions requiring a documentary answer is, when did the foreign (Central Powers) Holy Land
post offices close? Modern literature says all the foreign POs closed on 30 Sept, but many sources from the 1970s
and before (as below + Ben-Arieh’s book) write that these post offices actually closed later in the War…

ON THE TURKISH POST TEL AVIV POST OFFICE:

ON THE FREE HIGH HOLIDAY MAIL SERVICE ORGANIZED BY THE HERZLIYA GYMNASIA 1913-1914:

ON HOW TURKISH OTTOMAN MAIL WAS DISTRIBUTED / PAID FOR IN JERUSALEM:

ON NATHAN HAMBURGER & HIS BROTHER HANDLING MAIL:

ABOUT YITZHAK GOLDHIRSCH’S ARREST FOR THE PETACH TIKVA STAMP:

VERY NICE ILLUSTRATED POSTAL HISTORY OF ISRAEL, ESP OTTOMAN ERA:

THIS ARTICLE SAYS THE CENTRAL POWERS’ HOLY LAND POST OFFICES CLOSED IN 1917-1918:

IMAGES + SURVEY OF NEW STAMP CATALOGUE PUBLISHED BY MARVIN SIEGEL & G. GUTMAN:

Circa. 1901
The Petach Tikva stamp was valid also for the Holyland Turkish Post, according to a writer to the editor,
Aharon Yaakov Levi, describing a cover (not illustrated): a cover franked by this stamp and mailed from the writer’s father
Baruch Shmuel Levi in Jaffo to Yitzhak Goldenhirsch in Petach Tikva & postmarked by the Ottoman Turkish post; he says this
cover is still in Goldenhirsch’s posession:

21 Aug 1908

12 Feb 1911

Receipt of mail in Palestine affected by winds (apparently a regular occurence):

21 Feb 1911

15 Dec 1911
Isaac Sharlin as a mail forwarding agent / representative of Austrian Lloyd (see SKU 134277)
+ “Cantor William Sharlin: Musical Revolutionary of Reform Judaism” by Jonathan L. Friedmann, pg.9

10 Feb 1914

29 Sept 1914

“Top of the Pile” postage dues procedure enacted in the British Postal service, allowing numerous items
addressed to the same person to be bundled together and taxed in aggregate rather than each item
separately – good information to know:

 From Post Office Circular 2187 (page 521) of 29 Sept 1914; cited in “Return to Sender Instructional Mark” by Pat
Campbell in Postage Due Mail Study Group Journal #71 of Sept. 2014, p.27
1 Oct 1914

French Holyland post offices were shut down as per instructions issued by the Ottoman authorities on
September 19, 1914. (ref:
http://israelphilately.org.il/en/catalog/articles/900/Sixty%20Years%20of%20Friendship%20Israel%20France)

START: A MOMENTARY INTERRUPTION FOR EGYPT & EEF-RELATED WWI POSTAL HISTORY
1914
At outbreak of WWI British garrison in Egypt called "Force in Egypt": until it became part of EEF on 20 Mar
1916 it was not served by Army Postal Service, only by Egyptian civilian PO which was part of UPU. Rates: 5m
for letter up to 20g & 4m for pc. At this time unfranked OAS mail even with officer's signatures were locally
taxed. - FB 248

AUG 1914

Br. Govt announces "unpaid or short-paid letters from British Forces serving anywhere, when addressed to the
UK should be surcharged at the single inland rate only." Letters were to be surcharged whether or not
endorsed "OAS - no postage stamps available". - FB 248

AUG 1914

Indian Expeditionary Force soldiers writing to India paid the rates of postage applicable in India: 1/2 anna for
2/5 ounce, for letters, and 1/4 anna for postcards
- FB 248

4 Aug 1914

Start of censorship in Egypt: “Force in Egypt” headquarters opens a Censorship Department in CAIRO marking
“the introduction of censorship in the near east”; by month end there were censorship staffs in CAIRO,
ALEXANDRIA, PORT SAID & SUEZ. Firebrace notes that the earliest censorship marking from Port Said is dated
11 Sept.
- FB p.276

21 Nov 1914

Free postage to India sanctioned for all ranks of Forces "E" and "F" on mail handled by Indian Army Postal
Service - FB 248

26 Mar 1915

Mediterranean Expeditionary Force est. in Alexandria-Port Said area

27 Mar 1915

MEF "Dunluce Castle" reaches Alexandria

5 Apr 1915

BAPO Z opens: MEF troops & FiE troops assigned to MEF prior to dispatch to Gallipoli were able to use this
facility (free postage) - FB 248

24 May 1915

"Force in Egypt" entitled to free postage on soldiers' letters handled by Egyptian civil. PO as long as endorsed
by an Officer - FB 248

- FB 248

- FB 248

MAY/JUNE 1915
permission given to construction workers employed by Army Contractors, personnel employed by the
Red Cross Society, St. Johns Ambulance and St. Andrews Ambulance Society, the YMCA and kindred
associations to send mail by the APO - Tommy Mail/my "WWI British Military Post" doc p.34 & FB 380
20 Mar 1916

Egyptian Expeditionary Force formed from MEF & FiE - now all Br. troops in Egypt entitled to Army PO (free
post) - FB 248

23 Mar 1916

Indian FPO's authorized to accept "Free" mail from British Forces writing to India, but examples are known
before this date - FB 248

24 Oct 1919

Censorship in the Near East ceases

14 Sep 1920

The British Army Post Offices in Egypt closed & the privilege of free postage for soldiers' private letters was
withdrawn
- FB 249

15 Sep 1920

EEF Army PO taken over by Indian Army PS (except Br. Army of the Black Sea): letters to India could be posted
in Indian FPOs at the rate of 1+1/2 annas for up to 1 ounce (equivalent to 1+1/2d or Palestinian 5m)
- FB
248-249

30 Nov 1920

Army of Black Sea British FPO's closed in favor of Indian FPOs, which opened 1 DEC 1920 - FB 248

1 Dec 1920

Indian Army Postal Service took over from Br. Army PS in the Army of the Black Sea, and letter rate for British
troops became 2 annas - FB 249

- FB p.278/287

29 May 1922 Letter rate through British Army PO in Turkey reduced from 2d for 1st ounce to 1+1/2d - FB 248
END: A MOMENTARY INTERRUPTION FOR EGYPT-RELATED WWI POSTAL HISTORY

29 Jan 1918
Taking effect 10 Feb. 1918 the privilege of free postage granted temporarily to inhabitants of Palestine is
withdrawn and postage must be prepaid on all “letters, etc.” tendered for transmission to other countries. The concession on
mail within Palestine and to Egypt ends 15/16 Feb:
Below excerpted from Dr. Werner Hoexter “The Stamps of Palestine” part 1 (military administration period), p.4

20 Apr 1918
The Zionist Commission for Palestine (forerunner of the Jewish Agency) may have been granted free postage
concession as evidenced by this cover; the commission was formed in March. A Sept. 1920 cover shows the “pre-paid”
postmark on fugitive red ink:

Sources: TAS #15 Lot 1186 & CC #33 Lot 309
See also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionist_Commission
9 Aug 1918

OCT 1918

Below excerpted from Dr. Werner Hoexter “The Stamps of Palestine” part 1 (military administration period),
p.28

11 Feb 1919

Latest known date of “Palestine Censorship” handstamps: Sacher & Glassman cited in Firebrace write that
“with few exceptions, mainly letters sent to the Red Cross, all censorship of letters ceased at the beginning of
February 1919” - FB p.318

15 July 1919

Official Gazette OETA South #1 p.1 (note the original dates of enaction!)

15 Aug 1919

Official Gazette OETA South #3 p.6 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Sept 1919

Official Gazette OETA South #4 p.4 (note the original dates of enaction!)

16 Sept 1919

Official Gazette OETA South #5 p.1-2 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Oct 1919

Official Gazette OETA South #6 p.3-6 (note the original dates of enaction!)

19 April 1920

Elections are held for the Asefat HaNivharim (the elected parliamentary assembly of the Yishuv), which is
established that day
(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assembly_of_Representatives_(Mandatory_Palestine) )

19-26 April 1920
25 April 1920

San Remo Conference is held (source:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupied_Enemy_Territory_Administration )

Mandate over Palestine officially assigned to the UK
(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandatory_Palestine )

20 June 1920

Herbert Samuel arrives in Palestine to take up his appointment as the first High Commissioner of Palestine,
from 1 July
(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandatory_Palestine )

1 July 1920

Civil Administration of Palestine begins under Herbert Samuel as High Commissioner
(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandatory_Palestine )

5 Aug 1920

25 Aug 1920

1 Sept 1920

Official Gazette OETA South #25 p.6 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Oct. 1920

Date by which the last British APOs in France were closed down

- Proud HBAPS v2 p.39

15 Feb 1921

Official Gazette OETA South #37 p.7 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Oct 1921

Official Gazette OETA South #52 p.4 (note the original dates of enaction

15 May 1922

Official Gazette OETA South #67 p.3-4 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Nov 1922

Official Gazette OETA South #78 p.9 (note the original dates of enaction!)

15 Nov 1922

Official Gazette OETA South #79 p.7 (note the original dates of enaction!)

March 1923
Unusual change in postage dues calculations in Germany: instead of 2x the deficiency, Germany adopted a
formula of x1½ the deficiency instead – and this remained the basis for German postage dues calculations through the Third
Reich, until 1963 in West Germany, and until reunification (1990) in East Germany
source: Postage Dues Mail Study
Group – Journal #73 (2015) p.23 – Michael Furfie “Postage Due During the German Inflation 1921-1923”
29 Sept 1923 Formalization of the Civil Administration of the Mandate with the League of Nations' consent, under the
British Mandate for Palestine, which covered two administrative areas: the land west of the Jordan River, known as Palestine,
was under direct British administration (until 1948); the land east of the Jordan, a semi-autonomous region known as
Transjordan, came under the rule of the Hashemite family from the Hijaz (and gained independence in 1946).
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandatory_Palestine )

15 Oct 1923

Official Gazette OETA South #101 p.351 (note the original dates of enaction!)

26 Oct 1923
The earliest recorded cover from Palestine endorsed “By Overland Mail Haifa Baghdad” (sent from Jerusalem);
next day HAIFA transit & 5 Nov BAGHDAD arrival
- T48/172
1 June 1924

Palestine Official Gazette #116 p.693

15 May 1925

Palestine Official Gazette #139 p.227 (note the original dates of enaction!)

12 Aug 1925

Pre-dates the Palestine Gazette’s announcement on the 16th:

16 Aug 1925

Palestine Official Gazette #145 p.419-420 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Oct 1925

Palestine Official Gazette #148 p.492 (note the original dates of enaction!)

16 Oct 1925

Palestine Official Gazette #149 p.502-504 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Dec 1925

Palestine Official Gazette #152 p.607 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Jan 1926

Palestine Official Gazette #154 p.12 (note the original dates of enaction!)

24 Jan 1926

12 Apr 1926

22 May 1927

1 June 1927
p.78)

the first of the 14-piece Mandate Pictorals stamp series is placed on sale - the 3m and 13m issues

14 Aug 1927 the rest (12 pieces) of the Mandate Pictorals stamp series is placed on sale:
2/4/5/6/7/8/10/20/50/90/100/200m (Dorf p.78)
27 Oct 1927

(Dorf

16 Feb 1928

Palestine Official Gazette #205 p.102-105 – CIVIL AIR MAIL SERVICE AGREEMENT

16 Feb 1928

Palestine Official Gazette #205 p.106 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Mar 1928

10 May 1928

Palestine Official Gazette #206 p.119 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Sept 1928

Palestine Official Gazette #218 p.552-554 (note the original dates of enaction!)

14 Oct 1928

on newly installed stamp vending machines (i.e. coil stamps):

14 Oct 1928

Published in a column regarding Police Reports from Jerusalem:

1 Dec 1928

Palestine Official Gazette #224 p.750 (note the original dates of enaction!)

30 Dec 1928

16 Apr 1929

Palestine Official Gazette #233 p.310-311 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 May 1929

Palestine Official Gazette #234 p.270 (note the original dates of enaction!)

16 July 1929

Palestine Official Gazette #239 p.836-837 (note the original dates of enaction!)

18 Oct 1929

5 Dec 1929

16 Dec 1929

Palestine Official Gazette #249 p.1163-64 (note the original dates of enaction!)

16 Mar 1930

Palestine Official Gazette #255 p.194 (note the original dates of enaction!)

2 Apr 1930

29 Apr 1930

1 May 1930

2 May 1930

6 May 1930

9 May 1930

13 May 1930

16 May 1930

6 June 1930

17 June 1930

16 July 1930

Palestine Official Gazette #263 p.569 (note the original dates of enaction!)

29 July 1930

17 Aug 1930

Apparently Palestine did not have this type of stamp vending machine (at this time):

22 Aug 1930

25 Aug 1930

27 Aug 1930

31 Dec 1930
Summary of Postage Rates as per the Palestine Blue Book 1930 (“ALL STATISTICS AND RETURNS, EXCEPT
WHERE OTHERWISE STATED , ARE IN RESPECT OF THE CALENDAR YEAR ENDED ON THE 31st DECEMBER , 1930”), p378-383

16 Apr 1931

Palestine Official Gazette #281 p.290 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 May 1931

Palestine Official Gazette #282 p.318 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 June 1931

Palestine Official Gazette #284 p.440-42 (note the original dates of enaction!)

9 July 1931

1 Aug 1931

3 Sept 1931

14 Sept 1931

Palestine Official Gazette #288 p.596 (note the original dates of enaction!)

5 Nov 1931

8 Nov 1931

16 Nov 1931

Palestine Official Gazette #295 p.861 (note the original dates of enaction!)

26 Nov 1931

16 Dec 1931

Palestine Official Gazette #297 p.971 (note the original dates of enaction!)

29 Dec 1931

The “small packet” mail service apparently intended for tourism/souvenirs:

8 Jan 1932
Stamp machines are in use on an experimental basis: the problem [is not the stamp dispensing but rather] the
number of invalid coins entered into the machines (see press reports above c.1928)

11 Jan 1932
this time:

a person reports losing personal effects including a stamp booklet – an indication that these were in use at

16 Jan 1932
the 90m stamp of the Pictoral series is withdrawn from sale
(Dorf p.79)
 I don’t see any confirmation of this, neither in the Palestine Gazette nor in the English/Hebrew press; Jan 16th
was a Saturday; not mentioned in the 25-01-1933 P&T summary of 1932
16 Feb 1932

Palestine Official Gazette #301 p.151-152 (note the original dates of enaction!)

4 Apr 1932

5 Apr 1932

12 Apr 1932

16 Apr 1932

Palestine Official Gazette #305 p.297 (note the original dates of enaction!)

26 April 1932

Neopost Metered mail machines:

20 May 1932

Friday newspaper:

22 May 1932

1 June 1932
p.79)

the 1927 issued Pictorials 7m & 8m are withdrawn and replaced with 7m in violet & 8m in red

1 Aug 1932
the Mandate Pictorials series stamps 13m bistre & 15m pale blue are issued
 Unclear what his source is (see below 4-5 Aug)

(Dorf p.79)

(Dorf

4/5 Aug 1932

16 Aug 1932

3 Oct 1932

Palestine Official Gazette #313 p.705 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Nov 1932

the Mandate Pictorials series stamp 4m in purple replaces the 4m in pink

1 Dec 1932

Palestine Official Gazette #329 p.1059 (note the original dates of enaction!)

6 Dec 1932

(Dorf p.79)

10 Jan 1933

25 Jan 1933

27 Jan 1933

30 Mar 1933

Palestine Official Gazette #351 p.332-333 (note the original dates of enaction!)

20 Apr 1933

Palestine Official Gazette #354 p.422 (note the original dates of enaction!)

27 Apr 1933

Palestine Official Gazette #357 p.468 (note the original dates of enaction!)

21 May 1933

13 June 1933 Excerpt from larger article on the Annual Report of the Mandatory Government for 1932 – an Iraqi company
established car service via the desert and received a license to carry mail from Palestine to Iraq.

3 Aug 1933

Palestine Official Gazette #380 p.1060-62 (note the original dates of enaction!)

3 Aug 1933

6 Aug 1933

6 Aug 1933

9 Aug 1933

On the “poste restante” window at the post office:

21 Aug 1933

24 Aug 1933

28 Aug 1933

Palestine Official Gazette #383 p.1137 (note the original dates of enaction!)

14 Sept 1933

Palestine Official Gazette #388 p.1332 (note the original dates of enaction!)

5 Oct 1933

Palestine Official Gazette #393 p.1463 (note the original dates of enaction!)

19 Oct 1933

Palestine Official Gazette #395 p.1534 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Nov 1933

7 Nov 1933

26 Nov 1933

Dec 1933/Jan 1934

from Palestine Phone Book for Tevet 5694 p.105-108

8 Dec 1933

12 Jan 1934

18 Jan 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #412 p.5 (note the original dates of enaction!)

22 Feb 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #423 p.146 (note the original dates of enaction!)

29 Mar 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #431 p.277 (note the original dates of enaction!)

10 Apr 1934

27 May 1934

21 June 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #448 p.558 (note the original dates of enaction!)

18 July 1934

2 Aug 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #456 p.721 (note the original dates of enaction!)

11 Oct 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #471 p.1010 (note the original dates of enaction!)

15 Nov 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #476 p.1124 (note the original dates of enaction!)

27 Nov 1934

29 Nov 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #478 p.1162 (note the original dates of enaction!)

7 Dec 1934

10 Dec 1934

11 Dec 1934

11 Dec 1934

12 Dec 1934

13 Dec 1934

Palestine Official Gazette #480 p.1238-1239 (note the original dates of enaction!)

23 Dec 1934

Britain approves establishment of 'Netivey Avir Eretz-Yisrael' (“Palestine Airways”)
(Source: http://www.iaf.org.il/2986-4368-en/IAF.aspx )

24 Dec 1934

1935

Start of construction of Lydda airfield (source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A0%D7%9E%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%AA%D7%A2%D7%95%D7%A4%D7%94_%D7%91%D7%9F%D7%92%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9F )

3 Jan 1935

10 Feb 1935

Palestine Official Gazette #484 p.6 (note the original dates of enaction!)

7 Mar 1935

Palestine Official Gazette #497 p.206 (note the original dates of enaction!)

11 Apr 1935

Palestine Official Gazette #503 p.312 (note the original dates of enaction!)

23 Apr 1935

2 May 1935

31 May 1935

Reality in satire: stamp machines are needed:

27 June 1935

Palestine Official Gazette #522 p.550-551 (note the original dates of enaction!)

8 July 1935

30 July 1935

1 Aug 1935

2 Aug 1935

23 Aug 1935

4 Sept 1935

4 Sept 1935
First observed mention of 3 day air service from Gaza to London (appears to be without stopover at Brindisi);
advertised as below through Dec. 1935

OCT 1935
To be researched further but as a crutch, postage rates observed on British Army mail from Palestine in 1936
seem to be based on this (FPHS Journal 307, spring 2016 p.26) + see illustrated 1936 postmarked 3d franked air mail cover
from Palestine in Proud (HBAPS part 2 p.20)

 Indeed: see the assembled air mail rates from the fliers at GBPS.org.uk; it seems forces mail postage from
Palestine was at the same rate as civilian postage TO Palestine. The PA1 flier for Oct. 1936 gives airmail rate as
3d per half ounce to Palestine & 2d per postcard
18 Oct 1935

22 Oct 1935

5 Nov 1935

15 Nov 1935

13 Dec 1935

Taxi Mail – see update of 20 Dec 1935 below

20 Dec 1935

Taxi mail

March 1936
Stamp vending machines installed at the Amman Post Office
(source: “Report by his Majesty’s
Government… on the Administration of Palestine and Trans-Jordan for the year 1936“, HMSO 1937; p.395)

31 May 1936

June 1936

“Air Mail Leaflet 1936” – source: State Archive file: https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/553492)

11 June 1936

24 June 1936 the referenced “Air Mail Leaflet 1936” is displayed above – see also below 2 Nov. 1936 for Edward Proud’s
assembled rates (but these may be mixing later periods too!)

26 June 1936

7 July 1936

30 July 1936

7 Aug 1936

(note different times)

11 Aug 1936

(note different time)

14 Aug 1936

(note clarification of time for TLV)

23 Aug 1936

8 Sept 1936

16 Sept 1936

23 Sept 1936

30 Oct 1936

2 Nov 1936
An unusual step for this Handbook, I’m posting the assembled air mail rates correct to this date from Edward
Proud (“Postal History of Palestine & Transjordan”, p.94-96) until I can get the original data myself:
 NOTE: as per the press report of 30 Oct. 1936 Polish LOT air service was to begin in April 1937 so it’s unclear on
what basis Proud assigned postage rates via LOT already “by 2 Nov. 1936”… This is why I prefer not to reference
any 2nd hand sources in this Handbook; here this data is just a space filler for now…

12 Nov 1936

18 Nov 1936

25 Nov 1936

First commercial plane use of Lydda airport (by KLM)

2 Dec 1936

31 Dec 1936
(Summary data for 1936 for Palestine from “Report by his Majesty’s Government… on the Administration of
Palestine and Trans-Jordan for the year 1936“, HMSO 1937; p.270)
 These annual reports follow a consistent format and touch upon the same subjects: the issue of “postage stamp
booklets” was not covered in the reports for 1934 and 1935, so its mention for 1936 (and the phrasing below)
suggests that stamp booklets were not produced in those years (at least for 1934 & 1935)

1937

Inauguration of Lydda airfield's concrete runways (source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A0%D7%9E%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%AA%D7%A2%D7%95%D7%A4%D7%94_%D7%91%D7%9F%D7%92%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9F )

8 Jan 1937
Some information on stamp usage for 1936 – source: pg 96-97 of https://www.archives.gov.il/productpage/151940); total issued = 30,833,893

26 Jan 1937

3 April 1937

Changes to the rates of the Express Mail service

7 April 1937
2 May 1937

First Flight Rome-Haifa on Ala Littoria Airways

- TAS: T42/154

1 June 1937

1 June 1937

27 July 1937

11 Aug 1937

20 Aug 1937

11 Oct 1937

13 Oct 1937

13 Dec 1937

16 Dec 1937

in reply to the article from 13 Dec:

12 Jan 1938

Imperial Airways begins landing at LYDDA (rather than GAZA) staring 11 Jan

20 Jan 1938

Palestine Official Gazette #750 p.55-56 (note the original dates of enaction!)

24 Jan 1938 (1 Mar 1938)

14 Mar 1938

20 Mar 1938

31 Mar 1938

Palestine Official Gazette #771 p.329 (note the original dates of enaction!)

12 Apr 1938

12 May 1938

19 May 1938

26 May 1938

19 June 1938

30 June 1938

Last day of Travelling Post office (TPO) mail services – per Dorfman “Palestine Mandate Postmarks” p.27

14 July 1938

Palestine Official Gazette #797 p.781 (note the original dates of enaction!)

22 July 1938
mind

Changes in the latest posting times referenced below would affect the use of “late fees” on mail – keep this in

25 July 1938

The start of the Kofer HaYishuv initiative

5 Aug 1938

This may be the start of the use of Kofer HaYishuv stamps:

22 Aug 1938

24 Aug 1938

25 Aug 1938

9 Sept 1938

21 Sept 1938

22 Sept 1938

This is presently the latest “Mail Time” section I’ve found prior to WWII:

22 Sept 1938

"Inauguration of Tel-Aviv landing ground. Palestine Airways. The Palestine Airways plane ready to take off on
the first trip of the new service" - Sde Dov, a joint venture of the City of Tel Aviv and Palestine Airways.
(Source: https://www.loc.gov/item/mpc2010004236/PP/ ) & IFPL p.42

22 Sept 1938

7 Oct 1938

Mail services to Hong Kong – entering effect 6 Oct 1938:

9 Oct 1938

16 Oct 1938

27 Oct 1938

Palestine Official Gazette #832 p.1222 (note the original dates of enaction!)

28 Oct 1938
Palestine Airways begins carrying mail between Tel Aviv & Haifa: important to note that PA was taken over by
the British Air Ministry in 1937 and so at this stage was like a government agency (not a private company). In effect the
contract to carry mail was an inter-governmental arrangement and not a standard tendered contract with a private business
(ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palestine_Airways).

30 Oct 1938

2 Nov 1938

3 Nov 1938

6 Nov 1938

Palestine Official Gazette #835 p.1246 (note the original dates of enaction!)

15 Nov 1938

17 Nov 1938

29 Nov 1938

1 Dec 1938

19 Dec 1938

29 Dec 1938

Nice overview, may have nuggets of information…

6 Jan 1939

2 Feb 1939

9 Feb 1939

15 Feb 1939

16 Feb 1939

29 Feb 1939

10 Mar 1939 Palestine Airways timetable (Moti Kremener collection @
http://www.timetableimages.com/ttimages/palesta.htm)

16 Mar 1939

3 Apr 1939

16 Apr 1939

18 April 1939 the expression “pinkas tavei doar” does not appear to have been used much in the Hebrew press (as it
appears on the stamp booklet covers), instead they used “chovrot tavei doar”

19 Apr 1939
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of Oct 1994 by Donald Chafetz

20 Apr 1939

20 Apr 1939

Palestine Official Gazette #881 p.402 (note the original dates of enaction!)

23 Apr 1939

30 Apr 1939

3 May 1939
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of June 1994 by Donald Chafetz

3 May 1939

5 May 1939

8 May 1939

9 May 1939

24 May 1939 Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of April 1994 by Donald Chafetz
 Important documentation showing that “favor cancels” and other philatelically inspired activities involving postal
employees was forbidden by the postal service

9 June 1939

2 July 1939

5 July 1939

Palestine Official Gazette #902 p.679-80 (note the original dates of enaction!)

13 July 1939

20 July 1939

27 July 1939

27 July 1939

30 July 1939

31 July 1939

3 Aug 1939

Palestine Official Gazette #908 p.802 (note the original dates of enaction!)

6 Aug 1939

17 Aug 1939

Palestine Official Gazette #911 p.850 (note the original dates of enaction!)

18 Aug 1939

26 Aug 1939 Censorship regulations are put into force and Palestine Censorship becomes part of the Middle East Network
Cairo, but actual censorship only begins on 1 Sept 1939
- Little/Torrance/Morenweiser: British Empire Civil Censorship
Devices, World War II pt3 p.59 & A11
1 Sept 1939
German attack on Poland begins at 4:44 a.m., Berlin and Warsaw time (source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declarations_of_war_during_World_War_II)

 OF NOTE: this tidbit may belong to a later date (eg. April-May 1940) but important to know that the exchange rate
between Polish Zloty and German Reichmark was 2 Zl = 1 Rm during the occupation (a fixed exchange rate) – this
can help understand postage rates / postage dues (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_z%C5%82oty)
1 Sept 1939
Slovakia declares war on Poland (source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declarations_of_war_during_World_War_II)
1 Sept 1939
wartime Postal censorship begins in Palestine, called “Imperial Censorship, Palestine” (to distinguish it from
‘Censorship’ exercised by the police in the framework of maintaining law and order. Separate Postal and Telegraph Censorship
stations are opened at Jerusalem and Haifa, but not in Tel Aviv (this on 10 Sept)
- Little/Torrance/Morenweiser: British Empire Civil Censorship Devices, World War II pt3 p. A11
1 Sept 1939

Imperial Airways continues to operate from Lydda airport during the war - the only civil airline to do so. - IFPL
p.19

3 Sept 1939
United Kingdom, France, Australia, New Zealand, Transjordan, Morocco & Tunisia declare war on Germany
(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declarations_of_war_during_World_War_II)
3 Sept 1939
3 Sept 1939

Egypt breaks diplomatic relations with Germany (source: Doody)

4 Sept 1939

no apparent formal declaration of war by Germany on the UK:

4 Sept 1939
Nepal declares war on Germany (source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declarations_of_war_during_World_War_II)
5 Sept 1939
The Union of South Africa declares war on Germany (source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declarations_of_war_during_World_War_II / Doody records 6 Sept)
6 Sept 1939

Suspension of all postal services to and from Germany enter effect (announced in Official Gazette of 14 Sept)
(Source: https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law21/PG-e-0932.pdf )

7 Sept 1939

10 Sept 1939 Canada, Bahrain & Oman declare war on Germany (source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declarations_of_war_during_World_War_II)
10 Sept 1939 A Postal Censorship Unit is established in Tel Aviv (a Telegraph Censorship office is established in
January 1940) - Little/Torrance/Morenweiser: British Empire Civil Censorship Devices, World War II pt3 p. A11
16-17 Sept 1939
17th.
17 Sept 1939

German forces reach the outskirts of Ostrowiec Poland on the 16th and enter on the morning of the
(Source: https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/ostrowiec/oste046.html )

The Soviet Union declares war on Poland (source: Doody)

18 Sept 1939

21 Sept 1939

Palestine Official Gazette #936 p.1022-24 (note the original dates of enaction!)

24 Sept 1939

25 Sept 1939

28 Sept 1939

Palestine Official Gazette #941 p.1058-60 (note the original dates of enaction!)

28 Sept 1939 Palestine Official Supplement 2 of Gazette #941 p.914 (note the original dates of enaction!)
 See amendment to part c made in PG of 14 Dec 1939 (below)

13 Oct 1939
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of Oct 1994 by Donald Chafetz

19 Oct 1939

20 Oct 1939

24 Oct 1939

1 Nov 1939

1 Nov 1939
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of April 1994 by Donald Chafetz

3 Nov 1939

(see also Palestine Gazette of 9 Nov below)

8 Nov 1939
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of April 1994 by Donald Chafetz
 Here is the basis for not applying postage dues for unfranked or underfranked military mail
 The key words seem to be “Serving in the Field” – we need to find out if that’s superfluous for all personnel in
Palestine or actually relevant to certain units in Palestine / or just in reference to overseas mail from the BEF

9 Nov 1939
Kuwait declares war on Germany (source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declarations_of_war_during_World_War_II)
9 Nov 1939
Nov above

Palestine Official Gazette #962 p.1239-40 (note the original dates of enaction!) + see also Palestine Post of 3

16 Nov 1939

Palestine Official Gazette #963 p.1270-71 (note the original dates of enaction!)

22 Nov 1939

30 Nov 1939 Soviet Union declares war on Finland (source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Declarations_of_war_during_World_War_II)
7 Dec 1939

8 Dec 1939

Experiences at the post office

14 Dec 1939
Palestine Official Supplement 2 of Gazette #970 p.1445-46 (note the original dates of enaction!)
 See reference above for 28 Sept 1939

14 Dec 1939

20 Dec 1939
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of April 1994 by Donald Chafetz

28 Dec 1939

Palestine Official Gazette #973 p.1458 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1940 – specific date of publication presently unknown. Source: Forces Postal History Society Journal #227 (1996) p.153-158
 As it mentions “Middle East Force” (Part 1 #2) and Franking (Part 1 #16), this must pre-date the institution of free
postal concession circa. Sept. 1940

5 Jan 1940

8 Jan 1940

11 Jan 1940

14 Jan 1940

14 Jan 1940

re Ala Littoria see erratum on 15 & esp. revision on 16 Jan 1940 below

15 Jan 1940

16 Jan 1940

see revision on 16 Jan 1940

18 Jan 1940

Palestine Official Gazette #979 p.59-60 (note the original dates of enaction!)

26 Jan 1940

31 Jan 1940
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of June 1994 by Donald Chafetz

February 1940

Palestine Airways timetable (from http://www.timetableimages.com/ttimages/pales40.htm)

5 Feb 1940

7 Feb 1940

9 Feb 1940

12 Feb 1940

12 Feb 1940

12 Feb 1940

13 Feb 1940

14 Feb 1940

15 Feb 1940

16 Feb 1940

22 Feb 1940

Palestine Official Gazette #987 p.239-240 (note the original dates of enaction!)

23 Feb 1940

29 Feb 1940

12 Mar 1940

18 Mar 1940

25 Mar 1940

26 Mar 1940

27 Mar 1940

28 Mar 1940

1 Apr 1940
Imperial Airways Ltd and British Airways Ltd are officially combined into a new company, British Overseas
Airways Corporation (BOAC), that had already been formed on 24 November 1939 with retrospective financial arrangements
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_Airways)
1 Apr 1940

12 Apr 1940

12 Apr 1940

17 Apr 1940

21 Apr 1940

24 April 1940 Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of April 1994 by Donald Chafetz

30 Apr 1940

1 May 1940

1 May 1940

Supplement 2 to Palestine Gazette Extraordinary #1005, p.650

2 May 1940

Palestine Gazette #1006 p.492-493 (note the original dates of enaction!)

2 May 1940

7 May 1940

More comprehensive than the notice above:

9 May 1940

Palestine Gazette #1007 p.518-520 (note the original dates of enaction!)

15 May 1940

30 May 1940

5 June 1940

6 June 1940

9 June 1940
Ala Littoria ceased services prior to 10 June; see also Robert Clark pdf on Horseshoe Route for similar
unannounced changes made by ALA in Greece in early June:

13 June 1940

13 June 1940

13 June 1940

14 June 1940

Palestine Gazette #1019 p.659 (note the original dates of enaction!)

18 June 1940

19 June 1940

21 June 1940

21 June 1940

21 June 1940

23 June 1940

24 June 1940

27 June 1940

Palestine Gazette #1025 p.718-719 (note the original dates of enaction!)

28 June 1940

KLM service (from Palestine) after German conquest of Netherlands & Western Europe:

28 June 1940

Might this development have affected sea transported mail to the US (i.e. from Palestine via UK)?

8 July 1940

11 July 1940

Palestine Gazette #1030 p.767 (note the original dates of enaction!)

18 July 1940

30 July 1940

9 Aug 1940

12 Aug 1940

13 Aug 1940

23 Aug 1940

30 Aug 1940

2 Sept 1940

5 Sept 1940

6 Sept 1940

Palestine Gazette #1042 p.952 (note the original dates of enaction!)

11 Sept 1940

12 Sept 1940

13 Sept 1940

Excerpted from original article

17 Sept 1940

24 Sept 1940

The free mail postal concession for forces in Palestine may have begun this day (as a result of the
consequences of the Italian invasion of Egypt on 9 Sept). See entry below for 25 Sept. vis. Egypt in siege mode
+ references in Proud to changes made this day to the army post in Egypt (p.112: on this date FPO date stamps
and sealing presses were taken into use and the military postal service in Egypt was officially taken over by the
RE (PS) [Royal Engineers postal service] – per press reports of 25 & 26 March 1940 above whatever postal
concession was to be issued to one country in Middle East should apply to all others, so whatever was being
done in Egypt here should be relevant also to Palestine. On the same date the old style stationary offices were
re-numbered; oddly on p.128 he lists postage rates by surface mail to the UK, apparently for Oct. 1940…)
 Incredibly no source mentions exactly when the free mail concession for the Army entered force…
At left SKU 143930, local Jerusalem cover franked 7m backstamped arrival 11 Sept 1940; at right a cover from FPO 164 in
Palestine posted 30 Sept 1940 to UK unfranked)

25 Sept 1940

Excerpted from original article:

27 Sept 1940

3 Oct 1940

6 Oct 1940

Palestine Gazette #1048 p.1037 (note the original dates of enaction!)

6 Oct 1940

15 Oct 1940

3 Nov 1940

5 Dec 1940

Palestine Gazette #1060 p.1233 (note the original dates of enaction!)

13 Dec 1940

Postal news & rates from Australia:

26 Dec 1940

Palestine Gazette #1066 p.1297 (note the original dates of enaction!)

27 Dec 1940

29 Dec 1940

2 Jan 1941
On 20th anniversary of Hebrew telegraphs; cites Israel Amikam of the future “Haifa Messengers” service + the
post offices which offered this service:

8 Jan 1941
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of June 1994 by Donald Chafetz

30 Jan 1941

6 Feb 1941

Palestine Official Gazette #1075 p.94 (note the original dates of enaction!)

13 Feb 1941

20 Feb 1941

Palestine Gazette #1078 p.142 (note the original dates of enaction!)

23 Feb 1941

13 Mar 1941

Palestine Gazette - Supplement Part 2a p.461

19 Mar 1941

New domestic postage rates taking effect 1 April:

24 Mar 1941

1 Apr 1941
New inland postage rates take effect (see above 13 March); below for consolidated rates – source p.66 of
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/151940)

10 Apr 1941

Palestine Gazette #1088 p.327 (note the original dates of enaction!)

17 Apr 1941
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of Oct 1994 by Donald Chafetz

18 Apr 1941

Palestine Airways ceases operations as planes requisitioned by Mandate Govt. for war effort
- Aloni Am p.90

22 Apr 1941

30 Apr 1941
Oddly, although Foreign Mails Small Packets service was suspended on 31 Jan 1940 the postage rates on this
date list Small Packets @ 6m per 50g with a minimum charge of 30m [as rate of 1 Jan 1935 above], “Limited service –
temporarily suspended”. Source: listed in Post Office Circular No. 689 referenced in “Palestine Standing Order Book 125” part
3 by Don Chafetz in Israel Philatelist Aug. 1994
30 Apr 1941

Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of Aug 1994 by Donald Chafetz

1 May 1941

Postal Censorship: 1. It is notified for information that the transmission of all picture postcards and
photographs printed on postcards to and from territories outside the British Empire and Egypt is prohibited. 2.
Photographs printed on sensitized paper and unmounted may be sent abroad to any non- enemy destination
provided that they are not of military importance. (source: 8-05-1941 #1096
https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law21/PG-e-1096.pdf)

22 May 1941

26 May 1941

Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of Oct 1994 by Donald Chafetz

8 June 1941

It is notified for information that the air mail service to Egypt has been suspended (source: 11-06-1941 #1105
https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law21/PG-e-1105.pdf)

21 June 1941

Lack of sponge pads to wet stamp gums:

30 June 1941

Communication with Syria and the Lebanon: With reference to Public Notice No. 20 dated 4th June, 1941, it is
notified that business correspondence is now admitted for that part of Syria and the Lebanon in allied
occupation. (source: 3-07-1941 #1112 https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law21/PG-e-1112.pdf)

9 July 1941
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of June 1994 by Donald Chafetz

21 July 1941

15 Aug 1941

22 Aug 1941 postage free concession for the income tax department (not listed in the Postal Guides); source: Supplement
#1 of the Official Gazette #1126, p.71 “Income Tax Ordinance #23”; also p. 58 here
https://fs.knesset.gov.il/0/law/0_lsr_561740.PDF
See also Aug 1947

24 Aug 1941

25 Aug 1941

10 Sept 1941 Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of June 1994 by Donald Chafetz

14 Sept 1941

18 Sept 1941

7 Oct 1941

15 Oct 1941
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of Oct 1994 by Donald Chafetz
 Note to cataloguers & researchers: philatelically inspired requests by the public of postal service employees was
strictly forbidden and liable to dismissal from employment

5 Nov 1941
Kibbutz Gaaton is founded (on 4 Nov) - vastly different date to the official of 8 Oct 1948 given in the official
website (and elsewhere as 1948), and ascribed to post-war Hungarian Jews
(http://www.gaaton.org.il/ViewPage.asp?pagesCatID=295&siteName=gaaton)

19 Nov 1941

Air Mails to the United Kingdom: It is notified for information that there is now a service by air throughout
from Palestine to the United Kingdom via the British Overseas Airways and the Trans-Pacific and TransAtlantic
Clippers. 2. The approximate transit time is from three to four weeks. 3. It is not possible to advise the days of
departure but mails leave Palestine twice weekly. 4. The rate of postage is 175 mils for each 5 grammes or
part thereof. (source: 27-11-1941 #1146 https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law21/PG-e-1146.pdf)

23 Nov 1941

26 Nov 1941

27 Nov 1941

Palestine Gazette #1146 p.1195-96 (note the original dates of enaction!)

28 Nov 1941

2 Dec 1941

4 Dec 1941

9 Dec 1941

12 Dec 1941

14 Dec 1941

31 Dec 1941
Published in the “Palestine Standing Order Book #125” for Feb 1939-Jan 1942, as reproduced in the “Israel
Philatelist” of June 1994 by Donald Chafetz

1 Jan 1942

Palestine Gazette #1159 p.9 (note the original dates of enaction!)

9 Jan 1942

10 Jan 1942

Foreign Commerce Weekly 10-01-1942 p.27

15 Jan 1942

the Mandate Pictorals series stamps 250m, 500m & £1 are issued, 1mm wider than their predecessors
(Dorf p.79)

15 Jan 1942

Palestine Gazette #1163 p.51-52 (note the original dates of enaction!)

15 Jan 1942
1 Feb 1942

4 Feb 1942

4 Feb 1942

5 Feb 1942

19 Feb 1942

26 Feb 1942

Palestine Gazette #1173 p.244 (note the original dates of enaction!)

18 Mar 1942

20 Mar 1942

30 Mar 1942

Discrepancy in starting dates versus Palestine Gazette #1183 below

2 Apr 1942

Palestine Gazette #1183 p.395 (note the original dates of enaction!)

9 May 1942

Foreign Commerce Weekly 09-05-1942 p.17

16 May 1942

Foreign Commerce Weekly 16-05-1942 p.25

3 June 1942

11 Jun 1942

16 June 1942

Palestine Gazette #1200 p.702 (note the original dates of enaction!)

15 July 1942

16 Aug 1942

4 Oct 1942

8 Oct 1942

16 Nov 1942

24 Nov 1942

A request that the Red Cross open an office in Tel Aviv for mail to residents in areas under German/Japanese
occupation, as those TLV residents are presently forced to pay postage for their letters to be sent to Jerusalem
for handling by the RC there:

24 Nov 1942

Example of how the Red Cross postal scheme worked (excerpted):

4 Dec 1942

10 Dec 1942

Palestine Gazette #1237 p.1353 (note the original dates of enaction!)

1 Mar 1943

RAF Lydda established at Lydda airfield (source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A0%D7%9E%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%AA%D7%A2%D7%95%D7%A4%D7%94_%D7%91%D7%9F%D7%92%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9F )

7 Mar 1943
The Head Post Office in Haifa at this time was near the Khayat building (which was in its courtyard area)
 The post office box listed (and likely others of similar 3 digit numbers) was probably at the HPO as well

25 Mar 1943

30 Mar 1943

31 Mar 1943

1 July 1943

New domestic postage & telegraph rates entering effect today:

8 July 1943

12 July 1943

Palestine Gazette #1275 p.581-582 (note the original dates of enaction!)

26 July 1943

29 July 1943

Palestine Gazette #1279 p.647-648 (note the original dates of enaction!)

9 Sept. 1943

Palestine Gazette #1288 p.816-817 (note the original dates of enaction!)

23 Sept 1943

Palestine Gazette #1290 p.856 (note the original dates of enaction!)

7 Oct 1943

31 Oct 1943

31 Oct 1943

Palestine Gazette #1292 p.899 (note the original dates of enaction!)

5 Mar 1944

30 May 1944

6 June 1944

13 June 1944

1 Aug 1944

3 Aug 1944

31 Aug 1944

10 Sept 1944

26 Sept 1944

4 Oct 1944

19 Oct 1944

Palestine Gazette #1365 p.993 (note the original dates of enaction!)

29 Oct 1944

23 Nov 1944

Palestine Gazette #1374 p.1132-33 (note the original dates of enaction!)

24 Nov 1944

26 Nov 1944

This airmail suspension may have affected mail from the UK to Palestine (see SKU 143824, 30 Nov cover)

29 Nov 1944

6 Dec 1944

10 Dec 1944

27 Dec 1944

For possible relevance to Palestine see article from 24 Nov 1944 above

9 Feb 1945

19 Feb 1945

4 Mar 1945

7 Mar 1945

19 Mar 1945

20 Mar 1945

22 Mar 1945

Palestine Gazette #1397 p.368-369 (note the original dates of enaction!)

28 Mar 1945

5 Apr 1945

Palestine Gazette #1401 p.427-431 (note the original dates of enaction!)

5 Apr 1945

Palestine Gazette #1401 Supplement #2 p.320 (announced 29 March but in effect as of 5 April)

12 Apr 1945

Palestine Gazette #1402 p.454-455 (note the original dates of enaction!)

13 Apr 1945

18 Apr 1945

11 May 1945
Domestic Aviron air service between Tel Aviv and Haifa Inaugurated “about a fortnight ago” – see
report from 13 April above:
 Not yet known if this service also carried mail as in 1938-1940

13 May 1945

15 May 1945

24 May 1945

7 June 1945

7 June 1945

12 June 1945

24 June 1945

28 June 1945

Palestine Gazette #1421 p.755-56 (note the original dates of enaction!)

7 July 1945

ZIM Lines shipping company founded

8 July 1945

IFPL p.22

13 July 1945

19 July 1945

Palestine Gazette #1425 p.811-813 (note the original dates of enaction!)

20 July 1945

22 July 1945

26 July 1945

Palestine Gazette #1426 p.830-831 (note the original dates of enaction!)

26 July 1945

http://www.jta.org/1945/07/27/archive/palestine-airways-expects-to-resume-service-shortly-throughout-middle-east

29 July 1945

Mentions surface mail route from Haifa to Syria and Lebanon

30 July 1945

2 Aug 1945

2 Aug 1945

2 Aug 1945

3 Aug 1945

10 Aug 1945

16 Aug 1945

Palestine Gazette #1432 p.957 (note the original dates of enaction!)

21 Aug 1945

21 Aug 1945

23 Aug 1945

Palestine Gazette #1433 p.972-973 (note the original dates of enaction!)

24 Aug 1945

2 Sept 1945

14 Sept 1945

27 Sept 1945

Palestine Gazette #1442 p.1088-1090 (note the original dates of enaction!)

18 Oct 1945

Palestine Gazette #1446 p.1217 (note the original dates of enaction!)

19 Oct 1945

25 Oct 1945

Palestine Gazette #1447 p.1237 (note the original dates of enaction!)

26 Oct 1945

29 Oct 1945

1 Nov 1945

5 Nov 1945

6 Nov 1945

12 Nov 1945

19 Nov 1945

22 Nov 1945

27 Nov 1945

Palestine Gazette #1456 p.1351 (note the original dates of enaction!)

2 Dec 1945

2 Dec 1945

2 Dec 1945

6 Dec 1945

Palestine Gazette #1459 p.1409 (note the original dates of enaction!)

9 Dec 1945

10 Dec 1945

16 Dec 1945

20 Dec 1945

1946

TWA inaugurates 1st transatlantic service from TLV to NY

(source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A0%D7%9E%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%AA%D7%A2%D7%95%D7%A4%D7%94_%D7%91%D7%9F%D7%92%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9F )

JAN 1946
Facsimile of postage rate document taken from Bale Mandate Catalogue (2010 ed) p.271-272 attributed to
1946; precise date unknown but based on the rates it’s probably from very early 1946 (note the subsequent rate changes
below & older rates above), eg. compare Australia here to rate published 14 March (in effect 7 March), below; predates 13 Jan
1946 renewal of postal relations with Hungary
 Notice that none of the Balkan counties are listed (among others) – see comment for “June 1946” below
 Notice the rate ‘bands’ esp. for Europe:
o Scandinavia + Baltics + Poland + Spain @ 70m letter rate
o Turkey @ 65m
o Iceland + Lowlands + Switzerland @ 60m
o France, Czechoslovakia (+ Hungary later in Jan) @ 55m
o UK & Ireland @ 40m

JAN 1946
Google-Translated from the original German (relevant section excerpted) of
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Airways:

* the cited date for establishment of air service between Amman and Kalandia here is incorrect – it was 26 June 1949 as a
daily service (see press article below)
8 Jan 1946

13 Jan 1946
Air mail rates to Hungary @ 55m 10g letter & 30m postcard are at the same ‘band’ as France and
Czechoslovakia as per above rate table

28 Jan 1946

16 Feb 1946

22 Feb 1946

25 Feb 1946

Within the operation to attack British airfields, the Etzel attacked RAF Lydda and destroyed 11 combat planes
(source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A0%D7%9E%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%AA%D7%A2%D7%95%D7%A4%D7%94_%D7%91%D7%9F%D7%92%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9F )

7 Mar 1946

A sense of scale of workload vis staffing:

10 Mar 1946 (the service resumed Friday the 8th March)
 Not yet known if this service also carried mail like in 1938-1940

11 Mar 1946

14 Mar 1946

Palestine Gazette #1481 p.274 (note the original dates of enaction!)

27 March 1946

28 March 1946

1 Apr 1946

2 April 1946

3 April 1946

14 April 1946

Taxis being used to carry mail – precursor to Haifa Messengers of 1948

17 April 1946

19 April 1946

5 May 1946

7 May 1946

12 May 1946

The HaBoker article says it’s “all air” via the UK

13 May 1946

This report published on Monday, so “early next week” could be Sunday the 19th or Monday the 20th:

17 May 1946

JUNE 1946
Note that the 25 June 1946 HaTzofe article on mailing times (below) references the Balkan countries under “air mail”
2 June 1946

12 June 1946

12 June 1946

16 June 1946

21 June 1946

24 June 1946

25 June 1946

25 June 1946

27 June 1946

3 July 1946

9 July 1946

see earlier report of 25 June…

11 July 1946

18 July 1946

Palestine Gazette #1505 p.644 (note the original dates of enaction!)

Aug 1946

CSA begins flying to Palestine. - IFPL p.40

August 1946

Air Mail Postage Rates – source: pg.35-52 of https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/1353683)

8 Aug 1946

16 Aug 1946

20 Aug 1946

25 Aug 1946

Taxi mail

5 Sept 1946

30 Sept 1946

5 Dec 1946

11 Dec 1946

16 Dec 1946

18 Dec 1946

8 Jan 1947

14 Jan 1947

The air mail tariffs changed both on 14 Jan & 27 Jan (below) – not just on one of these dates

27 Jan 1947

27 Jan 1947

28 Jan 1947

 EXTRAPOLATION: the air mail leaflet displayed for Jan 1946 shows identical postage rates for Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Paraguay & Uruguay @ 180m for letters & 90m for postcards;

o

Palestine Post of 5 May 1946 mentions that the air mail rates for these countries has been revised - but no
information has yet been found as to what those rates were.
 Proud (Palestine 2006 p.103) references air mail rates changes (as of 27 Jan 1947) to many countries in the
Americas but only Bolivia specifically in South America @ 125m letter rate & 65m postcard rate, hence this is
probably the new rate for the above mentioned countries as well (other South American counties listed by Proud
and not included in the 5 May 1946 press release have different rates set for 27 Jan 1947)
29 Jan 1947

2 Feb 1947

3 Feb 1947

19 Feb 1947

19 Feb 1947

21 Feb 1947

The Syrian airline seems to be Syrian Airways, which existed briefly between 1946-1948:

24 Feb 1947

28 Feb 1947

28 Feb 1947

10 Mar 1947

14 Mar 1947

19 Mar 1947

29 Mar 1947 postage free concession for the income tax department (reiterated; see 22 Aug 1941) – source: Supplement
#1 of Official Gazette #1568 p.103 (https://fs.knesset.gov.il/0/law/0_lsr_562485.PDF)

6 Apr 1947

9 Apr 1947

15 Apr 1947

21 Apr 1947

27 Apr 1947

27 Apr 1947

28 Apr 1947

6 May 1947

7 May 1947

7 May 1947

The First Special Session ever of the United Nations, to address the issue of Palestine, begins.
- Aloni p.16

9 May 1947

13 May 1947

14 May 1947

14 May 1947

15 May 1947
Oddly this information was not published in the Palestine Post 14-16 May 1947
 The postcard rate published below as 25m may be an error as the March 1948 GPO air mail rates shows 35m for
postcards & 25m for air letters (see below)…
 See entry above (27 Jan 1947) for extrapolated rates for Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay & Uruguay –
seems all 6 were charged the same rates; as per SKU #143864 (22 May 1947 airmail “samples” cover to Brazil
charged 225m, it seems the letter rate there and the others above became 75m on this date; 3x 75m)
 It seems from covers observed that most of Europe’s rates changed as per below, eg. Czechoslovakia @ 55m prior
to 15 May and 40m thereafter; Bulgaria (24-10-1947) observed with 40m postage

15 May 1947

The UN Special Session concludes its work and appoints an 11-member Special Committee (UNSCOP) with
instructions to report to the Assembly's next regular session.
- Aloni p.16

18 May 1947

22 May 1947

26 May 1947
8 June 1947

25 June 1947

UNSCOP begins its work

- Aloni p.16

27 June 1947

7 July 1947

14 July 1947
14 July 1947

21 July 1947

The Kedem subsidiary of ZIM Lines purchases the 'Kedma'

- IFPL p.22

23 July 1947

25 July 1947

28 July 1947

The Mandate Postal Authority grants a mail contract with ZIM and designates 'Kedma' as an official mail
carrier
- IFPL p.22/p.27

28 July 1947

30 July 1947

The 'Kedma' departs Palestine with its first shipment of mail

- IFPL p.22/p.27

30 July 1947

8 Aug 1947

19 Aug 1947

21 Aug 1947

First Air France service to Palestine; initially via Cairo but in Nov changed to direct flight between Paris-Lydda
- Aloni Airmail p.102

5 Sept 1947

10 Sept 1947

14 Sept 1947
announced

Surface mail from Palestine to Europe & US to be sent from Haifa rather than via Egypt, the post office has

16 Sept 1947

UNSCOP presents its majority and minority recommendations to the second regular session of the General
Assembly. Great Britain announces its intention to relinquish its mandate at the earliest possible date, and
that it would not be able to implement any General Assembly decision not acceptible to both the Jews of
Palestine and the Arabs. The Arab Higher Committee and the Arab States announce their opposition to the
plans recommended by UNSCOP. Two Subcommittees examine in detail the partition plan and the Arab
proposal for an independent unitary state.
- Aloni p.18

19 Sept 1947

19 Sept 1947

21 Sept 1947

30 Sept 1947

10 Oct 1947

12 Oct 1947

17 Oct 1947

21 Oct 1947

24 Oct 1947

3 Nov 1947 14 Mar 1948

The "Lechi" underground movement changes foreign names of certain streets in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem
to Hebrew names. Postal employees were requested to alter addresses on mail, by hand, to the new names:
Allenby => HaCherut [The Freedom]
Kikar London => Kikar HaMaapilim [Square of the (illegal) immigrants)
King George => King David
(Source: per display explanation in the Lechi-'Yair' Museum, Tel Aviv)

6 Nov 1947
7 Nov 1947

First direct Paris-Lydda Air France service to Palestine

- Aloni Airmail p.102

13 Nov 1947

14 Nov 1947

17 Nov 1947

Golda Meir meets secretly with Jordan's King Abdullah in Naharayim. Abdullah wants the "Jewish State" to
become part of Transjordan. Meir refuses. Abdullah proposes to take over the Arab part of any partition
offered by the UN. Meir indicates that the Jewish state will not actively support this move, but would
acquiesce in it as a temporary measure.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

28 Nov 1947

29 Nov 1947

The General Assembly votes to accept the partition plan for Palestine, according to which Palestine will be
divided into a Jewish State and an Arab State; Jerusalem is to be internationalized. The resolution is supported
by both the US and USSR. Arab countries and Arab league refuse to recognize the resolution. The GA also sets
up a Palestine Commission to supervise and implement the partition plan, according to Resolution 181
paragraph B.
(Sources: Aloni p.18 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

1-3 Dec 1947

Arab riots in Jerusalem. Beginning of Arab blockade of Jerusalem. The period to May 15, 1948 was
characterized by numerous skirmishes, road ambushes, riots, bombings and massacres, whether organized by
one of the other sides or spontaneous.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

3 Dec 1947

Irgun burns Rex movie theater in Jerusalem; Arabs attack Jewish vehicle on its way to Jewish quarter in
Jerusalem, 1 killed, 7 injuries.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

4 Dec 1947

Two Jews and 3 Arabs injured in attack on Jewish bus in Baqa, Jerusalem.
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p 431 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

7 Dec 1947
This is the only mention of a “Franking Machine” (stamp affixing machine) in the English-language press for
Palestine/Israel, but proof that these were in use here! No results found for “ ”מכונת ביולor “”מכונת הדבקה

9 Dec 1947

9 Dec 1947

An agreement is reached between the Jewish Agency and the Mandate authorities that the British will be
responsible for protecting convoys on the roads.
(Source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7
%A9%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%9D )

12 Dec 1947 Detailed documented evidence of BOAC having a monopoly in the transport of mail from Palestine to
destinations abroad. I have yet to find when this policy began: (source: IFPL p.11)
 I have not found any information indicating that this policy changed/ended prior to 14 May 1948
 A Palestine Post article of 25 July 1947 (cited above) may refine this point a little by specifying that “some of the
[air] companies of neighboring countries carry mail to places like Damascus, Baghdad and Cyprus”

12 Dec 1947

Irgun bombing at Damascus Gate kills 20, wounds 50; the British cancel their agreement of 9 Dec. to protect
convoys
(Sources: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm &
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7
%A9%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%9D )

12 Dec 1947

15 Dec 1947

Arabs cut water pipes to Jerusalem; damage repaired by British; Jerusalem prepares for siege.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

17 Dec 1947

18 Dec 1947

complaint about shortage of post office boxes in Tel Aviv:

18 Dec 1947

18 Dec 1947

19 Dec 1947

19 Dec 1947

21 Dec 1947

22 Dec 1947

26 Dec 1947

29 Dec 1947

Irgun bombing at Damascus gate kills 12 Arabs, 2 British killed, 43 wounded
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p. 433 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

30 Dec 1947

The Haifa refinery riots and massacre: Irgun threw bombs from a speeding car into a crowd of Arabs outside
the Haifa oil refinery; six killed and forty-two wounded. Survivors surged into the refinery compound and,
along with some of the Arab refinery workers, attacked the Jewish refinery workers. In the hour it took for the
British soldiers and police to arrive, forty-one Jews had been killed and forty-nine wounded.
(Source:
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

31 Dec 1947

Jewish Quarter of Old City Jerusalem under siege.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

31 Dec 1947

Palmach revenge for Haifa refinery massacre at Balad as Sheikh.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

Jan 1948

A secret agreement is reached with the British official responsible for Lydda airfield's security to allow a Jewish
force (called "Tzipora") of around 30 men participate in the security work and these pose as airfield workers;

these are volunteers from the Givati Brigade, and commanded by Yaakov Frank. (source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A0%D7%9E%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%AA%D7%A2%D7%95%D7%A4%D7%94_%D7%91%D7%9F%D7%92%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9F )

January 1948

Arab Salvation Army (also called Arab Liberation Army - ALA) are admitted to Palestine by the British,
supposedly following a promise not to attack Jewish settlements. Their leader, Fawzi Al-Kaukji may have
entered Palestine only in March. Jewish Agency concludes arms deal with Czechoslovakia, but most arms do
not arrive until June 1948, after the British have left. The UN, including the US, had placed an arms embargo
on Palestine. This did not apply to Arab countries including Transjordan. As independent states, they were
allowed to acquire arms. The Jordan Legion received a steady supply of arms from Britain through the Suez
Canal, at least until May 1948, including a large number of 25 pounder cannon at the beginning of 1948.
Hagana agents purchased 20 Auster light aircraft in Britain, sold for scrap, rebuilt them and brought them to
Palestine for use of the Haganah. Haganah later rebuilt Spitfires left by the mandate for scrap as well, but did
not have real fighter and bomber aircraft until May 1948 when Czech Messersccmidtts (or Avia imitations)
and B-17s purchased clandestinely were brought into the country.
(Source: http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

January 1948 Undated document in the State Archives, appears to be from the start of 1948 (excerpts from pages 82-84 of
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/298877)

Early 1948
An air strip is built by the Hagana(?) in the Ahuzat Samuel quarter of Haifa:
Source: p.16 - http://beit-horim.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/nov-des_for_internet.pdf

Early JAN 1948 suspension of Insured Mail by Palestine PO - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position paper
- IFPL p.7
2 Jan 1948

Jewish civilian transportation to Jerusalem is ceased.

(Source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7
%A9%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%9D )

2 Jan 1948

2 Jan 1948

4-5 Jan 1948

Haganah blows up Semiramis hotel in Katamon. 40 killed 45 injured.
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p 434 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

4 Jan 1948

5 Jan 1948
Report entitled “Jerusalem without Regular Mail” states that for a number of days mail has not been removed
from the letter boxes in Jerusalem, and that it is not possible to send letters from Jerusalem except by ‘express’ or registered
mail (unclear what is meant by the statement “not possible to send” – refused by the post office?)

5 Jan 1948
Jewish customers & postal employees avoid going to the HPO in Jerusalem, the Arab Legion guards the
building; Jews call to request direct delivery of mail from their POB’s to home addresses & the postal service charges a Pound
and a half for the service (the postal service says this fee was always charged for this service)

6 Jan 1948

6 Jan 1948

Convoy to Jerusalem attacked at Sarefend (Tzrifin) by Arab Legion
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p 434 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

6 Jan 1948

7 Jan 1948

Jaffa Gate bombing - The Irgun rolled a bomb from an armored car into the Arab crowd at the Jaffa Gate stop
of the No. 3 bus (Collins & Lapierre, 1973 pp. 416 ff.). killing 14. Irgun car crashed and three were killed trying
to escape. A fourth was caught, but was later freed by comrades (Levi, 1986 p.. 435). Arab fire from Sheikh
Jarakh on Beit Yisrael in Jerusalem kills 4. Five Arabs killed in counter fire.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

7 Jan 1948

7 Jan 1948
Satirical summary of mail problems caused by terror attacks caused by the Palestine government apparently
not dealing with the security situation effectively. According to this, mail was carried by rail due to attacks on the roads, but
then stopped and seized by marauders (time and again):

7 Jan 1948

9 Jan 1948

The Palmach is charged with the responsibility to protect convoys

9 Jan 1948

Arab Liberation army Yarmuk battalion crosses into Palestine, attacks Dan and Kfar Szold; attack repulsed with
the help of the British.

(Source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7
%A9%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%9D )

(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

9 Jan 1948

9 Jan 1948

11 Jan 1948

12 Jan 1948

12 Jan 1948

13 Jan 1948

Deir Yassin (near Jerusalem) - Arab village fight off attempted infiltration by Arab irregulars - one villager
killed.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

14 Jan 1948

14 Jan 1948

Major attack of Arab irregulars on Gush Etzion beaten off; 100-150 Arab dead. Jewish defenders have 3 dead,
12 wounded
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p. 436 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

15 Jan 1948

Lydda airfield security is taken over by the British Army. (Source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A0%D7%9E%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%AA%D7%A2%D7%95%D7%A4%D7%94_%D7%91%D7%9F%D7%92%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9F )

15 Jan 1948

15 Jan 1948

Authorities will be empowered to order ships to go to any port in Palestine owing to traffic at Haifa

15 Jan 1948

terror attack in Jewish area of Haifa using a mail van as a car bomb

15 Jan 1948
Excerpt of Air France timetable/routes (http://www.timetableimages.com/ttimages/af.htm)
 No more route from Beirut to Haifa

16 Jan 1948

18 Jan 1948

Convoy of 35 - Jewish convoy to Gush Etzion, near Jerusalem, ambushed, 35 underground members
massacred.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

19 Jan 1948

20 Jan 1948
On the issue of BOAC’s monopoly on carrying outbound mail, it looks like this was the situation into 1948 and
even those in charge didn’t fully know why this was so: source https://www.archives.gov.il/en/archives/Archive/0b071706800439b8/File/0b071706805b8f06

21 Jan 1948

Twenty trucks carrying 700 men of the ALA under Safr Bek crossed the border into Palestine from Syria.
according to Kurzman, 1970). Supposedly, Fawzi el Kaukji may have entered the country January 25.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

22 Jan 1948

23 Jan 1948

25 Jan 1948

British intervene in fighting between Jews and Arabs near Kastel. 10 Palmach and 30 dead, 2 injured, 30 Arab
casualties
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p 437 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

25 Jan 1948

27 Jan 1948

28 Jan 1948

Attempt by Arab irregulars to infiltrate Deir Yassin repulsed by inhabitants.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

28 Jan 1948

The possible reason for this may be due to suspected arms smuggling from US (and Yugoslav) ports to TLV where the customs
staff is all Jewish, from this 17 Jan 48 CID report from an State Archive file containing un-sorted material for 1948 (p.169, up to
177 of file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/244376)

28 Jan 1948

29 Jan 1948

Harel Brigade attacks village of Yazur, fires 12 moratr shells; 15 Arab dead
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p 437 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

30 Jan 1948

1 Feb 1948

Palestine Post bombing - Planned by SS-trained explosive expert Fawzi el Kuttub and executed with the help of
British deserters. Just after 11 PM, Abou Khalil Genno and two British deserters, brought a truck loaded with
half a ton of TNT in front of the Palestine Post building and blew it up.
(Source:
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

1 Feb 1948

3 Feb 1948

4 Feb 1948

5 Feb 1948

10 Feb 1948

12 Feb 1948

regarding the future head of the Israeli Army postal service:

13 Feb 1948

14 Feb 1948

Sasa raid - A Haganah force under Moshe Kelman raided Sasa in the north, blew up 35 houses and killed 60
Arabs before retreating via a swamp.
Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

15 Feb 1948
Regarding circumstances for closure of Safed post office in this period, no indication from this report that the
shooting led to the immediate closure of the PO: (see further on 2 March below)

16 Feb 1948

Battle of Tirat Tzvi - Arab Liberation army Yarmuk battalion attacked kibbutz Tirat Tzvi in the Galilee.
Forewarned, a mobile Jewish force flanked the ALA and attacked, killing many. Jews lost one dead.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

16 Feb 1948

17 Feb 1948

20 Feb 1948

22 Feb 1948

22 Feb 1948
the UK decides to remove Palestine from the Sterling Zone
(https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/18061933)
22 Feb 1948

Ben Yehuda Street Bombing - SS trained Arab explosives expert Fawzi El Kuttub with the aid of British
mercenary deserters Brown and Madison (who earlier participated in the Palestine Post Bombing) brought
two trucks and an armored car, each loaded with one ton of TNT to Ben Yehuda St and exploded them, killing
47-60 people.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

23 Feb 1948

Suspension of acceptance of parcels in UK for Palestine - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position paper
- IFPL p.7
British General Post Office notice PBN 2697 of same date states that both Parcels & Postal Orders to Palestine
and Transjordan are "temporarily suspended" as of that date. (Source: image of original copy on file)

24 Feb 1948

25 Feb 1948

Saris & Kastel - Convoy is attacked twice on its way to Jerusalem, 2 dead, 13 wounded.
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p 441 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

25 Feb 1948

26 Feb 1948

27 Feb 1948

29 Feb 1948

29 Feb 1948

Suspension of Imperial Money Order Service for Palestine - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position
paper
- IFPL p.7

MARCH 1948 Taken from Edward Proud’s Postal History of Palestine & Transjordan (2006 ed) p.104-106 – a specific date of
effect for March is not shown:

1 Mar 1948
BOAC’s Schedule to Lydda for March 1948; see timeline entry for 1 April for subsequent schedule changes
made (source: IFPL p.12-13)
 Mail dispatched from Palestine arrived only the next day in the UK (and not on the same day as dispatch)
 See entry for 24 April for June 1948 BOAC recollection of final days at Lydda (including improvised evacuation of
staff on 28 April)

1 Mar 1948

CSA opens their TLV Central Booking Office for passenger and freight bookings.

2 Mar 1948

The Jewish National Council (Vaad Leumi) “begins work on organization of Jewish provisional government”
(eg. Minhelet Ha’am) (Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Provisional_government_of_Israel &
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_National_Council )

2 Mar 1948

- IFPL p.40-41

2 Mar 1948

2 Mar 1948

(Tuesday)

2 Mar 1948

3 Mar 1948

3 Mar 1948
(Wednesday) – Safed post office “is still closed and no mail has been distributed for almost a week”, eg. circa
since Friday 27 Feb. (when Zvi Rahmani was shot outside the post office by an Arab sniper – see report of 2 March).

3 Mar 1948
On 1 March in Safed in a meeting between representatives of the community and the regional governor Mr.
Ivans, it was decided to open separate post offices for Jews and for Arabs in their respective quarters of Safed; the telephone
center would be removed from the police building on Mt Canaan.

3-4 Mar 1948

Operation "Samuel" - A company of Moriah battalion ambushes Arab transport, but is attacked by Arabs
afterwards. 16 Jewish casualties.
(Sources: Levi, 1986 p 442 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

4 Mar 1948
(Thursday) Safed post office has been closed since Friday 27 Feb, and the recent decision to open separate
post offices for Jews and Arabs has not yet been effected. The telephone center is guarded by Arab policemen and calls can
only be made locally and with difficulty.

4 Mar 1948

5 Mar 1948

(Friday) Mail arrangements for Safed – see 9 April & 7 June (below) for further citation:

 Per Palestine Post, mail for Safed needs to be endorsed “Rosh Pinna Post Office”
 Per Davar it only says that from now on mail for Safed will be handled by the Rosh Pinna post office, no mention
that a special endorsement need be added to the address
 Per HaTsofeh, as per an announcement by the community council mail can be sent to Safed if endorsed “Safed via
Rosh Pinna Post Office”
 Al HaMishmar (7 March) reports similarly to HaTsofeh but adds that the community council has taken upon itself
to arrange postal service (and that the cited endorsement should be added to the address); Haaretz & HaMashkif
(7 March) write similarly that mail so addressed “will reach its destination”

5 Mar 1948

5 Mar 1948

5 Mar 1948
7 Mar 1948

8 Mar 1948

10 Mar 1948

Plan Daled finalized. This plan had originally been intended for implementation after the British left, to ensure
contiguity and defensibility of Jewish areas of Palestine. As the situation worsened, it became obvious that it
would have to be moved up.
Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

10 Mar 1948 The RAF publishes a tender for the sale of RAF Ein Shemer (next to Pardess Hanna-Karkur), which is
subsequently bought by the Jewish Agency. At the end of April the base is taken over by the Haganah. A force from the
Alexandroni Brigade took charge of the base which variously served as an alternate air strip specifically in cases where Israel
wanted to avoid UN inspection. Some time in 1949 the base was converted into an immigrant camp and became one of the 4
main collection camps for Yeminite immigrants brought over in Operation Wings of Eagles.
See timeline entry for 25 Aug 1948; it’s possible that Ein Shemer also received air mail…?
Copied for legacy purposes from
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%9E%D7%A0%D7%97%D7%AA_%D7%A2%D7%99%D7%9F_%D7%A9%D7%9E%D7%A8

10 Mar 1948

11 Mar 1948

Jewish Agency bombing carried out by an Arab driver of the American consulate who managed to enter a car
bomb; 12 people were killed and 40 wounded: among the injured were Aura Herzog, wife of Vivien (Chaim)
Herzog and Reuven Shiloach (future first head of the Mossad); Arie Leib Jaffe, one of the founders of the
Zionist movement was killed. (Sources:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%A1%D7%95%D7%9B%D7%A0%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%94%D7%99%D7%94%D7%95%D7%
93%D7%99%D7%AA & http://www.isracast.com/article.aspx?ID=256&t=Jewish-Agency-Bombing )

11 Mar 1948

12 Mar 1948

14 Mar 1948

14 Mar 1948

15 Mar 1948

16 Mar 1948

16 Mar 1948

Final day for acceptance of parcels in Palestine - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position paper
- IFPL
p.7
Per UPU notice #48 of 5 March, the Mandatory post would not take responsibility for overseas letters in
transit to Palestine, arriving after 15 April
Aloni p.22

17 Mar 1948

18 Mar 1948

Attack on convoy on Shaar Hagay Hartuv road near Jerusalem, 10 Jewish dead.
(Sources: Levi 1986, p. 443 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

18 Mar 1948

19 Mar 1948

20 Mar 1948

Arab attack on Tsuba quarry (near Motza on road to Jerusalem) and on Motza and Arza. 3 Jewish dead.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

20 Mar 1948

All airlines other than TWA & BOAC stop their services to Lydda and transfer their operations to Cairo.
p.8
 Treat this statement with caution in light of press report above (19 Mar – TWA quits Palestine)

22 Mar 1948

- IFPL

23 Mar 1948

24 Mar 1948

Shaar Hagai (Bab El Wad) - Attack on convoy to Jerusalem lasts six hours and kills 3. wounding 7. Some of the
convoy returns to Hulda, some get through to Jerusalem.
(Source: Levi, 1986, p 444 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

24 Mar 1948

Attack on convoy to Atarot north of Jerusalem, 14 killed, 9 wounded
(Sources: Levi, 1986, p 444 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

24 Mar 1948

General PO in Nicosia communique states that Postmaster-General announces that mail services to Palestine
by surface route will be suspended as of 4 April, and that final date of posting first class mail (letters and
postcards), despatched by air, will be announced later. (Source: image of original copy on file)

25 Mar 1948

Suspension of surface mail shipments to Palestine - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position paper - IFPL
p.7

25 Mar 1948

25 Mar 1948

25 Mar 1948

Surface mail to Palestine reaching the UK after this date gets returned to sender.
p.10

- IFPL

25 Mar 1948

26 Mar 1948

26 Mar 1948

26 Mar 1948

26 Mar 1948 Last convoys to Jerusalem until April 6. Road blocked. As a result of the “convoy crisis”, Ben-Gurion decides on
31 March to focus on military breakthrough to Jerusalem and this becomes “Operation Nachshon”
(Sources: http://www.irgon-haagana.co.il/show_item.asp?levelId=59799&itemId=47749&itemType=3 & http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

27 Mar 1948

The “Nebi Daniel Convoy” sets out from Jerusalem to Gush Etzion and is ambushed by Arabs at Nebi Daniel.
This is one of 3 convoy disasters at the end of March that brings about the “convoy crisis” and Ben-Gurion’s
decision to break open a path to Jerusalem (Operation Nachshon)
(source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%AA_%D7%A0%D7%91%D7%99_%D7%93%D7%A0%D7%99%D7
%90%D7%9C &
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7
%A9%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%9D )

27 Mar 1948

The “Yehiam Convoy” sets out from Nahariya to besieged Kibbutz Yehiam and ambushed by Arabs at Kabri.
This is one of 3 convoy disasters at the end of March that brings about the “convoy crisis” and Ben-Gurion’s
decision to break open a path to Jerusalem (Operation Nachshon)
(Source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%AA_%D7%99%D7%97%D7%99%D7%A2%D7%9D &
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7
%A9%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%9D )

27 Mar 1948

Negev closed to Jewish traffic.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

28 Mar 1948

29 Mar 1948

29 Mar 1948

30 Mar 1948

31 Mar 1948

31 Mar 1948

The first "Balak" plane arrives, landing at the Bet Daras airstrip (northeast of Ashkelon). - IFPL p.40

31 Mar 1948

Termination of surface mail between South Africa and Palestine.

31 Mar 1948

The “Hulda Convoy” sets out from Hulda to Jerusalem and is attacked and becomes the 1st convoy to not
reach semi-besieged Jerusalem. This is the 3rd of 3 convoy disasters at the end of March that brings about the
“convoy crisis” and Ben-Gurion’s decision to break open a path to Jerusalem (Operation Nachshon)

- IFPL p.65

(Sources:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%AA_%D7%97%D7%95%D7%9C%D7%93%D7%94 &
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%A9%D7%99%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%95%D7
%A9%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%9D )

31 Mar 1948

31 Mar 1948

(from Kol Haam /קול העם, 31 March 1948 p.1)
APRIL 1948

During the month of April the SS 'Kedma' sails twice from Haifa.

- IFPL p.23

April 1948

Excerpts of Air France route map dated April 1948 (http://www.timetableimages.com/ttimages/af.htm)

1 Apr 1948

BOAC service to/from Lydda reduced to 4 weekly flights from almost 1 daily (affecting even Arab destinations)
- IFPL p.8/14
 As per the schedule from 1 March, mail leaving Lydda at 0800am would arrive in the UK c.1600 the next day

1 Apr 1948

1 Apr 1948

1 Apr 1948

Operation Hasida (Stork) - DC-4 chartered by Freddy Fredkens lands at an abandoned RAF airstrip, bringing
200 rifles and 40 light machine guns. (Collins and Lapierre, 1986). According to a different account, the craft
was a C-54 Skymaster (Hebrew Wikipedia). This is sometimes thought of as the start of Operation Balak, since
the pilot's code was supposedly Balak-1.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

1 Apr 1948

Attack on Tzuba quarry by Jewish forces fails.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

EARLY APRIL

Mail addressed to Jews in Palestine (including mail from UK and USSR) starts getting confiscated from planes
landing in Cairo: many were censored and returned to sender, although some pieces did get delivered okay.
- IFPL p.8 & Kibble p.20

2 Apr 1948
Intriguing list of teleprinters and possible mail connections as a result: “line for English Language Post” a)
Jerusalem-Haifa and vice versa, b) Jerusalem-Cairo and vice versa; “Line for the Civil Aviation Department” a) Jerusalem-Lydda,
flight station and b) Lydda-Haifa – source: Page 80 of https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/298877

2 Apr 1948
Transport between Haifa and Tel Aviv was stopped in the area of Binyamina-Zichron Yaakov on 1 April at 8am
by the British Army following a Lechi attack on a train; the army is also preventing transport via Wadi Milek affecting transport
to the Jezreel valley.

2 Apr 1948

2 Apr 1948

2-3 Apr 1948

Preliminary phases of operation Nachshon - First brigade-sized operation, Haganah goes over to the offensive.
In Ramle, Haganah commando blows up the headquarters of Hassan Salameh, area commander of the Mufti's
army of Salvation. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005 page 30). First attack on Qastel (or Kastel), a key point overlooking
the blockaded Jerusalem road. Attack fails.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

3 Apr 1948

The 1st shipment of weapons through the secret arms agreement with Czechoslovakia arrives when the SS
“Nora” docks in Tel Aviv; this is a turning point in the war for Israel.
(Source: http://www.palyam.org/OniyotRekhesh/hf_Nora )

4 Apr 1948

5 Apr 1948

Fawzi Al Kaukji's Arab Liberation ("salvation") army, including Kadisia Battalion and units of the Yarmuk and
Hittin Battalion, supported by artillery lent by the Syrians, move into the hills surrounding kibbutz Mishmar
Ha'emek (Mishmar Haemeq), and attack. pitched battles continue for five days. (see Battle of Mishmar
Ha'emek)
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

5 Apr 1948

5 - 16 Apr ‘48

Operation Nachshon to break through the siege on Jerusalem begins on night of the 5th. The 1st convoy of the
operation sets out at midnight between 5-6 April & captures Arab village Hulda without resistance and
proceeds to capture Deir Muheisin (near Latrun) and Sheikh Musa. The convoy continues in spite of fighting
around Castel, and reaches Jerusalem on the 6th, temporarily breaking the Arab blockade on the city.
(Sources: https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%9E%D7%91%D7%A6%D7%A2_%D7%A0%D7%97%D7%A9%D7%95%D7%9F )

5 Apr 1948

5 Apr 1948

6 Apr 1948

6 Apr 1948

6 Apr 1948

The 1st convoy of Operation Nachshon, which captured Hulda on the 6th, continues and reaches Jerusalem the
same day. This is the first convoy to reach the city since late April (I need to confirm the date!)
(Source: https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%9E%D7%91%D7%A6%D7%A2_%D7%A0%D7%97%D7%A9%D7%95%D7%9F )

6 Apr 1948

Final day (beyond 25/3) to send surface mail to Palestine from UK (after that all correspondence returned to
sender) - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position paper - IFPL p.7

7 Apr 1948

8 Apr 1948(?) Extrapolated arrival date of the SS ‘Kedma’ to Haifa for the 1st of its 2 voyages in April: based on IFPL reporting
2nd Haifa arrival on 18 April and arrival at Marseille on 23 April (5 day transit – so 10 days earlier, on 8 April, should have been
Kedma’s 1st April arrival to Haifa)
8 Apr 1948
Instance of renewed postal relations in spite of the UPU/Mandate postal wind-down: Yugoslavian Verification
Note indicating renewal of sea mail (2 days after the official suspension). In this instance the mail here from Yugoslavia was
carried by the “Marine Carp” which arrived in Haifa on 17 May - IFPL p.25/33
 Oddly it references “Alexandria Transit” which should have meant the mail would be seized by the Egyptians as
was their policy in April; apparently this transit – if it occurred – only took place after the Palestine/Israel stop

9 Apr 1948

Deir Yassin Massacre - Jewish dissident underground groups - Irgun and Lehi, invade Palestinian village of Deir
Yassin. Over 100 Palestinian Arabs, mostly civilians, and 4 attackers are killed.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

9 April 1948

Mail from the US to Jews defaced – possibly by Arab postal employees or by the sea men:

9 Apr 1948

9 Apr 1948

see articles of 4 and 5 May re. unloading of mail from the ship “Providence”

9 April 1948
Safed mail (further to reports from 5 March & 7 June below): the article continues to cite the arrangement of
endorsing mail to Safed as “via Rosh Pinna post office” and also adds that Zvi Ruhani whose death on 27 Feb caused the PO to
close, worked at the city’s “Hadassah” hospital (cited here earlier as sustaining gunfire to the building) – in other words an
observed “Hadassah” cover from Safed seen in a sale may actually have been addressed locally and not to Jerusalem as
described in that sale…

10 Apr 1948

Israeli agents in Italy sink the SS Lino in Bari Harbor, sending 6,000 rifles and 8 million rounds of ammunition
to the bottom of the Harbor. The supplies were destined for Arab forces. The Arabs eventually salvaged the
rifles, which were put on another ship, but that ship found its way to Haifa and Israeli forces instead of
docking at Beirut.
(Sources: Collins and Lapierre, 1973 p 263 & http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm)

11 Apr 1948

Kolonia conquered by Palmach.
(Source: http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm )

11 Apr 1948

12 Apr 1948
Fawzi el Kaukji renews the attack on Mishmar Haemeq (Mishmar Ha'emek) following a British negotiated
truce. Despite superiority in weapons, numerical superiority and aid from Druze under Shahib Wahab who launch an attack on
Ramat Yohanan, Kaukji's forces are cut off and withdraws to Jenin. The battle for Ramat Yohanan continued for two days with
heavy Jewish losses, but eventually the Carmeli brigade of the Haganah was victorious.(see Battle of Mishmar Ha'emek)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
12 Apr 1948

13 Apr 1948

13 Apr 1948

vis. taxi mail:

13 Apr 1948
Hadassah Convoy Massacre - In alleged retaliation for Deir Yassin massacre, Arabs killed 77- 80 Jewish medical
personnel and wounded civilians and soldiers as well as fighters guarding the convoy on their way to Hadassah hospital.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
13-20 Apr 1948 Operation Har'el launched by Hagannah at conclusion of Operation Nachshon. Takes Saris on the Jerusalem
road April 16. http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
14 Apr 1948

14 Apr 1948

14 Apr 1948

from newspaper HaBoker p.4:

15 Apr 1948

Last day of civil surface mail IN Palestine - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position paper IFPL p.7
Per UPU notice #48 of 5 March, the Mandatory post would not take responsibility for overseas letters in
transit to Palestine, arriving after 15 April
Aloni p.22
15 Apr 1948

15 Apr 1948

16 Apr 1948
16 Apr 1948

Temporary landing strip at Rehavia is opened

Kibble p.192 ref M.Sondak p.110

16 Apr 1948

16-18 Apr 1948 David Shaaltiel, Jerusalem Haganah commander, gets faulty intelligence, cables Yigal Alon that British are
about to leave Jerusalem and that Arabs will take their place. It is decided to end Operation Har'el and move the Har'el
brigade to Jerusalem on this basis of this faulty intelligence. (Levi, 1986, p. 205). This was the basis of operation Yevusi
(Jebussi) which was to have activated plan D in Jerusalem as the British leave. http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
17 Apr 1948
Large successful convoy to Jerusalem in the framework of Operation Harel 0 227 trucks (Levi, 1986, p. 164).
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
17 Apr 1948
No further stamp requisitions for the Mandate postal service from 1 May 1948 – source: pg.66 of
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/1353683)

18 Apr 1948
18 Apr 1948

The 2nd voyage of 'Kedma' from Haifa to Marseilles commences, arriving on 23 April

IFPL p.23

18-19 Apr 1948 Palmach/Haganah take Tiberias as British withdraw. Arabs flee voluntarily to Jordan. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005,
p 33)
19 Apr 1948
a 19 Apr 1948 postcard registered cover from Mahane Yehuda BO in JERUSALEM to RAMAT GAN – with arrival
postmark dated 2 May (per description in TAS #43-329 https://telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-43-329-1948jerusalem-incl-local-issues-flown-courier-1948-french-consular). THIS IS AN IMPORTANT MAIL TRANSIT DATE, TO HELP US
TRACK DOWN WHEN/HOW MAIL WAS TRANSFERRED OUT OF JERUSALEM, here 1 day before the start of what is often called
the siege on Jerusalem. THE OTHER KNOWN MAIL TRANSIT IS 27 APRIL (to HAIFA) – see below

19 Apr 1948

20 Apr 1948

20 Apr 1948

20 Apr 1948
Convoy with Ben Gurion, Rabin and others to Jerusalem - 200 trucks. Convoy is ambushed at Shaar Hagay (Bab
El Wad) - 15 killed and 44 wounded including top Haganah commanders. 45 trucks are towed to Kiriat Anavim. No more
supplies to Jerusalem except by air until the the "Burma Road" is opened.
- TPHTPIv2p1 p.135(??)
20 Apr 1948
Convoys to Jerusalem continued UNTIL EARLY MAY as a result of successes in military operations Nachshon,
Harel and Maccabi which enabled the Haganah to seize areas along the main road. Convoys then resumed after the opening of
Burma Road. http://www.irgon-haagana.co.il/show_item.asp?levelId=59827&itemId=48115&itemType=3
 This contradicts JSPS but seems to be borne out by Taxi Mail covers I sold, dated even mid-May (find the SKU’s &
publish the images) – eg. the siege was not hermetic. See Tsachor for example for 100m charged transports on 2 & 3
May 1948: T45/103: http://telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-45-103-1948-interim-local-posts-follow +
T42/335: http://telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-42-335-1948-jerusalem-incl-local-issues-flown-courierspmks-etc
20 Apr 1948
Start of the "postal siege" on Jerusalem: coincides with the arrival of last convoy to Jerusalem. At this stage
regular post stopped arriving to the Jewish community in Jerusalem and they could not send letters outside. The postal siege
ended on 23 June 1948 (2 days after 2nd convoy left Jerusalem), when regular mail services between Jerusalem and Tel Aviv
resumed. Although the British post continued operating at least until 26 April it was inaccessible to most of the Jewish
population and very probably ceased distribution of incoming mail even earlier.
- TPHTPIv2p1 p.135 &
http://www.irgon-haagana.co.il/info/hi_show.aspx?id=527&t=1
20-30 Apr 1948 Operation Chametz (Hametz) to isolate Yaffo (Jaffa) - This involved taking Arab villages to the east, manned by
Iraqi volunteers (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, p. 36). Qiryati Brigade pinned down Arab forces in Jaffa, while Givati Brigade pushed
up from the south (Tel Arish and Yazur) as the Alexandroni Brigade came down from the north capturing Tel Litvinsky Camp El-

Kheiriya, Sakiya, Salameh, Yazur.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
21 Apr 1948

The references MISR flight with a mail consignment departed Lydda on Saturday the 17th:

21 Apr 1948

Lydda airport's post office ceases operation some time this day
- IFPL p.10

21 Apr 1948

Latest known dated arrival of air mail in Jerusalem, with LYDDA transit on 20 April (TAS #21 Lot 1198):

22 Apr 1948

22 Apr 1948

Excerpted:

22 Apr 1948

22 Apr 1948

Start of regular use of Sde Dov to replace Lydda

Aloni Airmail p.153

22 Apr 1948

The final CSA plane departs from Lydda Airport.

IFPL p.41

22 Apr 1948
Operation Yevusi commanded by Yitzhak Sadeh begins. As the British have not left Jerusalem, they prevent
capture of Sheikh Jarakh and its police station. Likewise, attacks on Shuafat and Nebi Samuel fail (Levi, 1986, pp 205-213).
Total of about 23 Jewish dead and 28 wounded (Levi, 1986, p 450). Arab casualties not known. http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

22 Apr 1948
At Bidu-Nebi Samuel junction, Jewish convoy is blocked and ambushed. 15 dead and 28 wounded. Convoy
returns to Ma'aleh Hahimasha (Levi, 1986, p. 450).
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
22 Apr 1948
Operation Ben Ami begins - Carmeli brigade seizes Arab strongholds north of Haifa and northeast of Acco
(Acre) and establish communications with Yehiam and Hanita. During the operation, Shavei Tzion on the northern seacoast is
reached by sea, and Napoleon hill is captured by Haganah.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
22 Apr 1948

22-31(???) April 1948 Operation Misparayim launched by Haganah to assume control of Haifa after British withdrawal and
attacks by Arab forces and Irgun. Capture of Haifa is accompanied by flight of the Arabs after stubborn resistance of Arab
Liberation Army irregulars.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
23 Apr - 1 May 1948 Passover Holiday period, beginning holiday eve on Friday 23 April until Saturday 1 May (inclusive); Hol
HaMoed was Sunday 25 April – Thursday 29 April; 7th day of Passover (full holiday) was Friday the 30th.
 Post offices in Jewish areas (i.e. the Branch Offices in Jerusalem where little mail in this time is observed) were
definitely closed for the holidays & Saturdays, possibly also for Hol HaMoed or at a minimum at reduced hours.
 In religious neighborhoods like Mea Shearim the post office was assuredly closed throughout this period
 As such a lack of mail from Jewish locales in this period is not due to rarity or the war but simple circumstance.
As “rare” as there being no mail from Jewish post offices on Saturdays.
23 Apr 1948

23 Apr 1948

23 Apr 1948

Start of Jewish airport workers abandoning Lydda airfield

- IFPL p.9

23 Apr 1948
The 'Kedma' arrives in Marseilles at the end of its 2nd voyage from Haifa in April. That same day it departs
again to Haifa via Genoa, and arrives in early May
IFPL p.23
 See entries below for 1 May, 3 May & 5 May
23 Apr 1948
NOTE: KEDMA departures from HAIFA on 3 MAY and TEL AVIV on 18 MAY – that last one undocumented in
IFPL. SEE 5 May – contrary to these ads, the ship left Tel Aviv on 6 MAY
 Why a 15 day time-gap between the 2 cities is unclear

23 Apr 1948

Martial law imposed by the Hagana on Haifa

Kibble p.3

23 Apr 1948

24 Apr 1948
Final date for acceptance in UK of Registered airmail for Palestine - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's
position paper IFPL p.7
"The only postal service to civilians in Palestine after the 24th of April will be unregistered air mail, which will
continue until further notice. The normal postal services to the British Forces in Palestine and to the Palestine Police Force
remain in operation."
- IFPL p.18-GPO Notice
24 Apr 1948
p.9/19

End of Jewish evacuation of Lydda airfield; taken over same day by the Arab Legion via the British

- IFPL

24 Apr 1948

Termination of regular Air Mail service between South Africa and Palestine.

IFPL p.65

25 Apr 1948

25 Apr 1948
Lydda airport closed by the Mandate authorities
Aloni Airmail p.143
 Example of the last BOAC air mail from Palestine: postmarked in Haifa Sunday 18 April and received by the addressee
business on Monday 26 April. As per BOAC’s 1 April schedule – and in light of the events above (Lydda closure, battle
for Haifa) – this cover, at the earliest would have been flown on the 1st weekly Tuesday 20/04 flight (arriving
Wednesday 21/04 around 1610) or at the latest on the 4th and last weekly Saturday 24/04 flight (arriving Sunday
25/04). Mail of this kind could have been back-stamped with transit/arrival marks as registered service was available
until 20 April, but none has yet been observed
- SKU #143820
 Per document cited above for 12 Dec. 1947 BOAC had a monopoly on outbound air mail and I have not found any
further information showing that this changed prior to 14 May 1948 – as such the cover below is “last Mandate
airmail” even though other flights like Air France were the last to depart Lydda on 25 April (see entry for 26 April
below)

25 Apr 1948
In April 1948, Lydda Airport was closed down and Air France moved to TLV & Haifa Airports until November
1948, when Lydda was reopened.
Aloni Airmail p.100
25 Apr 1948

Airmail from UK to Palestine starts being stamped "NO SERVICE | RETURN TO SENDER"

- IFPL p.9/17

25 Apr 1948
Irgun attack on Jaffa. This attack stalls, and is then supported by Hagannah forces under unified command.
Attack cuts Manshiyeh in half. However, British threaten to attack Tel Aviv. Haganah agrees to replace Irgun, British take up
positions between Yaffo and Tel Aviv. Jaffa surrenders. Population fled despite British entreaties. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, p.
36).
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
25 Apr 1948
Of interest specifically regarding transport within/around Haifa vis. SKU 143736 & others address to TLV
showing TLV dispatch pmks or references to Taxi Kesher (i.e. taxi transported mail); omitted last small part of the article
 See press report of 29 Apr on Haifa

26 Apr 1948

Excerpted from this article:

26 Apr 1948
Story about Koppel Taxi Transport company sending an armoured car to Lydda to evacuate some 40
employees of BOAC to Tel Aviv; story mentions a South African plane at the airport from which disembarked 9 passengers who
found a Jewish vehicle to take them to Tel Aviv (likely “Suidair” – see article of 7 May). The thankful employees published a
letter of appreciation published in the Hebrew press on 4 May (and this mentioned in Palestine Post on 6 May below)

26 Apr 1948

Resumption of air service between Haifa & Tel Aviv “yesterday” (25 April)

26 Apr 1948
Postcard sent from HAIFA to JERUSALEM on 26 Apr 1948 & docketed receipt on 12 May (Prof. Yevin) + reply
16 May. IMPORTANT MAIL TRANSIT DATE: we know of 19 Apr dispatched mail from JLEM arriving RAMAT GAN on 2 MAY & 27
Apr accumulated mail from JLEM arriving same day HAIFA. Here we have siege-period mail arrival, confirmed received 12 May.
LIKELY SENT ON SAME MAIL TRANSPORT AS THAT OF 27 April (mail sent to JLEM one way and mail sent back to HAIFA the
other way); delay in delivery may be due to JLEM mandate mail service ended around 27-28 April. (TAS #40-10:
https://telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-40-10-1948-jerusalem-incl-local-issues-flown-couriers-pmks-etc)

26 Apr 1948

26 Apr 1948
Last day of domestic Mandate-run postal services including in besieged Jerusalem; note that Tsachor
documents 5 postal items from Jerusalem posted this day & 2 with fire damage (I have to check what that was)
T41/370: http://telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-41-370-1948-jerusalem
T39/15: http://telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-39-15-1948-jerusalem-incl-local-issues-menorah-club-old-cityprivileged-air
T26/1117: registered cover posted 26 April from Machane Yehuda branch office to Haifa, backstamped 27 April REG HAIFA
arrival. Unclear if the transport occurred on the 26th or 27th – but here confirmed proof of arrival date.

26 Apr 1948
Cessation of all postal services to Palestine. GPO announcement "owing to the withdrawal of air services, the
air mail service to Civilians in Palestine has been suspended, and there is for the present no postal means of communication
with civilians in Palestine"
- IFPL p.10/p.21
26 Apr-5 May 48
almost total suspension of civil mail by surface & air to/from Palestine. Start of unofficial alternate
services Aloni Airmail p.143/IFPL p.40
26 Apr 1948
Airmail to Palestine on or after 26/4 was either returned with NO SERVICE or SERVICE SUSPENDED
handstamps applied locally at the point or dispatch, or if forwarded on, when in Egypt much of it was confiscated (see above)
- IFPL p.8
LATE APRIL

Foreign airlines abandon their Lydda route entirely.

- IFPL p.9

26 Apr 1948
Jewish forces complete a light plane runway Jerusalem in the Valley of the Cross allowing for transport of
personnel, some ammunition and supplies.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
27 Apr 1948
Per press report in Davar newspaper of 3 May the French ship “Providence” docked in Haifa this day with 99
sacks of mail which were subsequently not picked up/received by the HPO.
 There are conflicting accounts on this event – see also HaTzofe of 4 May
27 Apr 1948

27 April 1948 There was a transport of mail from JERUSALEM to HAIFA on this date and from a study of mail, 3 covers are
known either with 27 April HAIFA arrival marks or with Haifian postal markings from late-April (and so probably from this
transport). This seems to have been a pre-planned dispatch as the earliest known postmarked cover is OHMS dated 20 April
and the latest is 26 April. This is presently the latest known date of mail transported out of Jerusalem during the Mandate,
during the siege on the city.
 one of the covers was for JAFFO, postmarked 24 April and stamped by the Haifian “no service” marking (in use until
end of April)
 One of the covers postmarked 26 April is a registered cover from Machane Yehuda BO with a backstamped arrival –
though somewhat questionable as registered mail service ended on 20 April. [sources: TAS37/30, T26/1117, sku
#140551]

27 Apr 1948
Operation Yevusi general staff is disbanded on the direct intervention of Ben-Gurion because of poor
operational achievements and bickering between Yitzhak Sadeh, operational commander and David Shaltiel, Jerusalem
commander. (Levi, 1986, p 214) Harel Brigade suffered 222 casualties in Yevussi and the combat ready troops had been
reduced to 750 (Levi, 1986, p. 169).
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
27 Apr 1948
United States Post Office suspends all mail service to Palestine, at the request of the Mandatory authorities.
IFPL p.88
27 Apr 1948
Excerpted from Jewish Telegraphic Agency report “Battle for Jerusalem Control Shaping Up; Heavy Fighting in
Jaffa, Acre Reported”

28 April 1948

A Lebanese registered French plane carrying the manager of Air France lands in Tel Aviv (not a forced landing)

28 Apr 1948
The Jewish Agency directive for sending mail for Palestine via the Jewish Agency office in Paris. Source: pg.169
in https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2308866

28 Apr 1948

28 Apr 1948
Mail sent to Lydda at this time was refused ongoing service & returned to sender; here with Tel Aviv “no
service” marking (per Daryl Kibble research). Source: TAS 47/227

28 Apr 1948
BOAC civilian services end (last company to do so) and staff evacuated from Lydda circa. 430pm; some military
flights continue on into May; British reinforcements enter Lydda airfield to maintain control until end of Mandate
- IFPL
p.9/12/HAS memo/p.19
28 Apr 1948
Continuing air mail service to/from Palestine via Haifa: Incoming airmail from Lebanon (SKU 140543) – likely
carried by Lebanese MEA; see entry for 8 July below – 4 Arab airlines continued to fly into Palestine via Haifa until “mid May”
(likely until 14 May inclusive); see also entry for 12 May below of dispatched airmail to Egypt - arrived

28-30 Apr 1948 Operation Yiftach ( to May 10) in the Galilee- begins. Palmach and Haganah capture police fort in Rosh Pinah,
army camp, villages of Birya and Ein Zeitun north of Safed.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
29 Apr 1948
First instance seen of public mention of the Nahariya emergency mail service by sea (in operation since 22
March). Bizarrely the report says (incorrectly) the slogan postmark reads “Good Wishes from the Besieged Western Galilee”

29 Apr 1948

source: Tel Aviv Stamps auction #41 Lot 371

29 Apr 1948
Local TLV authorities confirm that Sde Dov can serve as an airport - this is vital for convincing CSA to resume
air connections to Palestine/Israel and to replace Lydda Airport. IFPL p.42
29 Apr 1948

29 Apr 1948
Of interest specifically regarding transport within/around Haifa vis. SKU 143736 & others address to TLV
showing TLV dispatch pmks or references to Taxi Kesher (i.e. taxi transported mail); omitted last small part of the article
 See press report of 25 Apr on Haifa

29 Apr 1948

29 Apr 1948

29 Apr 1948

29 Apr 1948

29 Apr 1948
Emergency mail services to countries abroad, organized by the Red Cross in the areas of Nablus, Nazareth,
Haifa and Tel Aviv-Jaffa.

29-30 Apr 1948 Jerusalem front - Battle of San Simon Monastery and Katamon. After conquering the monastery from Iraqi
forces, Jewish forces are attacked from north and east by a well armed Arab force led by Abu Dayieh. Both sides suffer many
casualties. After Haganah intelligence intercepts a call from Arab forces indicating they are on the brink of surrendering,
Jewish forces cancel their own plans to surrender. Jews lost 21 dead and 83 wounded at least. Arab casualties 34 dead, 50
wounded. This one successful action in operation Yevussi provided a significant gain in the Jewish position in southern
Jerusalem (Levi, 1986, pp 214-220 and p 451).
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
30 Apr 1948
p.7

Last day for receipt of registered mail in Palestine - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position paper IFPL

30 Apr 1948

A clue as to the reason for the Egyptian seizure of mail bound for Israel

1 May 1948
Sea Mail from France arrives in Haifa; the British try unsuccessfully to return it – see Davar article f 3 May and
HaMashkif article of 5 May 1948. The ship was “Providence” of Messagerie Maritime.
2 May 1948

2 May 1948

2 May 1948

2 May 1948

2 May 1948
Of note the announcements regarding commencement of the interim postal service emphasize that regular
domestic and overseas mail will be accepted – in other words regardless of what limitations existed or arose the interim mail
service did not restrict domestic mail (eg to Jerusalem) or mail abroad (i.e. due to mail or transport service suspensions)

3 May 1948
Official announcement regarding the postal services of Minhelet Haam – note that the registered mail service
is only for domestic mail (source: pg5 of https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2538011)

3-4 May 1948 Attempt to capture Augusta Victoria Hospital on Mt. Scopus in Jerusalem fails. 5 dead, 15 wounded.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
3 May 1948
The sea mail which arrived in Haifa on 27 April was refused acceptance by the Haifa postal administrator (the
article says that nobody responded to approaches to receive it and nobody came to pick it up, not that an actual refusal was
issued); it came by the ship “Providence” of the French firm Messagerie Maritime, which according to this account continued
to Tel Aviv with the mail on board whence the shipping agent Y. Segal complained about the “order” to have the mail returned
to Marseille. The Tel Aviv post administrator delayed the ship’s departure to have the mail unloaded and then sent to the Tel
Aviv HPO. This press report writes that most of the mail was for Tel Aviv and nearby towns (but how they would know that if
the mail was in sacks) is unclear…
 See the 4 May article in HaTzofe (and other press reports below) for a different version of the accounts, whereby the
mail was unloaded in Haifa and transported to Tel Aviv

3 May 1948
Cyprus refuses request by flight operators to serve as a transit point for flights from Palestine; the flight
operators themselves refuse to use Haifa airport for departures

3 May 1948

Telegraph service continues to operate in Jerusalem

3 May 1948

3 May 1948

Arabs no longer need passes to move about within Haifa:

3 May 1948
from summary record of 73rd meeting of UN Palestine Commission, published 11-05-1948
(https://unispal.un.org/DPA/DPR/unispal.nsf/0/B5C7E3706DA7B3DF85257B0F005EE0FC) – much valuable information here,
see full doc

 Mr. Federspiel (Denmark) drew attention to a telegram which had been circulated from which it appeared that both
Haifa and Tel-Aviv post offices were functioning. The fact that Lydda airport had closed down did not seem of great
consequence since a Palestine travel agency had been organizing flights between Haifa and Tel-Aviv and Rome.
[This is undocumented in IFPL, which described such operations later in May and June…]
 Mr. GRAETZ (President, Haifa Chamber of Shipping) described the Haifa Chamber of Shipping which was entirely
unpolitical and represented the interests of Jews, Arabs and British among others, and more than three hundred
shipping companies. As an instance of its bi-partisan character he explained that the other members of the governing
body were a Scot, a Jew and an Arab. The Chamber of Shipping had been recognized officially by the Palestine


























Government, and the United Kingdom authorities had already proposed that the Haifa Chamber of Shipping should
take over the administration of the Port after 15 May.
Mr. Graetz described the method used in shipping mail. The mail was dispatched from the port of shipment by the
postal authorities, the ships officers being required to sign way bills. At the port of destination the ship was met by the
shipping agent who handed the mail over to the postal authorities and received the latter’s signature on the way bill.
Since the Chamber of Shipping would be in control of Haifa Port it would seem only natural to continue that
procedure.
With regard to air services Mr. Graetz explained the procedure was practically the same. The airport of Tel-Aviv was
not more than 600 metres from the port and the same was true in the case of Haifa.
The greatest difficulty that he envisaged lay in forwarding the mail to Jerusalem but that might be overcome by
handing mail destined for Arab and Jewish districts to representatives of the respective communities. If necessary it
might be possible to obtain the assistance of the International Red Cross.
He explained that outgoing mail would be treated in exactly the same manner.
In reply to a question from the Chairman, Mr. Graetz explained that the Chamber of Shipping had no political relations
with either Arabs or Jews. However, on economic matters it was in direct communication with the Arab and Jewish
Chambers of Commerce. Indeed members of the Chamber of Shipping were also members of the Arab Chamber of
Commerce. He did not think that the Arabs would boycott the service since it was essential to their economic life.
He also described the locality of the offices of the Chamber of Shipping, which were about thirty yards from the
entrance to the Haifa Port, and about 200 yards from the Post Office. If the Chamber took over the control of the Port
it would naturally move into the Port area.
Finally he explained that the service would only require one or two agents. The Chamber of Shipping would be
perfectly prepared to undertake the expense for the time being as a public service.
Mr. HOOFIEN (Jewish Agency) said that the situation had changed somewhat since he had raised the question on 12
April and had suggested that the International Red Cross might take charge of mail. Since that time a post-master
general designate had been selected for the Jewish zone and a postal administration was already in operation. For his
part, Mr. Hoofien would have preferred that the Jewish postal administration should represent the Commission, but
difficulties arose since there was no similar body for the Arab area. If the Haifa Chamber of Shipping were appointed
to represent the Commission, then it might be able to perform useful functions in forwarding mail to Arab areas. As to
the Jewish area, it would be merely a case of handing the mall over to the Jewish authorities.
However, in view of the difficulties in communicating with Palestine it was impossible for him to state what steps had
been taken recently. It was possible that special arrangements had been entered into by more than one country
without waiting for an agreement with the Universal Postal Union. That would not reflect on the Commission’s
authority and, moreover, it would doubtless be possible to integrate the special arrangements with any general plan
the Commission might decide upon.
Mr. FEDERSPIEL (Denmark) pointed out that there was a provision in the Charter of the Universal Postal Union against
any local monopolies of mail services. That fully justified the Jewish authorities in entering into special arrangements.
He thought that the proposal to utilize the services of the Chamber of Shipping was desirable since it did not raise any
political questions.
Replying to a question from the Chairman, Mr. HOOFIEN (Jewish Agency) stated that, although the port of Haifa was
better equipped, circumstances might make it necessary to utilize Tel-Aviv for the entry of mail. It was not possible at
present to say where the central post office for the Jewish area would be situated.
Mr. GRAETZ pointed out that there was also a Jaffa-Tel Aviv Chamber of Shipping which functioned very much as did
the Haifa body and of which he was Vice-President.
As regards the cost of the service he explained that the Chamber of Shipping was prepared to provide two or three
agents. The question of finance was not one of very great importance at that time.
In reply to several questions, the CHAIRMAN explained that the Mandatory Power, which had international
responsibility for Palestine mail, had notified the Universal Postal Union that it was unable to guarantee safe delivery.
The Universal Postal Union had then advised other countries to suspend their services although no recent
communication had been received from the Universal Postal Union, it had already stated that it would accept any
independent body that had the authorization of the Commission.
It was agreed by the Commission that a short draft agreement should be prepared for signature at the next meeting. It
was also suggested that Mr. Graetz should pay a visit on his return journey to the offices of the Universal Postal Union
in Berne.

3 May 1948

The SS Kedma set to depart Haifa as per advertisement cited above from 23 April 1948 in Ha Tsofeh

 The 'Kedma' arrives in Haifa from its 23 April departure from Marseilles - this is its last voyage to Mandatory Palestine
IFPL p.23/28 – but this seems incorrect
 See below 4 & 5 May entry regarding mail received on 1 May in Haifa, from Marseille:
4 May 1948

Control of Haifa is passed to the civilian authorities from the Hagana on 3 May

4 May 1948
Interesting references to “Government Tohuwabohu” and mail from “French ship” (per Davar of 3 May it was
the “Providence” of Messagerie Maritime) being refused acceptance at Haifa by the Postal Manager who tried to have the
mail sent back to Marseille. This article says a French ship arrived at Haifa on Saturday (1 May) and its mail consignment
numbered 90 mail bags; when ship’s “French parent company in Tel Aviv” was alerted to the problem, the ship’s captain made
an effort – and he agreed to unload the mail in Haifa but that it would be transported to Tel Aviv today (4 May), and that it
would be distributed from there during the week. As regards reference to Government Tohuwabohu this may be an indirect
reference to such overprinted stamps, which Siegfried Adler writes were produced in early April (The Tohuwabohu Stamps - IP
1987 vol 38 issue 5-6 p7)
 A totally different version of events is reported above in Davar or 3 May; there it writes that the ship docked in Haifa
on 27 April
 See article of 9 April re. Port Authority & Emergency laws

4 May 1948

see article below of 5 May regarding Haifa-Akko road rendered impassible by this explosion

4 May 1948

Haifa Port as an autonomous zone:

4 May 1948
the “Shachar” transport company reduces fares in light of Haifa’s liberation and the removal from use of the
armored vehicles. Also mentions of ships unloading foodstuffs in Tel Aviv and Haifa

4 May 1948

no sign that the Haifa HPO did not come under Minhelet Haam administration:

4 May 1948
The reference to “thousands of pieces of mail, parcels and other postal items” arriving in Tel Aviv “yesterday”
is probably a reference to the mail unloaded from the French ship Providence and transported from Haifa to Tel Aviv (see
above)

5 May 1948

the main Haifa-Tel Aviv road reopens for public transport

5 May 1948
in reference to mail which arrived at Haifa port from Marseille France on Saturday the May 1st, and the British
tried to have it sent back – unsuccessfully. This refers to the French ship ‘Providence’ (undocumented in IFPL). Excerpted from
the rest of the column:
 See article of 9 April re. Port Authority & Emergency laws

5 May 1948

5 May 1948

5 May 1948

5 May 1948

The ship SS Marine Carp left the US (New York?) yesterday for Haifa, Palestine (arrives on 17 May):

5 May 1948

5 May 1948

FF CSA to TLV/Sde Dov, contains a small amount of mail. The return flight does not contain any Official Mail
T42/304 & IFPL p.42-43
Some of the known origins of this mail are: Bulgaria (T41/#49), Czechoslovakia (T42/#1 & T43/#310), Poland

(T41/#50),
5 May 1948
As late as this date British Postmaster General believes that at least telegrams can still be sent to Palestine.
- IFPL p.10
 See HaTsofeh article of 3 May 1948 confirming that only telegraph services still function

5 May 1948
Legalized taxi mail: Nahariya emergency mail addressed to Tel Aviv and locales near to it & postmarked from
23 April are observed with cancelled franking at Tel Aviv HPO (sorting office) and not Haifa HPO as normally done; a 6 May
cover postmarked from Haifa addressed to Tel Aviv bears a “via Taxi Kesher” endorsement: it seems there was a temporary
legal use of taxi mail which I believe was contracted by the post office itself (probably to cope with backlog) as all these covers
lack taxi labels and the last cited one openly endorses Taxi Kesher use. See press report of 7 May below for Taxi Kesher in
Haifa as a mail transit/dispatch center with its own prices:

5-11 May 1948 Operation Matateh ("broom") - Haganah opens road to Metullah.
israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

http://www.zionism-

5 May 1948
Contrary to the ads of 23 April, the SS KEDMA announced its departure from TEL AVIV on Thursday 6 MAY
(and not the 18th); the ad below mentions it will take mail abroad and that the cost of each letter is 150m, and that these
can be delivered until 10am on the 6th at the Palatin building – all this is undocumented in the literature (ie IFPL)

5 May 1948

6 May 1948

6 May 1948

Story published Thursday the 6th

6 May 1948

Last of BOAC staff evacuate Lydda airfield (to Amman and then to Cairo)

IFPL p.19

6 May 1948
Last outbound voyage of 'Kedma' (here from Haifa) carrying mail (for Europe and USA) from Palestine under
official Mandate auspices
(per Palestine Post below this occurred on 7 May)
- IFPL p.23 – but this may be incorrect
as per entries above from 1-5 May + 23 April advertising showing Tel Aviv departure on 18 May(!)
 Per TAS 42/303 backstamp, the arrival date in the US (NY Bowling Green Station) was 22 May (postmarked 23 April in
TLV & sent by sea):

7 May 1948
Mention of a new flight route by South African “Suizaiir”(sic) – likely SUIDAIR (see flight schedules for Sept
1949, below) - from Johannesburg to London via Palestine, which landed in Haifa yesterday on its first flight. The flight route
was made possible by the company’s agent Peltours which convinced SAA’s managements that travel via Haifa was not
dangerous
 “Suidair was formed in 1946. The carrier bought out South West Africa Air Transport. Went into liquidation on
01Nov1950 & ceased to operate”. source: https://airlinehistory.co.uk/airline/suidair/

7 May 1948
taken)

Reports on the transport of mail by the SS KEDMA on the 6th – some mistakes in the reports (700 sacks were

7 May 1948

“Shachar” transport company raises fares for travel within Haifa, angering the muncipality

7 May 1948

7 May 1948

7 May 1948
Legalized taxi mail? The bureau of information for the Western Galilee and Nahariya is located in the office of
“Taxi Kesher” on Herzl street in the Hadar HaCarmel neighborhood of Haifa. In the office one can obtain travel tickets and
information on anything related to transport, transit of mail, newspapers and small parcels. From now, newspaper and mail
dispatches will be concentrated in “Kesher” and any interested parties can contact the office between the hours of 6 am and
730pm. The prices for dispatches are determined by the company’s committee and one can obtain all the details for the
services mentioned above in any office of “Kesher” within the country.
 See 9 May entry for similar press release in Ha Mashkif

7 May 1948

On the possibility that the Haifa Chamber of Shipping will function as a post office:

7 May 1948
Originally scheduled Last Day for receiving unregistered airmail into Palestine, but Mandate Authorities agreed
to deal with such mail even after this date - as per 26/4/48 Postmaster General's position paper IFPL p.7
7 May 1948
The South African Zionist Federation begins to receive letters only for transmission to Palestine for use via its
air mail service. The first shipment takes place on 14 May.
IFPL p.65

7-19 May 1948 Operation Maccabee - Supposed to secure the road to Jerusalem by neutralizing villages and towns along the
road. Succeeded in many points except Latrun where the Arab Liberation Army of Fawzi Al Kaukji takes up residence.
May 7-8- aborted attack
May 9-10 - Beit Mahsir captured by Jewish forces along with surrounding strategic points.
May 11 - British give the "Radar Station" to Arabs, and two buildings near the upper pumping station (near Saris) and
the lower one to Jews.
May 12 - Convoy from Hulda to Haganah forces meets resistance (Deir Ayub Convoy - 10 killed, 20 wounded).
May 12/13- Radar station captured by company of Harel. Jews attacked and retreat from the detention camp area
near Latrun.
May 13-14 - Capture of Abu Shusha
May 14-15 - Capture of Al Kubab
May 15-16 - Capture of Deir Ayub and subsequent abandonment by the Jewish forces, after the ALA left the area and
the Arab Legion entered. Attempts to put through convoys failed more or less completely. By May 17, the Arab Legion had
over 3,300 troops in the area of Latrun, whereas the Haganah had about 1,900 including Harel Brigade, Beit Horin battalion
and battalion 52 with 650 troops. Total Jewish losses in Operation Maccabee - 60 dead 92 wounded. (Levi, 1986, pp 169-180)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
9 May 1948
Opening of interim mail service in Nahariya? Very similarly worded “press release” to that of 7 May regarding
mail services via the Taxi Kesher office in Haifa – here though the title is “Connection with Nahariya”: this was a Sunday; the
specialist literature (Shimony-Karpovsky-Aloni) says the interim mail service began in Nahariya on the 6th but I have a cover
(sku #140461) from the 7th postmarked in Haifa + I’ve seen another 7 May cover postmarked in Nahariya as well (TPHTPIv2p2
p.42 figure 1-37). I think maybe the interim service there actually began on Friday the 7th and is here reported (indirectly) for
the first time on Sunday (no papers published on Saturdays).

9 May 1948
The SS KEDMA seems to have stopped at Cyprus; it picked up 4 Jews suspected of illegally trying to enter the
country on a dingy.

9 May 1948
the Minhelet Haam postal service begins in Jerusalem: 3 branch offices operate at Machane Yehuda, Mea
Shearim and Rehavia; the main post office is still held by the British and taken over by Jewish forces on 14 May, opening to the
public only on 28 June. - Aloni p.228 / JSPS p.43 / see press reports for 13 May + 28 June
9 May 1948
A critical piece on the performance of the Mandate postal service, claiming that it had always been slow; that
mail from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv would take 2-3 days, like air mail to London or that express mail – in spite of the extra cost would arrive either the following day or even 6 days later, and that as such the Jews (for commerce) necessarily relied on taxi
mail or used the Mandate mail only for greeting cards. The article also says that when the disturbances began (presumably
1947-48), mail from Jaffo to Tel Aviv was routed via Jerusalem and then carried by a Jewish convoy to Tel Aviv; from Tel Aviv
mail would be dispatched by Jewish transportation companies to other locales including Haifa – “the gateway abroad”.
Armored buses would carry heavy packages or air mail to Lydda – until this route was blocked a few weeks ago… continues…
the photo caption is “Last sack of air mail from America”

9-10 May 1948
Letters posted in Jerusalem between 26 Apr - 9 May were brought to the sorting office in Rechavia and postmarked with the
single circle mandate cancel for 2 days only – 9th & 10th May. Only a few examples have survived - 4 recorded from 9th May (all
this per TAS 21 #1200). Presumably the implication is to franked but unpostmarked mail entered into post boxes, but it’s
unclear what the source for this information is.

9 May 1948
As per a request by the Nahariya Local Council for budgets to support local services, the size of the city’s post
office and telephone service in this period was 11 clerks; they received salaries up to 30 April but if they don’t continue to be
paid they won’t be able to continue working (p.273 of file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/244376)

9 May 1948

9 May 1948

clear example of the siege on Jerusalem being sporadic and not hermetic:

9 May 1948
The Israeli Army Postal Service is established (6 days before the establishment of the State); but the first mail
was actually dispatched and received on 21 May.
Harris p.1-2
9 May 1948
Arrival of special Hagana-hired PAAC flight which flew from Sde Dov to Geneva previous day and return this
evening by same route, carrying among other things a bag of mail from Geneva Jewish Agency & KKL offices. The mail was
posted locally in Tel Aviv on 10 May.
IFPL p.109
10 May 1948 various sources (Fluri p.58, Aloni p.211, TPHTPIv2p2 Nahariya/RLZ etc. p.45) write that the Haifa Head Post
Office reverted to Minhelet Haam control on this day (Fluri actually writes that it “re-opened to the public on [Monday] 10
May” although I’ve seen mail postmarked there on [Friday] 7 May). I am unable to find any original source to confirm this,
especially via the English & Hebrew press archives. A press report of 2 May (above) references the return to work of
employees of the Haifa Post Office; all press reports about Haifa in this period mention the port and airport as being in British
hands but don’t mention at all any splitting up of the post offices in the city. My feeling is that the Haifa HPO came under
Minhelet Haam control on or around 6 May as scheduled but lacked an interim cancelling device until 10 May.
SKU 143736 – proving cover that the Haifa Head Post Office was part of Minhelet Haam already from 6 May (as scheduled)

10 May 1948

10 May 1948 Mail from 1st bag of mail from Geneva Jewish Agency & KKL offices, which arrived on the night of 9 May at
Sde Dov gets posted locally in Tel Aviv. IFPL p.109

10 May 1948 Conclusion of operation Yiftach. Safed (Tsfat) captured by Haganah/Palmach.after overnight shelling. Arab
inhabitants leave before Jewish forces enter. http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
10 May 1948 Kfar Darom (Gaza) withstands major attack by Muslim Brotherhood backed by artillery. Attack repulsed by 30
Jewish defenders. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, p. 70).
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
10-12 May 1948
Operation Barak - Givati brigade operation in the area north of Gaza preparatory to Egyptian invasion.
Some Arab villages (Kaukaba, Zarnuga) were destroyed and the bridge connecting the coast road with the north ("ad halom")
was blown. (Wikipedia Hebrew)
Operation Kitur - supposedly part of operation Barak, capturing a group of villages including Akir and Katara
(according to the sources it was on March 4 - perhaps an error for May 4) .(Wikipedia Hebrew) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
11 May 1948
going to war.

Golda Meir and Ezra Danin meet with Jordan's King Abdullah and attempt unsuccessfully to dissuade him from
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

11 May 1948 Unofficial sea mail: 263 covers dispatched from Cyprus to Haifa on SS Dolores of the Ionian Lines; unclear
when it arrived but Shamir/Siegel reference couriered Cyprus r/a cover with interim franking & postmark.
IFPL p.24/3132
11 May 1948

11 May 1948

12 May 1948 Continuing air mail service to/from Palestine via HAIFA: 12 May postmarked cover to Egypt (TAS 41/54) –
received as per the Egyptian censor mark, likely via MISR; see entry for 8 July regarding 4 Arab airlines which continued to
service Palestine via Haifa until “mid May” (likely 14 May inclusive). See also entry for 28 April received airmail from Lebanon

12 May 1948

SS KEDMA: as of the 11th the ship is already in Genoa and picking up Jews

12 May 1948

Cyprus Airways to open a weekly flight run between Nicosia and Haifa tomorrow 13 May

12 May 1948

12 May 1948

on continual work at the Haifa customs house & being short-staffed:

12 May 1948 1st regular CSA flight to TLV, with mail - IFPL p.44
 Observed arrival date of 13 May (Tiberias) per T43/311
12 May 1948 published on 16 June 1948 as a diary entry from Jerusalem – excerpted the entry for 12 May regarding
opening of a landing strip

12 May 1948 from newspaper HaBoker p.3 & 4
 The American Export Lines ships announced as being delayed owing to congestion at the country’s ports

12 or 13 May 1948
Unofficial sea mail: either the SS Franconia or the SS Argentina arrived at Haifa port; on the 13th mail
for abroad that had accumulated at the port's postal warehouse is brought to the ship, whose captain accepts the mail for
transport. The ship departs Haifa 16 May. (The implication here is, all this mail was pre-State and very likely dating back even
to the last days of the Mandate – a large backlog)
IFPL p.24
12 May 1948 Beginning of large Arab Legion and irregular attack on Gush Etzion. The Russian monastery falls as well as
other points. 24 Jewish dead, 37 wounded. Arabs - 9 dead and 6 wounded. (Levi, 1986, page 453)
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
13 May 1948 Taken from a file of documents dated this date regarding the establishment of the Israeli postal administration
– here the weekly frequency of mail from various countries, presumably correct prior to the termination of the Mandate
postal service: (source: p.18 of this file at the State Archives, https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/419932)

13 May 1948

13 May 1948 Process of Jewish capture of Jerusalem, specifically the head post office which had a skeleton staff still
reporting to duty by order of the Jewish Agency

13 May 1948

13 May 1948

from Newspaper HaBoker p.3 -2x special flights

13 May 1948 Operation Medina - Capture of Arabic Kfar Saba by Alexandroni brigade, following repeated attacks by Arab
Liberation Army and irregulars (29 dead) and battle of Kfar Tira (defended by Arab Liberation Army and Fawzi Al Kaukji (31)
dead. An attempt to take Kalkilia failed. Alexandroni held Kfar Saba after the Arabs fled, despite repeated attempts by the
Transjordan legion to retake it during the day. (Wikipedia Hebrew)
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
13 May 1948 Jaffa surrenders to Haganah. http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

13 May 1948 Special (additional) CSA flight to TLV with mail - IFPL p.44
 Observed arrival date 14 May (Pardess Hanna), SKU #143901
13 May 1948 Kfar Etzion Massacre - Arabs killed about 129 Jewish defenders at Kfar Etzion, most after they had
surrendered. Apparently the massacre was motivated by desire to avenge Deir Yassin massacre. 36 Arab dead and 30
wounded (Levi, 1986 page 454 and other sources).
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
13 May 1948 Beisan (Beth She'an, Beith Shean) in eastern Galilee surrenders to Avraham Yaffe's Golani Battalion 13
(Gideon). The clearing of the Arab Liberation Army from Beith Shean valley is sometimes called "Operation Gideon." The area
had been evacuated by the British April 28, giving the border guard camp to the Jews, and the police station to the Arabs.
Gideon battalion captured Tel Beit Shean first and then pointed large irrigation pipes at the town, disguised as artillery. The
city surrendered after negotiations on May 12, and Haganah entered the town on May 13. House to house searches revealed
large quantities of arms. Inhabitants were expelled to prevent cooperation with forces of Kawkji. (source: Wikipedia in
Hebrew)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
14 May 1948 according to press report of 10 Jan 1949 (below) covering re-opening of the Jaffa post office the day before,
the post office closed on the last day of the Mandate, 14 May.
14 May 1948

14 May 1948

14 May 1948

14 May 1948

14 May 1948

14 May 1948 on the eve of independence the postal service numbered 3868 employees of whom 75% were Arabs and
many have left their posts… continues…

14 May 1948

from Newspaper HaBoker p.7 + 8

14-19 May 1948
Operation Kilshon (or Qilshon) - As part of plan D, connecting between isolated Jewish
neighborhoods of Jerusalem, particularly in the southern part of Jerusalem, and taking over British camps and positions
abandoned as they left. Following were taken in southern Jerusalem - Baqa, German Colony, Greek colony, Allenby camp,
Defense area "b," David Building; train station and electric power plant nearby and the neighborhood of Abu Tor (18 May).
In the center - "Bevingrad" compound, Italian hospital, OBG/OPK/Postal building triangle, Princess Mary St.
Storrs St. Mamila St., commercial compound, Russian compound, Sheikh Jarrakh, and the police school, Notre Dame Hospice
and a part of Mousrara (19 May), Weaker forces allotted to the northern areas failed to take Jaffa gate and French Hill, but
did take Zion gate and broke the siege into the Old City Jewish quarter for a brief time (18/19 May). However, there were no
troops available to hold Zion gate open. As the Arab Legion began arriving in Jerusalem, and attacked from the Northern
sector, Kilshon forces there proved inadequate. Jerusalem command also tried to capture Rockefeller museum. This key
operation failed. (Levi, 1986, page 225- 235). http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
14 May 1948 Beit Dajan (Dagan) police station surrenders.
israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

http://www.zionism-

14 May 1948 Another special (additional) CSA flight to TLV with mail; departed same day to avoid expected Egyptian aerial
bombardment IFPL p.44
Some of the known origins of this mail are: Romania (T41/#52) – backstamped 16 May Kfar Ata arrival
14 May 1948 Air France tests the safety of the Sde Dov route and airfield, with a DC-3 arriving this day via Nicosia. This flight
appears to have carried mail. Flight did not leave same day as requested, to avoid Egyptian aerial bombardment, and it was
damaged next day on its scheduled departure date
IFPL p.44-45
14 May 1948 Kalandia airfield captured by the Jewish Army in the early morning but evacuated along with Atarot by night.
IFPL p.54/Jpost 16/5

14 May 1948 On the eve of Israel's independence her Merchant Marine consists of 4 vessels: the freighters Atid, Amal and
Aliza, and the passenger liner Kedma (anchored at Marseilles that day).
IFPL p.24
14 May 1948

Commencement of the Peltours mail service. The first shipment uses PAAC, departed South Africa this day.
IFPL p.64/65

14 May 1948
p.70

Mail recorded sent from Haifa through "La'assireinu" emergency post Cyprus for transmission to Gilgil. IFPL

14 May 1948

Remaining kibbutzim of Gush Etzion surrender. British High Commissioner Cunningham leaves Palestine.
Operation Shfifon - intended to a) Take over strongpoints in the Jewish quarter of the old city of Jerusalem
abandoned by the British b) widen control by taking additional strongpoints outside the Jewish quarter. c) go to offensive and
break out of the siege of Jewish quarter. Phases b and c were cancelled on May 13 as not consistent with cease fire
undertaking given to the United Nations. (Levi, 1986, p. 40 ff)
State of Israel declared on Friday May 14, in advance of the Sabbath. recognized immediately by USA and on
May 17 by USSR. Photo shows David Ben-Gurion reading the 1948: Declaration of Independence of the State of Israel in the
Tel Aviv Museum of Art. Jerusalem was inaccessible. Broadcast technicians worked out of a lavatory or closet, and were able
to produce the scratchy historical recording that was broadcast around the country that afternoon.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
(14 May 1948 One PO in TLV began using the new Israeli trilingual pmk already this day, probably after 4pm declaration of
Independence Forsher p.8)
 The illustrated cover is philatelic & the postmark is of the HPO – probably pre-dated and used such at a later date
14 May 1948 on the subject of establishing the new civil service employing existing civil servants & accepting new ones
though the employment bureau:

15 May 1948 I have seen documented cases of the Israel post office working on this date (presumably motzei Shabbat) @
Ahuzat Samuel (Fluri records that the agency worked unusual hours due to manager’s patriotism – not specifically on the
15th, p.44; see my inventory for 2 examples) + Pardess Hanna (see image from Negev-Holyland auction #93, lot 641 image 4;
Fluri appears to confirm this PO’s operations that day on pg.62 – 15.5.48 mandate postmark on Doar Ivri on Registered letter
#1261) + Safed (specifically TAS-42/408 & 410, TAS-45/122A, TAS-40/362 – though not documented in Fluri et al.). The first
two used Mandatory date stamps & Safed used the interim carmine date-bridge type. The Mount Carmel (Haifa) office may
also have been open: interim postmarks on Ahuzat Samuel 15th May mail to this branch have been observed but it’s unclear if
these were applied on the 15th or the 16th (see SKU 0137715).
15 May 1948 1st day of Israel / 1st day of the Israeli postal administration (though a Sabbath and not work day): the Israeli
postal administration inherited the Mandate’s last published postage rates (domestic/abroad) but among the myriad of postal
procedures there are some questions:
 When did Israel restrict the use of cutout stamps as postage on mail? This is observed sanctioned in 1954 and the
1957 Postal Guide restricts this
 Late fees: during the Mandate these could only be paid at the head post offices of the major (4) cities; in the Israeli
period did this restriction continue or could “late fees” be paid at secondary post offices as well – and when did this
change?
15 May 1948

Atarot (near Kalandia airfield) burned by the Arabs.

15 May 1948

Egyptian Army invades Israel

IFPL p.54/Jpost 16/5
Aloni Airmail p.140

15 May 1948 Air France plane which landed at Sde Dov 14 May was supposed to depart today; was damaged by Egyptian air
raid
IFPL p.45
15 May 1948 Sde Dov airfield attacked and closed to postal services (until 16 June??)
Aloni Airmail
p.153/166
ALL CIVILIAN AVIATION WAS TRANSFERRED TO HAIFA & REMAINED THERE UNTIL THE OPENING OF LYDDA IN NOV. 1948:
the 30 Sept 1948 Sentinel excerpt may be mixing up some issues, so see also the snippet from the 1950 Israeli Government
Yearbook p.105 which gives prominence to Haifa airport over the others in its coverage:

Air France specifically is documented still flying to Haifa (additionally?) into Jan. 1949:

15 May 1948
p.45

CSA requested to divert all incoming aircraft from Sde Dov to Haifa; confirmed by them on 16 May

IFPL

15 May 1948 To the question from 11 May, whether the Czech Government would accept mail from the new State which
had not yet been proclaimed and was not yet a member of the UPU, the reply received this date was: "Czechoslovak Posts will
recognize Palestine stamps used for airmail between Palestine and the Czechoslovak Republic" IFPL p.44
15 May 1948 The Principal Officer of Customs and Excise in South Africa approves the South African Zionist Federation's
request to have its parcels of letters to Palestine sent as Air Freight until normal postal communications are established. IFPL
p.65
15 May 1948 Israel War of Independence (1948 War), Second phase begins. Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi
Arabia declared war on Israel. Egyptian, Syrian, Jordanian, Iraqi and Lebanese invasion began.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
15 May 1948 Egyptian army attacks Kfar Darom (30 defenders) in the south, and is repulsed. They are repulsed at Nirim (3945 defenders) as well (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, pp. 70-72).
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
15 May 1948 Battle of Gesher - Iraqi army attacks Kibbutz Gesher, near the Naharayim Bridge in Northern Israel. After being
held to a standstill and repulsed at Gesher and Kochav Hayarden (Belvoir), the Iraqi expeditionary force withdrew into the
West Bank about May 22.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
15 May 1948 Between this date and April 1949 region of Qalqilya-Tulkarem-Nablus-Jenin was held by Iraqi Expeditionary
Force in Palestine in coordination with Jordan.
from various sources (see inventory doc)
16 May 1948 1st official day of the Israeli postal service. Of note, per Circular #2 of 9 May 1948 (item #8) “[as of 16 May]
Stamps of the Jewish National Fund should not be exchanged to the public for money or stamps of the Doar Ivri” – the interim
franks were not convertible into anything. As per item #2 “As from 16 May 1948 labels of the Jewish National Fund should not
be used any more for postage stamps” – these could not be sold over the counter.
Source: Aloni p.504
16 May 1948

16 May 1948 Operation Tinok ("baby") - Babies and noncombatants are evacuated from Kibbutz Nitzanim, on the coast
between Majdal and Isdood. Wikipedia in Hebrew
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
16 May 1948 CSA informs local office that there will be 3 special (Sunday the 16th, Monday the 17th & Wednesday the
19th) and one regular (Tuesday - 18 May) flights during the coming week. Today the 1st of the flights arrives.
IFPL p.45
16 May 1948 FF Rome-Haifa by CSA (FF to Haifa as TLV airfield closed 15 May 48), arr 17 May 48
T41/336
See example T41/336 https://www.telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-41-336-1948-early-postal-links-israel:
RARITY: MAY 1948 cv from Rome to Kibbutz Ha'ogen by Kfar Saba, prepared for posting & franked 30L Italian stps, eventually
not posted as the sender was aware of the difficulties at that period, instead taken by a Courier on board of the C.S.A. flight of
16.5.1948 landing at Haifa airport (First Flight to Haifa, as TLV air field was closed on 15.5.1948 due to Egyptian air raid),
posted in Haifa by the Courier & in a rare case the foreign (Italian) franking was accepted as legal postage & as such cancelled
by the HAIFA trilingual pmk 17.5.1948; vert centerfold typical for courier cvs, scattered spots, fine Exhibition item, certif
Tsachor - Aloni
16 May 1948 1948 National Loan cachet: applied mostly on regist mail at the Tel-Aviv Post Sorting office between
16.5.1948 & 1.8.1948, and not for use on mail abroad T40/564
16 May 1948 The ship which anchored at Haifa Port, either SS Franconia or the SS Argentina, and accepts to receive mail for
delivery abroad departs.
- IFPL p.24
16 May 1948 The Geneva offices of the Jewish Agency & KKL dispatch the 1st of 3 exceptional official air mail shipments
from Geneva to Tel Aviv via Prague and Haifa. This flight lands on 19 May.
IFPL p.110

17 May 1948

On the transfer of governmental bodies and departments in Haifa to the Municipality

17 May 1948

17 May 1948

2nd of the 3 special CSA flights arrives. IFPL p.45

17 May 1948 The American vessel SS Marine Carp arrived in Haifa and delivers mail accumulated on previous stops (Beirut
was the vessel's last stop before Haifa): 110 mail bags from 10 different countries, most of them European and of these most
being Communist Bloc. The ship departs with mail from Israel on 20 May.
IFPL p.24-25
SKU #140562 – the only known Doar-Ivri franked cover carried by the Marine Carp (evidenced by the backstamped arrival
dates of 6 June), making this a unique “first Israel sea mail” cover; originally postmarked 16 May then again on the 17 th with
additional 5m postage. I evaluate that extra postage to be a “Late Fee” to get the cover included in the shipment by the
philatelic sender Edward Bowman (to the philatelist Stanley Shure): it’s 3m overpaid from the inherited Mandate rate of 2m,
and it’s not the 20m rate for registered mail. This is probably because registered mail service with the US was suspended from
late April; overpaid because a 2m stamp didn’t exist and a 3m may not have been available. In any case the published late fees
as of Sept. 1948 were 5m for regular mail & 30m for registered mail (see below per chronology).

17 May 1948 The first shipment of mail using South African Zionist Federation's "Postal Communications / Box 18" service
via PAAC gets dispatched this day, and includes 800 pieces from South Africa and 260 from the Gilgil internees. This shipment
arrives in Israel on 10-11 June. IFPL p.65
17 May 1948 The Geneva offices of the Jewish Agency & KKL dispatch the 2nd of 3 exceptional official air mail shipments
from Geneva to Tel Aviv via Prague and Haifa. This flight lands on 20 May.
IFPL p.110
17 May 1948 Haganah captures Acco (Acre) at conclusion of operation Ben-Ami. Most of the Arab population flees the city
before it is captured. However, significant numbers remained. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, p. 35)
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
17 May 1948 sea mail from Holland: 6 mail bags sent from Rotterdam on the ship “Brita” as announced by Aharon
Rosenfeld, the GSA of Transmarine which reported this to him

17 May 1948 2.5m Doar Ivri stamps sold on 1st day of Israeli post + mail due to Haifa from Holland by month end via
unnamed British ship owned by Trans Marine, which left Amsterdam on the 5th:

17 May 1948 Arrangements for mail service to/from the Negev, where mail FROM the negev should be collected by the
settlements and mass-posted at the temporary post office at NIR AM. Kanner & Spiegel (in BAPIP #36 p.16) say that this plan
was not carried out owing to the military situation – regardless, see Postal Circular of 28 May displayed below, regarding the
Army Postal Service: APO 10 was established there at NIR AM.

18 May 1948 As per 23 April 1948 advertisement shown above, SS KEDMA was scheduled to depart TEL AVIV today
(unrecorded event in IFPL)
18 May 1948

18 May 1948 Battle of Tzemach - Syrian army first brigade units attack Tzemach in the north east with some 30 tanks and
armored cars. Defenders have 2 20mm antitank guns and are hopelessly outclassed. After one of the anti-tank guns was
destroyed, some of the defenders abandoned Tzemach and the rest were wiped out. Syrians captured Masada and Merom
Hagolan in the north on May 19th after these were abandoned on the evening of May 18th. (Herzog and Gazit 2005, pp. 5152)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
18 May 1948

The weekly regular CSA flight arrives (as per notice of 16 May, above)

IFPL. 45

18 May 1948 The Geneva offices of the Jewish Agency & KKL dispatch the 3rd of 3 exceptional official air mail shipments
from Geneva to Tel Aviv via Prague and Haifa. This flight lands on 21 May.
IFPL p.110
18 May 1948

19 May 1948
CSA airlines

first seen report from “Kol Israel” radio about renewal of airmail to the USA (and to Czechoslovakia) via Czech

19 May 1948

19 May 1948

The 3rd of the week's special CSA flights arrives (as per notice of 16 May, above) IFPL. 45

19 May 1948

Likely the next CSA flights

19 May 1948 Israel's Postmaster General announces (21 May) that Air Mail service with Czechoslovakia had resumed as of
19 May, and that the Mandatory rate (40m for 10g) remained unchanged. At this point it appears that the postal link was for
incoming mail only.
IFPL p.45
19 May 1948 Israel's Postmaster General announces the resumption of sea and land post arrangements with the United
States as of that date, with the postal rates unchanged.
IFPL
p.25/p.35/p.94

19 May 1948

Formal announcement of commencement of PEDI mail service.

IFPL p.89

19 May 1948 Arrival in Tel Aviv of the 1st of 3 exceptional official air mail shipments arranged by the Geneva offices of the
Jewish Agency & KKL, which departed 16 May. IFPL p.110
19 May 1948 Israeli forces manage to break the seige on the Jewish Quarter OC Jerusalem & deliver some food and supplies
to the defenders. The penetration is repulsed a few hours later & the Quarter remains beseiged until it falls on the 28th.
http://www.irgon-haagana.co.il/info/hi_show.aspx?id=527&t=1
19 May 1948 For the research of Police related mail, personnel assignments to the different stations (slight variations in the
articles) – see also 25 May:

19 May 1948
period

explicit report that Egypt is seizing materials bound to Israel – relevant vis. seized & censored mail of this

19-24 May 1948
Yad Mordechai - (in Arabic "Deir Seneid")- Egyptian Army advances up the coastal road to Kibbutz Yad
Mordechai, north of Gaza. First attack on Yad Mordechai May 19 - aerial attack (3 spitfires) and artillery - 2,500-4,000 shells.
Attack is eventually repulsed. Egyptian force of about two infantry battalions, an armored battalion, and artillery regiment
attacked a force of about 140, with an additional Palmach platoon sent May 21. The defenders inflicted about 300 casualties
before evacuating, gaining 5 vital days that stopped the Egyptian advance to Tel Aviv. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, pp. 70-72 and
other sources cited in dDetailed account: Battle of Yad Mordechai )
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
19-20 May 1948
Jerusalem - As operation Kilshon (see above) draws to a close, Jordan Legion invades Jerusalem and
takes up positions in Zion Gate (12:00 hrs May 19), closing access to Jewish quarter. Jordan Legion takes Police Station at
Sheikh Jerakh, as Irgun defenders flee without a fight, while Yitzhak Levi, head of Haganah intelligence in Jerusalem, tries to
coax them back to their posts. British-officered Arab Legion takes Sheikh Jerakh, blunders into Mandelbaum gate area and is
repulsed after heavy battle. Its actual objective was Damascus gate in the wall of the Old City. http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
c.20 May-Aug '48
Operation Balak - Airlift of arms from Czechoslovakia to Akir air field (later Tel Nof) south of Rehovot.
(Wikipedia Hebrew). Actually the start of this operation may have been the landing on April 1, 1948 of the first arms shipment

from Czechoslovakia in an improvised airfield near Beit Darras. http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
20 May 1948 announcement regarding PEDI air mail service – Jewish Telegraphic Agency archive:
https://www.jta.org/archive/special-air-mail-service-to-israel-set-up-in-new-york-all-mail-to-go-by-chartered-plane

20 May 1948

20 May 1948

Control of Haifa Airport is transferred to the Municipality

The Marine Carp was not the only ship leaving Haifa on the 20th + 2x more in early June:

20 May 1948 Battle for Kibbutz Degania - Syrian army beaten off by kibbutz defenders with help from Palmach and with the
aid of Israel's first artillery. (see Battle of Degania)
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
20 May 1948 The American vessel SS Marine Carp which arrived in Haifa on 17 May departs Haifa (with the first Sea Mail
from the new State to the US – this is my interpretation; IFPL call the Kedma’s dispatch on 27 May “first Sea Mail” – see below
– at a minimum this suggests that Marine Carp carried a lot of backlogged pre-State mail – and per cases from TAS sales 39-48
the two instances bear interim postal markings - but not just as per my SKU 140562). Mail from this shipment reached its
destinations in America around 6 June.
IFPL p.25/36 + SKU 140562 (to US backstamped 6/06)

20 May 1948 Arrival in Tel Aviv of the 2nd of 3 exceptional official air mail shipments arranged by the Geneva offices of the
Jewish Agency & KKL, which departed 17 May. IFPL p.110
20 May 1948 101 Squadron was formed on May 20, 1948, at two air bases simultaneously: IAF Ekron (former RAF Aqir,
currently Tel-Nof Airbase) and Žatec (code-named "Zebra") in northwestern Czechoslovakia, a former Luftwaffe airfield close
to a Messerschmitt production facility, where pilots received initial basic type flight training on the Avia S-199s, Czechoslovakbuilt copies of the Bf 109G with 1,320 hp Junkers Jumo 211F powerplants.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/101_Squadron_(Israel)

20-21 May 1948
The first shipment of PEDI mail gets processed, being flown to Rome a few days later and arriving in
Haifa on the evening of 2 June. IFPL p.92
20-24 May 1948
Notre Dame Hospice Jerusalem - British officered Arab Legion begins heavy daily mortar and artillery
bombardment to take this strongpoint facing the walls of the old city, preliminary to their conquest of Jewish West Jerusalem.
These attacks renewed 24 May. Jordanians lose about 25 dead, Israelis have 3 dead. (Levy, 1986, p. 457-9)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
21 May 1948 The Official Newspaper #2 Supplement A p.5-6 – Stamp Ordinance restricting the use of postage stamps as of
15 May 1948 to those stamps issued by the Provisional Government (no reference is made to interim stamps); these stamps
may also be used as revenue stamps

21-22 May 1948
Zion gate - Attempt to recapture Zion gate by Haganah fails. (Levy, 1986, p. 457) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
21 May 1948

Israel's Merchant Marine flag is officially adopted.

IFPL p.24

21 May 1948 Arrival in Tel Aviv of the 3rd of 3 exceptional official air mail shipments arranged by the Geneva offices of the
Jewish Agency & KKL, which departed 18 May. IFPL p.110
22 May 1948 Ramat Rachel first attack - Kibbutz in southern area of Jerusalem attacked, Jewish defenders withdraw
temporarily - 13 Jewish dead, 31 Arab dead. At night the Kibbutz is attacked and reoccupied by Kibbutz members and Moriah
battalion. (Levy, 1986, p. 457)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
22-24 May 1948
Unidentified FF HAIFA-ATHENS as per Tsachor (T46/382): First Flight Israel - Greece: 22.6.1948
Registered cv Haifa to Athens franked 40m (vert tab pair Doar Ivri 20m) correct rate (25m air mail + 15m registration) tied by
HAIFA 22.6.1948 pmk, arrival pmk ATHENS 24 VI 48, Unclaimed & Returned to Haifa 10.8.48; folded away from the stps, fine.
ONLY THE FRONT WAS SHOWN so I have no confirmation of what the arrival postmark actually showed
Source: https://www.telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-46-382-israel-revenues-rates-tabs
 See Czech CSA Airlines in advertisements above – likely carried by CSA as ATHENS was part of the route

23 May 1948

article references automated stamp dispensers (coil stamps)

23 May 1948 Israeli Army Base Post Office (Base Alef) is established, initially at 121 Hayarkon St. in Tel Aviv; in charge of
central & south regions of Israel Harris p.2
23 May 1948 Operation Namal (port) - Capture of Tantura south of Haifa by Alexandroni Brigade. Tantura had remained the
Arab sea connection with Lebanon after the capture of Haifa and was therefore of high strategic importance. MA student
Teddy Katz alleged that a massacre of Arab inhabitants took place at Tantura. He was sued by Alexandroni veterans.
Comparison of transcripts he prepared with tapes of witnesses showed he had falsified the transcription of testimonies and he
was forced to racant. (Wikipedia Hebrew)
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

23 May 1948 Ramat Rachel second attack - Again Arab irregulars attack in the morning and capture kibbutz, which is
retaken (partly) in the evening by Israeli defenders. . See-saw battles continue to May 26, when the entire kibbutz is retaken.
(Levy, 1986, p. 458-9) http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
23 May 1948 The 2nd batch of mail from Geneva Jewish Agency & KKL offices gets delivered to a designated courier, Mr.
Silberling of the Patra Travel Agency of Tel Aviv, who will fly from Rome to Haifa on the CSA 25 May flight.
IFPL p.109
24 May 1948

24 May 1948
rate changes.

Israel's Postmaster General announces the resumption of Air Mail service to and from Holland, without any
IFPL p.45

24 May 1948 A second ship (after SS Marine Carp) arrives in Israel (Tel Aviv), possibly the 'Kedma', and carries a small
amount of mail. It departs with the “first Sea Mail to the US from TLV” on 27 May.
(From IFPL’s phrasing it’s unclear if
the mail was only to the US – unlikely in my opinion as Kedma sailed to various Mediterranean countries; I also disagree that
this is “first sea mail” as there are such cases from Marine Carp, unless IFPL’s implication is that all the mail was now Israeli
and not pre-State)
IFPL p.25/38

Per IFPL p.25-26: In any case, due to disagreements between Israel Post and ZIM Lines, no additional mail was
sent aboard the 'Kedma' from Israel until 16 June, when from that date until 2 Nov. 1952 (its last voyage) it also became the
only vessel carrying outbound Sea Mail from Israel. This last comment seems to be incorrect in light of documentation on 27
Sept 1949 (below – annual report of the Israeli postal service) listing various companies carrying mail from Israel; no mention
of Kedma or exclusive rights given to that ship.

25 May 1948 Israeli Army Base Post Office (Base Bet) is established, at 24 Mehlis St. in Haifa; in charge of the northern
region of Israel
Harris p.2
25 May 1948 For the research of Police related mail, personnel assignments to the different stations (slight variations in the
articles) – see also 19 May:

25-28 May 1948
Iraqi forces advance from Tul Karm, taking Geulim and reaching Kfar Yona and Ein Vered on the Tul
Karm-Netanya road. (Herzog and Gazi, 2005, p. 56). They are stopped by units of Alexandroni, which retake Geulim.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
25 May 1948 Zion gate - Attempt to recapture Zion gate by Haganah fails. Levy, 1986, p. 458). http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
25 May 1948 Operation Bin Nun (A) - First attempt to take Latrun on the Jerusalem road from the Arab Legion fails. About
73 killed, 140 wounded in Israeli forces.. (See Latrun) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
25 May 1948

The ship SS “Nora” (formerly Italian ship “Maestralle”) with Sicilian crew, carrying Czech weapons docks for
the first of its 9 missions in Tel Aviv; it departs the next day to receive further weapons and sails to Yugoslavia
via Sicily
(Sources: http://www.palyam.org/OniyotRekhesh/Hazaken/Zaken_1st_haflaga &
http://www.palyam.org/OniyotRekhesh/Hazaken/mainpage &
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%94%D7%96%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%94_%D7%94%D7%99%D7%9E%D7%99%D7%AA_%D7%91%D7
%9E%D7%9C%D7%97%D7%9E%D7%AA_%D7%94%D7%A2%D7%A6%D7%9E%D7%90%D7%95%D7%AA )

c.25-30 May 1948
Developing Burma Road enabled supplies to came through using mules and 200 men from the Home
Guard (Mishmar Ha'am) to cover three miles which were impassable to vehicles. These men, mostly conscripts in their fifties,
each carried a 45-pound load and made the trip twice a night. This effort lasted for five nights.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burma_Road_(Israel)
26 May 1948 Jordan Legion attack retakes Radar station (now called "Radar Hill). 19 Israeli dead. Jordanians lose 2 dead.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
26 May 1948 FF Haifa-Prague by CSA (1st official flight of CSA), arr 28 May 1948 (per IFPL arr. 27 May at 7pm); included 1
mailbag from Haifa to Prague with mail for Czechoslovakia and Holland. No mail for dispatch was received from TLV for this
flight. THIS MAY BE THE FIRST OFFICIAL BATCH OF OUTBOUND MAIL FROM INDEPENDENT ISRAEL
T40/177 &
IFPL p.45-46
See example T40/177 https://www.telavivstamps.com/tel-aviv-stamps-auction-40-177-doar-ivri-postal-history-internationalgold-medal-collection:
Israel - Czechoslovakia 26.5.48 by the First Official Flight of the Czechoslovak Airlines cv franked 55m Doar Ivri correct rate
(40m Air Mail + 15m registration) tied by Haifa 26.5.48 pmk, arr Praha 28 V 48 pmk, Unclaimed & Returned to Haifa 8.7.48;
some toning, fine
26 May 1948 alleged FF Haifa-Amsterdam by CSA (1st official flight of CSA) as per the cover in sale T40/178 – but as Holland
was not on the CSA route from Israel it’s unclear what the preparer of this cover (S. Lachmann) intended. See entry for 14 May
regarding CSA’s route; KLM began its flights on 23 June (see below). For now be wary of covers like these because if they were
not carried by an airline with service to the destination then it’s not a “first flight” cover…

26 May 1948 CSA flight arrives in Haifa, containing these mail consignments: Prague-Lod (including airmail from Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia and Hungary), Bucharest-Lod, Moscow-TLV, Geneva-TLV and Warsaw-TLV. All were opened and sorted in Haifa
IFPL p.45
My cover SKU 143122 (T46/143) from SOFIA to TLV has a HAIFA backstamp of 27-5-48
26 May 1948 The CSA flight departing from 25 May lands today in Haifa; Mr. Silberling of the Patra Travel Agency of Tel
Aviv, who is couriering the 2nd batch of mail from Geneva Jewish Agency & KKL offices, lands and posts the mail on 28 May in
Tel Aviv.
IFPL p.109
26 May 1948 The National Party in South Africa wins the parliamentary election and the period of Apartheid begins.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_general_election,_1948
27 May 1948

27 May 1948

CSA flight arrives in Haifa

IFPL p.45

27 May 1948

The ship which arrived in TLV on 24 May, possibly the Kedma, departs.

IFPL p.25/38

27 May 1948 the Tel Aviv head postmaster states in a Verification Note to the New York Office of Exchange) that mails
would be sent (to the US) depending on the availability of ships leaving the port of Israel. (my interpretation: This is an
important statement suggesting that sea mail may have been sent on more ships than those documented by IFPL.)
IFPL
p.25/38
27-28 May 1948
Zion gate - Last attempt by Haganah to recapture Zion gate and enter old city fails. (Levy, 1986, p.
460) http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
28 May 1948 Internal memorandum announcing the establishment of the Army postal service, here limited only to ordinary
letters (Postal Circular #10 – see p.20 of this file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461993)

28 May 1948 Jewish quarter of the old city of Jerusalem falls to the Jordan Legion. The inhabitants were protected from the
wrath of a lynch mob by the Legion under Abdullah Tell but were ethnically cleaned - noncombatants were expelled to West
Jerusalem. About 300 Haganah defenders were taken prisoner and sent to Jordan. The entire quarter including all but one of
the synagogues, was demolished by the Arab mob despite efforts of the Legion. Photo shows remains of the quarter with
Nissan Beck synagogue in the background.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
28 May 1948 IDF officially formed.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
28 May 1948

Mail recorded sent from Peltours Tel Aviv to London for transmission to Johannesburg. IFPL p.69

28 May 1948 Mr. Silberling of the Patra Travel Agency of Tel Aviv posts the 2nd batch of mail from Geneva Jewish Agency &
KKL offices in Tel Aviv. IFPL p.109
28-30 May 1948
Operation Erez - In the southern Galilee, Golani brigade opens Wadi Ara, captures Zarin, Nuris, Maz'ar
on the Gilboa, and Megiddo and Lajun, gaining control over Kaukji's army which flees North. (Wikipedia in Hebrew). According
to another source however, the Golani operation in Megiddo and Lajun was May 31/June 1 and was part of, or coordinated
with operation Yitzhak to take Jenin. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, page 58). http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
29 May 1948

FF Paris-Haifa by Air France (arr 29 May 1948)
T41/338
This was an unscheduled flight which contained only unofficial mail (Emergency Mail) from the Jewish Agency
Office in Paris. IFPL p.47/110
29 May 1948 Attempted Egyptian advance on Tel Aviv - Israeli reconnaissance spots 500 Egyptian vehicles on the coastal
road from Gaza. Mohammed Neguib - in charge of the column - had 2,300 men of the 2nd Brigade, 10 tanks and 6 field guns.
Only one Israeli unit was available to confront the Egyptians - a company whose men were mostly suffering from food
poisoning.
Egyptians were stopped by an attack by Israel's first four Messerschmitt -AVIA S199.. The hastily assembled
planes did not do much damage. Two planes crashed and one of the pilots was killed. The air attack is sometimes considered
part of Operation Paleshet.
However, the Egyptians were impressed by the air power, and believed the Israelis had a large force blocking
the road road ahead. In any event, they halted at the bridge blown by Givati in Operation Barak (May 12) about 3 km north of
the village of Isdud and dug in. This bridge is now called "Gesher Ad Halom" (bridge of "until here"). For a full account of the
air attach see Debut of Israel's Air Force. Israeli 65 mm artillery and Givati raiders harassed the Egyptian flanks.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
29 May 1948 101 Squadron's first mission was on May 29, strafing the Egyptian ground forces near Ad Halom, in the
prelude to Operation Pleshet. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/101_Squadron_(Israel)
30 May 1948

1st official day of use of 1st Postage Dues stamps in TLV

T42 #13

30 May 1948

The 10th and final CSA flight to Israel (Haifa) in May, since 12 May flight.

IFPL p.46

30-31 May 1948
IDF Operation Bin Nun B - Attempt to capture Latrun on the Jerusalem road nearly succeeds, but
Jordanians counterattack. IDF loses 41 dead and 52 wounded. Jordanians lose 20 dead, 40 wounded. (Levy, 1986, p. 461)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
30 May 1948 Insightful summary of Jerusalem’s postal operations written by Avraham Renan and sent to Zvi Fridburg
(Prihar). Source: https://www.archives.gov.il/archives/Archive/0b07170680319da0/File/0b071706804d4550 p.102-104 in the
file

30-31 May 1948
lead jeep overturned.
31 May 1948

On the night of May 30–31, an attempt to get through the Burma Road with vehicles failed when the
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burma_Road_(Israel)

1 June 1948

vis “Doar Sadeh” army/police mail & the removal of the Israel Police from the army (see also 1 July) -

1 June 1948

1st official day of use of 1st Postage Dues stamps in Haifa

- TAS T42/86

1 June 1948

Mail recorded sent from Peltours Tel Aviv to Cyprus for transmission to Johannesburg.

- IFPL p.69

1 June 1948

First Israeli vehicles get through the "Burma Road" bypassing Latrun from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv. Beginning of
construction of Burma road and convoys to Jerusalem by mule and porters
(Sources: Levy, 1986, page 288 | my data on item 140440 | http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm |
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%91%D7%A6%D7%9C%D7%90%D7%9C_%D7%92%D7%91%D7%A8 |
http://www.irgon-haagana.co.il/show_item.asp?levelId=59827&itemId=48115&itemType=3 |
http://www.irgon-haagana.co.il/info/hi_show.aspx?id=527&t=1 )

1-2 June 1948 On the night of June 1–2 the vehicles managed to pass through Burma Road to Tel Aviv, where they organized
a supply convoy for Jerusalem, which returned that night (2 June).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burma_Road_(Israel)
c.1 June 1948 A makeshift strip located around the current Herzliya Airport was the main operating base of the 101st
Squadron between June and October 1948, and the squadron moved to it after un-assembled planes were strafed on the
ground on May 30th. The airfield was used as it was a bit back from the front-lines, and was clandestine since it was a purpose
built strip, that was constructed after the beginning of hostilities, in between the orange orchards around Herzliya, and didn't
appear on published maps.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/101_Squadron_(Israel)
1-3 June 1948 Operation Paleshet - Egyptian forces were stalled at "ad halom" bridge April 29. A Givati counterattack on
June 1-3 failed to dislodge them, There were about 50 dead, over 100 casualties. According to some sources, attack was
strong enough to persuade the Egyptians to turn south. However Mohamad Neguib, commander of the Egyptian forces wrote
that his brigade size force of about 2,300 was not considered large enough to advance north. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005. pp 723 and Wikipedia in Hebrew).
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
1-3 June 1948 Operation Yitzhak - Attempt of Carmeli and Golani brigades to capture Jenin and relieve pressure on Israeli
center by Iraqi forces. fails. They capture the city, but are routed in a counter attack by Iraqi forces, with 34 dead and 100
wounded. The wounded include Moshe Carmel, commander of the northern front. (Hebrew Wikipedia). Alexandroni Brigade
was to have created a diversionary attack through Wadi Ara that would split the Iraqi forces. This attack failed to develop, and
is cited as the reason for the failure of the operation. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, p. 56-58) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
2 June 1948

2nd F Vilna/Russia-Haifa/TLV on 2nd flight CSA; posted 20 May, arr Haifa 2/6, TLV 3/6) T40/332
This was the first flight in June to Israel of any carrier, and it was CSA's weekly scheduled flight to Haifa. This
flight also carried the first shipment of PEDI mail from the US. IFPL p.47/92 & Aloni 24
2 June 1948
First Battle of Negba - Kibbutz in Gaza. At 0700 hours Egyptian tanks and infantry of First Brigade under
Brigadier Said Taha Bey attacked Kibbutz Negba under cover of a smoke screen - 1,000 Egyptians against 140 Israelis. Israelis
had no tanks or heavy machine guns. The Egyptians advanced to the inner fence but the Israeli's sole Piat team destroyed six
tanks, and others were driven off by Molotov cocktails.
An Israeli jeep force (Samson's Foxes) also threatened the Egyptian's rear. A second smoke screen shielded
the Egyptians as they withdrew. The Egyptians suffered over 100 casualties. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005. p 74).
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
3 June 1948
101 Squadron was responsible for the Israeli Air Force's first aerial victories when on 3 June 1948, Modi Alon,
after taking off from Herzliya Airport, shot down a pair of Royal Egyptian Air Force C-47s which had just bombed Tel Aviv.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/101_Squadron_(Israel)
6 June 1948

6-10 June 1948 Large Arab attack in the north. Nearly two brigades of Arab Liberation Army and Lebanese army took Malkieh
and Kadesh, while the Syrians overran Mishmar Hayarden on June 10 after a first attack on June 6 failed. They advanced to the
main road, where they were blocked by units of the Oded brigade. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005. pp. 54-55). http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
7 June 1948

7 June 1948
Harry Levin, in his diary entry for 7 June, wrote that 12 tons a night of supplies were getting through Burma
Road (by vehicles) and he estimated that the J'lem needed 17 tons daily. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burma_Road_(Israel)
7 June 1948
p.94

Israel commences airmail with USA (this is date of official announcement, not date of actual shipment) IFPL

7 June 1948
Nitzanim, defended by 150 soldiers and civilians, falls to an intensive attack by Egyptian armor and artillery
after its Piat is put out of action. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005. p 73, Wikipedia in Hebrew ) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
7/9 June 1948 FF Haifa-NY/USA on CSA (arr NYC 12 June 1948); T43-445: "First Flight Israel - USA 9-6-47", New York arr pmk
12.6.48
also T43/444 & 394, T41/61; 7 June per IFPL p.94
7 June 1948
Air mail postage rates – as handwritten on the 1st issue of the Army’s internal postal bulletin (some rate may
not be documented elsewhere). Source: last page of this file
http://amutakesher.org.il/_Uploads/dbsAttachedFiles/jerusalem.pdf

7 June 1948
On Safed during the siege and in liberation – very interesting comment about the British army assisting with
the delivery of mail in the siege period: “the army ‘assisted’ both sides in equal manner. Following various inquiries it brings
mail bags and newspaper etc. to the Jewish community. Though to the Arab side – assistance in bring convoys of vehicles,
supplies and foreign invaders.” This is a detailed account and likely critical for understanding postal history/circumstances of
Safed in this period; it mentions a few convoys that managed to penetrate the siege, etc.

8 June 1948

KLM is granted rights and permits to use Sde Dov and Haifa airfields, like CSA was.

IFPL p.89

8 June 1948
I haven’t yet found an official date for the independence of the civilian Israel Police but this article may be
heralding the start of its independent function from the army to which it had been assigned:

8-9 June 1948 Operation Yoram - Third battle of Latrun - Attempt to take it from the rear fails. (Levi 1986 p. 463) 17 dead.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
9 June 1948
This report mentions Holland – the Hebrew report from the 10th (below) does not; perhaps the issue is “postal
communications” and not necessarily “Air Mail” (although the omission from the report from the 10th seems odd). Reports
from 16 June in regards to Air France do mention Holland
 In light of the original flight plan dated 11 June (below) it seems this report & others published prior to 11 June merely
refer to the future dispatch of mail via Air France – as that 1st flight (from Haifa) is shown to have departed Haifa only
on the 11th

9 June 1948
FF Air France arrives Haifa from France via Bucharest, carrying mail from FR & RO (ref:
http://www.palyam.org/About_us/displaySOHarticle?name=France%20-%20Israel%20Friendship&id=t00139&bl=b00139b)
This flight may have carried mail from Paris couriered by the local Petra Travel Agency to their Tel Aviv office,
and posted in Tel Aviv on 16 June, or it may have been on the 15 June CSA flight to Haifa.
IFPL p.112
9 June 1948
Outposts protecting "Burma road" temporarily captured by enemy. Retaken by IDF (Levy, 1986, page 463)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
10 June 1948

First regular vehicular convoy on "Burma road" brings 10 tons of flour to Jerusalem; this is also the 1st convoy
known to have carried mail.
(Sources: Levy, 1986, page 463 | my data on item 140440 | http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm |
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%91%D7%A6%D7%9C%D7%90%D7%9C_%D7%92%D7%91%D7%A8 |
http://www.irgon-haagana.co.il/show_item.asp?levelId=59827&itemId=48115&itemType=3 |
http://www.irgon-haagana.co.il/info/hi_show.aspx?id=527&t=1 )

10 June 1948

10 June 1948 Announcement of the first consignment of air mail from Israel to the USA and Italy, which left Israel
“yesterday” (9 June). Per the article Airmail to the USA was suspended by the Mandate government on 1 May. The report
states further that Israel now has air mail connections with Italy, the USA, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria,
Poland & Romania. Side note that air mail with Switzerland has been renewed.
 Presumably the new postal connections mentioned are due to Air France, while the Balkan/East European connections
are due to CSA Czechoslovakian Airways. (CSA formed a leg of the route of the emergency airmail connection run by
PEDI FROM the USA). The actual dispatch abroad (from Haifa) was on 11 June – see document below
 ODD: Chaim Shamir (HLPH #41-42 p.39) notes that as per the Israeli National Archives, in the month of June only
outbound mail was sent via Air France and that “no French air mail shipment was sent or received in Israel during the
month of June 1948”. Makes no sense in light of the press articles…

10 June 1948 Gezer captured by Transjordan Legion, 27 killed, 31 civilians taken prisoner. (Levy, 1986, page 464). Gezer was
soon recaptured.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

10 June 1948
Syrians attacked Kibbutz Ein Gev which east of the sea of Galilee and were repulsed in a heroic and
tenacious defense in a battle that lasted three days and included artillery and aerial strafing. 100 defenders faced a battalion
backed by armor. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005. p. 55).
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
10-11 June 1948
The 1st shipment of mail using South African Zionist Federation's "Postal Communications / Box 18"
service via PAAC, which was dispatched on 17 May arrives today for dispatch via Peltours Tel Aviv. Overnight the PAAC planes
(just released from transporting Sudanese Ramadan pilgrims) are used by the IAF to bomb the Egyptian Army in the South. The
following day the PAAC planes continue to transport their mail either from Peltours Tel Aviv to Peltours London or to the
South African Zionist Federation.
IFPL p.65-66
11 June 1948 Fawzi al Kaukji's ALA attacked Ilanit (Sejera) violating the cease fire, and was repulsed in house to house
fighting. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005. p. 55-56).
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
11 June 1948 First truce begins, lasting until July 8. During this period, Israel was able to organize and train its forces and
acquire considerable arms.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
11 June 1948 6:36 a.m Air France FF departed Haifa bearing mail to France and other countries with which Israel had reestablished postal ties: Bulgaria, Holland, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Poland and Switzerland. It also carried a mail sack bound for
New York. After interim stops in Cyprus, Greece, Italy and Nice in southern France, the airplane landed at its final destination,
Le Bourget airport in Paris, where it landed on June 12, 1948 at 11:01 a.m. and delivered its mail sacks. (ref:
http://israelphilately.org.il/en/catalog/articles/900/Sixty%20Years%20of%20Friendship%20Israel%20France)
11 June 1948

FF South Afr. Peltours service via Zion. Fed to TLV (arr 11/6) and on to Ein HaNatziv/Afula

T39/315

11 June 1948 FF regular int'l service by Air France HAIFA-Paris via Rome (arr 14 June 1948)
T41/62 // Aloni Am
p.166
 Unattributed document listed by JFB Philatelie in Catalogue #3 - Net Price List of 10 Jan 2021 (pg. 44, ex lot #124).
Note the departure times & length of time to reach France (i.e. over 24hrs!); as such mail posted in Israel on Friday the
11th could not have been carried on this flight (unless a late fee was paid at the Head Post Office).

14 June 1948
14 June 1948

14 June 1948

FF Haifa-Guatemala City (arr 21 June 1948)

T41/63

15 June 1948 CSA flight arrives in Haifa. This flight may have carried mail from Paris couriered by the local Petra Travel
Agency to their Tel Aviv office, and posted in Tel Aviv on 16 June, or it may have been on the 9 June Air France flight which
arrived in Haifa. IFPL p.112
15 June 1948 The 'Kedma' departs Haifa, bound for Europe on its first voyage carrying official Israeli Post. Mail which it
brought in upon its arrival to Haifa, which originated in various countries, was all stamped with a circular bilingual handstamp
"Kedem Palestine Line LTD - T/S/S Kedmah": this was still "emergency mail" and seems to have been prepaid to the shipping
company since all these letters were posted in Israel with 10m stamps apparently affixed by the shipping company.
IFPL
p.116
15 June 1948

16 June 1948

The Kedma resumes carrying Sea Mail, departing this date with mail for Europe and the Americas. IFPL p.25

16 June 1948 Regarding “first flight” covers for sale in the market, note that the Air France flight had a prepared list of
countries for which it was carrying mail: last time for dispatch in Haifa – 14:00, in Tel Aviv – 12:00 the same day (here,
Thursday the 17th); the mail was sent to the USA, Bulgaria, Brazil, Guatemala, Holland, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, France, Switzerland, Romania and “Russia” (other reports say “USSR”). The same report notes that air, sea and
land postal connections with Brazil have been renewed (i.e. from Israel; not necessarily from Brazil). Also reports that renewed
2-way mail service with Jerusalem is limited to regular & registered letters and newspapers.
 TAS 42/446 & Aloni airmail p.166 say that this 2nd Air France flight departed Tel Aviv (i.e. as a “1st flight” from Tel Aviv)
– but as per the press reports below, if the latest dispatch time was 1400 in Haifa but only 1200 in Tel Aviv, it seems to
be that this 2nd ever flight actually departed Haifa -?
 ALSO: as per my research in this era there was a time lag between dispatch postmark dates & arrival postmark dates
such that mail postmarked on the 16th was not necessarily carried on this flight; see my timeframe summary in “PART
2” after this chronology

16 June 1948

16 June 1948

16 June 1948

The Maariv report also mentions KLM renewing its service from Israel to Europe & USA

17 June 1948

18 June 1948

Announcement of resumption of KLM service (starting 23 June – see announcement on 20 June below)

18 June 1948 1st mail convoy reaches J'LEM & takes mail pmk'd bet 9-12 May (i.e. first 4 days of operation of operation of
J'LEM local post) back to TLV (same day arr); mail is b/s TLV on this date TPHTPIv2p1 p.182-3
Same source adds (p.244) that this is probably the convoy that brought the first Doar Ivri stamps to the city (first used Sunday
20 June).
18 June 1948 Delineation and assignment of control of zones in conquered areas in Southern Jerusalem as published by the
Jerusalem Police; pg. 129 of file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/493463

19 June 1948 The SS Pan York and the SS Pan Crescent, new ships acquired by ZIM which had been impounded by the British
in Cyprus, arrived in Haifa; the Pan York was renamed "Kibbutz Galuyot" and the Pan Crescent "Atzmaut".
IFPL p.26
20 June 1948 First day of use of Doar Ivri stamps in Jerusalem. Local mail pre-dating 20 June & bearing DI stamps would
have been franked such by privately carried stamps into the city.
TPHTPIv2pt1 p.243/248
20 June 1948

20 June 1948

21 June 1948 contrary to what is written in JSPS (eg p.254, 127, 129) and parroted endlessly elsewhere, the Jerusalem
“Main Post Office” (the GPO was now in Tel Aviv – see report of 10 Nov. quoting Avraham Renan) did not open on this day, it
opened on the 28th (see below).

21 June 1948 2nd mail convoy reaches J'LEM & takes mail pmk'd bet 13 May-21 June back to TLV (same day arr); mail is b/s
TLV on this date/Haifa b/s 23 June
TPHTPIv2p1 p.182-3
22 June 1948

23 June 1948

FF Haifa-Malmo, Sweden by KLM (arr 26 June 1948)

T41/64

23 June 1948

FF Haifa-Amsterdam by KLM (arr 26 June 1948)

T41/65

23 June 1948

FF Haifa-Athens by KLM (arr 24 June 1948)

T41/66

23 June 1948 End of "Postal Siege" on Jerusalem (2 days after 2nd convoy left Jerusalem), and regular mail services between
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv resume.
- TPHTPIv2p1 p.135
23 June 1948 Irgun’s Altalena ship brings weapons and 940 immigrants to Palestine. The arms shipment was a violation of
UN embargo, but Israel government agreed to it, provided the Irgun handed over the weapons to IDF and formed a unified
force. Irgun Commander Menachem Begin refused to hand over weapons and Irgun insisted on keeping a portion of the arms
for its own use as a separate force. Palmach units of IDF under Yitzhak Rabin attempted to capture weapons by force. Fighting
broke out in Tel Aviv, killing 14 Irgun men. Yizhak Rabin, in command of shore batteries in Tel-Aviv, was ordered to fire upon
and sink the Altalena after it attempted a landing there. According to some reports, factions of the Irgun (Etzel) were planning
a coup with the arms. Photo shows Altalena burning off the coast of Tel-Aviv. http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
24 June 1948

25 June 1948

25 June 1948

25 June 1948

1st mention of SISA (Alitalia) in the Israel-era press, may be 1st flight period

26 June 1948 Surface & airmail services FROM US to Israel resume (although official announcement takes place on 29th)
Kibble p.51
27 June 1948 Austria resumes Air Mail with Israel as of 25 June – Jewish Telegraphic Agency archives:
https://www.jta.org/archive/austria-israel-air-mall-service-resumed-community-voices-solidartiy-with-jewish-state

28 June 1948 postal relations formally established between US and Israel (1st day begins 29th)
29th=0134260 pc

IFPL p.95 //

28 June 1948 Count Folke Bernadotte's first peace plan - No Jewish state, limited Jewish immigration, Jerusalem and Negev
to be Arab .(see Bernadotte Plan First Plan of Count Bernadotte for settling the Arab-Israel war of 1948.)
28 June 1948

29 June 1948 Last day of operation of British “Fleet Mail Office 12” at the British naval base in Haifa Harbor (registered mail
was handled by FPO D.S 731)
Aloni p.209
29 June 1948

29 June 1948

30 June 1948 According to this announcement, the Army post service is operating a domestic registered mail service
whereby mail from citizens to soldiers is liable to regular prepaid postage while registered mail from soldiers to citizens is
free of postage – meaning apparently that even registration is free for soldiers. Source: Weekly Post Office Circular #5 (pg.3 of
this file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461851)

30 June 1948 Perplexing announcement: the English and Hebrew date slugs for July will be delivered in the coming days,
these need to be placed into use immediately with their arrival. The old date slugs need to be returned to the Manager of the
postal warehouses, in Haifa with a certain form enclosed. On the 15th of each month every post office has to send the
Manager of the postal warehouses in Haifa a general order for all the English and Hebrew dates which will be needed for the
following month: a quantity must be specified for slugs in Hebrew and in English for a) working days, and b) holidays and
Saturdays. The odd thing is – wouldn’t all the post offices need exactly the same things?? Source: Weekly Post Office Circular
#5 (pg.3 of this file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461851)
 Of note, this procedure may explain why date slugs were missing at various post office in Jerusalem around 15 July /
early August – perhaps those post offices did not order the slugs in time or a mistake was made overlooking the need
to produce slugs for certain dates. In all a very unnecessary bureaucratic process…

30 June 1948

1 July 1948

1 July 1948
vis “Doar Sadeh” army/police mail & the removal of the Israel Police from the army (see also 1 June) –
excerpted from original:

1 July 1948

4 July 1948

Renewal of surface & air mail service with Ecuador & Norway

4 July 1948

On postal service with the Negev – excerpted from the article:

6 July 1948
Air Mail and Parcel Mail rates as published in “Etzioni Brigade command published orders #27” (pg.118 of file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/493463)

6 July 1948

8 July 1948

8 July 1948

8 July 1948
War resumes. This phase of the war is known as "the ten days."
israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

http://www.zionism-

8 July 1948
Kfar Darom evacuated ahead of Egyptian attack. Egyptians capture the village July 9 and find it empty.
(Wikipedia in Hebrew) It was resettled after 1967, but evacuated again in 2005 in the disengagement plan.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
8 July 1948
Egyptians violate the truce in a surprise attack, using Sudanese and Saudi auxiliary troops to avoid having the
blame cast on them. They took Huleikat and Kubeiba dislodging the surprised Negev Brigade. They also attacked Givati forces
in Beit Darras and initially made some gains.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
9-12 July 1948 Operation Av-Peer (anti-Farouk) - Owing to the Egyptian attack it was decided to begin the planned Av-Peer
operation early. Givati and Negev Brigade attempt to dislodge Egyptians. The main aim of Av-Peer was to take Iraq el Sueidan
police fort held by the Egyptians and open the way to the Negev, but it failed. Givati took Beit Affa and Ibdis and held off an
Egyptian counter attack at Ibdis. After failing at Ibdis, the Egyptians turned on Kibbutz Negba. They also took Outpost 105
(Mishlat 105) but that was retaken by Givati. Egyptians also attacked Kibbutz Gal-on. (Wikipedia in Hebrew) Givati suffered
about 300 casualties in this fighting.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
9-18 July
Operation Dani (Danny) - the Israeli conquest of Lydda (Lod) and Ramla, breaking the Arab siege of Jerusalem,
and creating thousands of refugees, as well as advances in the north.
Main part of operation Dani was aimed at opening the Jerusalem corridor- the road to Jerusalem from Tel Aviv
and surrounding areas held by Jordan Legion. This was to relieve relieve Jerusalem and remove the threat to Tel Aviv. The first
phase was to occupy the towns and areas of Lod and Ramla. The second phase called for the capture of Latrun and Ramallah
with the intention of raising the siege on Jerusalem. Only the first phase was successful. In Lod and Ramla the Transjordan
legion put up no resistance. The operation was carried out under Palmach command, utilizing a task force comprised of the
Yiftach Brigade, the new 8th Armored Brigade ( made up of a tank battalion, a commando battalion of jeeps and half-tracks),
and two battalions from the Kiryati and Alexandroni Brigades, as well as additional artillery and engineering units. This was
supposedly the first use of tanks by the IDF (French H-35 and two Cromwells brought over by British deserters).
Two forces struck in a pincer movement, one advancing towards Lod and Ramla from the northwest, the other
from the southwest. Lod surrendered (July 11?) but took up arms again when the Transjordan was counter-attacking. Arabs
were forced to leave Lod after their rebellion.
During this advance, a small force detached itself to capture al-Safiriyya and then pushed on to capture Lod
(Lydda) airport. Several villages were taken as well. On July 12, Kiryati units took Ramla, which surrendered after a brief
engagement. Arabs were encouraged to leave Ramla.
During this time Israel had acquired three B-17s and some Dakotas. One of the B-17s succeeded in dropping
some bombs on Cairo on its way to delivery in Israel, others bombed Damascus and Rafah. (Herzog & Gazit 2005 p 80-82).
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
9-18 July 1948 Operation Dekel - Capture of Nazereth in the north, and clearing southern Galilee of the ALA (Arab Liberation
Army of Fawzi El Kawki. Operation by by Carmeli Brigade and elements from Golani Brigade. Advancing south east from Acco,
the force successfully attacked Shefaram on 14 July and pressed on southeast to take Zippori the following day, after stubborn
fighting.
When the force was less than a mile away from the city of Nazareth, the commander of Nazareth sent out an armored
car unit to block its advance. The brigade column advanced without pausing as it fired. Nazereth surrendered on the eve of 16
July. Fawzi Al Kawkj and most of his forces escaped into the mountains to the north.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
9-18 July 1948 Operation Brosh - Carmeli and Oded brigade units commanded by Modechai Makleff. Unsuccessful attempt to
dislodge Syrian forces from eastern Galilee (Mishmar Hayarden salient) area and reach Bnot Yaakov bridge. About 200 Syrian
troops and 100 Israeli troops were killed in this action. The operation failed because of heavy artillery and aerial support
enjoyed by the Syrians. http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
10 July 1948
Lydda airfield is captured by the Hativa 8 commanded by Yitzhak Sadeh (source:
https://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A0%D7%9E%D7%9C_%D7%94%D7%AA%D7%A2%D7%95%D7%A4%D7%94_%D7%91%D7
%9F-%D7%92%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%95%D7%9F)

10 July 1948
Arab League announced the establishment of a temporary Palestinian civilian administration over Arab heldareas of Palestine, but it was never implemented.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
11-12 July 1948 Operation Betek - Alexandroni brigade takes Migdal Tzedek and also Rosh Ha'ayin, which had been seized by
the Iraqis from the Irgun at the of May. (Wikipedia in Hebrew) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
12 July 1948

12 July 1948
Latrun area- 9 Israeli dead in capture of Hadita and Legion counter attack (Levi, 1986, p 466)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
12 July 1948
Second Battle of Negba - Egyptians attack Kibbutz Negba with armor and massive troop concentrations.
Divisional Commander Muwawi sent in 3 infantry battalions, an armored battalion and an artillery regiment. Israelis suffer 5
dead, 16 wounded, Egyptian casualties 200- 300 dead and wounded. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005 p 86 and various sources).
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
14-15 July 1948
JERUSALEM-4 trilingual datestamp did not receive the metal date slugs, and was initially used on the
14th without a datestamp at all (T40/#41), then around noon that day a rubber datestamp was used (T40/#42, T39/#45) until
noon on the 15th when the metal slug was added. Except for the use of cancel without date at all, the same situation occurred
with JERUSALEM-1 datestamp: rubber dater used from the 14th until noon of the 15th (T40/#43), when metal date slug added
(T40/#44, T42/#359, T44/#536).
15 July 1948
1999, p 241)

B-17s flown to the IAF bomb Cairo Airport and Rafia (Morris) - Arab cities bombed for the first time. (Morris,
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

15-16 July 1948 Fourth (final) Israeli attack on Latrun - This last action in the corridor before the truce was the last attempt of
Israelis to take Latrun as part of operation Danny (Dani). Harel Brigade, and elements of Kiryati and Yiftach took part, but the
attack failed (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, p. 83). 23 Israeli dead, numerous casualties. (Levi, 1986, p. 466-7) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
16 July 1948

16-17 July 1948 Operation Kedem - Last Israeli attempt to take the old city of Jerusalem before the truce. A combined
Irgun/Lehi/IDF operation aimed at breaking through in frontal attack using a cone shaped explosive device, a "Conus," that
was to have blown holes in the walls of Jerusalem. The Conus devided failed to breach the walls in two attempts. The attack
started late and Transjordanian Legion soldiers poured murderous fire on the attackers. Only the Irgun managed to break
through the new gate but failed to pursue their advantage. Bitter recriminations issued against David Shaltiel, Jerusalem
commander, for this botched operation, which cost 83 dead and 84 wounded. (Levi, 1986, pp 313-319).
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
16-19 July 1948 Arab Legion attacks in Jerusalem in the area of Sheikh Jerakh and advances on Mandelbaum gate area. The
attacks and attempts to improve positions continued until July 19, past the supposed official truce (Levi, 1986, 312-313)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
17 July 1948
IAF Dakotas bomb Damascus for the first time (Morris, 1999, p. 241).
israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

http://www.zionism-

17-18 July 1948 Operation Death to the Invader - "Mavet Lapolesh" - Givati and Negev brigades attempt to break Egyptian
lines before the cease fire and break through to the Negev but failed. It did capture several strategic points and tightened the
grip on the Egyptian army. An attack on Beit Affa ended in 19 dead and withdrawal, with many prisoners, but the village of
Hatah was taken. Moshe Dayan led a commando unit in capturing Kartiah. Because it controlled the road east to Faluja from
the coast) the Egyptians made several counter attacks on Kartiah but failed to retake it, losing a tank in one of the attacks.
(Wikipedia in Hebrew). http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
18 July 1948
Second truce goes into effect at 19:00 hrs. (End of the 10 days) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
19 July 1948

FF Haifa-Rome (arr 23 July 1948)

T41/67

21 July 1948
The Army’s “Returned Letter Office” is renamed from ‘Machleket Michtavim Muchzarim’ to ‘Misrad LeGniza u
Michtavim Muchzarim’ (MGMM) for which a new office cachet entered use on this day
Kanner & Spiegel BAPIP 37
p.3
22 July 1948
Regulations pertaining to the assembly of the 3 date lines and index of the postmark: specifically the index
letter pertains to the daily dispatch of mail – “Alef” is for the 1st dispatch period; thereafter this is to be switched with “Bet”
and so on until the final daily dispatch (the numbers and times are not listed here) – see p.54 of this file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461993

22 July 1948
Resumption of official postal relations between Britain and Israel. Peltours London closed down its mail
service, and mail received by it close to this date was posted locally through the official post service.
IFPL p.67
22-24 July 1948 Operation Shoter (Police) - Called a police action so that it would not be a violation of the truce, and since the
area attacked was within the area of the partition plan allotted to Israel. Alexandroni brigade captured three Arab towns in
coast road that interfered with traffic on the Haifa road - Ein Raz'al, G'eba and Igzim. The Arab defenders fled to Wadi Ara.
(Wikipedia Hebrew)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
23 July 1948
Note that per report on 18 Aug both Air France & KLM suspend their services to Israel “a few weeks” before
due to a rise in insurance premiums on planes flying to Israel

26 July 1948

27 July 1948

1st mention of SISA/Alitalia in the Israeli press – see 6 July for probable 1st flight period

27 July 1948
Surface & Air Mail services renewed between Israel & Chile (see 26 Dec 1949 for reverse); first mails from UK
to Israel since the Mandate, arrived on the 26th

27 July 1948
Operation G'ys (G.Y.S) - combined operation of Givati, Yiftach and Negev brigades made possible because
Egyptians had violated the truce. Failed attempt to take Iraq el Manshiya and Faluja (Plugot) and dislodge the Egyptians.
(Wikipedia Hebrew)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
27 July 1948

29 July 1948
30 July 1948

FF Haifa-London by Air France

T41/68

30 July 1948

30 July 1948
As above but additional details like British sea blockade on Israel starting 24 May; there was no “page 5” in the
press archive so the continuation of the article is “missing”

31 July 1948

Postal relations between Cyprus and Israel are established by Cyprus.

1 Aug 1948

Last day use of 1948 National Loan cachet on TLV mail (see 16-5-1948 above)

IFPL p.67

2 Aug 1948

T40/564

Postal relations with Australia resumed
IFPL p.44
Postal relations between Israel and Cyprus are established by Israel. Louis Tourist Agency continues to
function as a transit point for over a month after the establishment of official postal relations. IFPL p.67
1 Aug 1948

Opening of the post office in Nazareth – per notice dated 5 Aug, with hours of operation

2 Aug 1948

2 Aug 1948

2 Aug 1948

2 Aug 1948

This report references army air mail especially vis civilians in isolated/besieged areas

2 Aug 1948

3 Aug 1948

3 Aug 1948
This is the earliest reference I can find, after the 15 May bombing, for civilian use of Tel Aviv Airport even if the
carrier was the UN and not a civilian airliner (excerpted from article):

3 Aug 1948
The Israeli Post confirms having established full or partial (without registered or parcel post services, etc.)
relations with about 40 countries.
IFPL p.117
8 Aug 1948

11 Aug 1948

12 Aug 1948 The Israeli Post publishes a new regulation (Public Notice 51 of 16 August) according to which "Only the
Postmaster General is authorized to collect and deliver mail, except for certain specific categories. Persons sending mail by
unauthorized channels are liable for a penalty or fine of 50 Lira [approx. $200] for every letter." This effectively put an end to
the period of Emergency Mail service although Emergency Mail continued to be sent into October from countries with which
Israel still had not established postal relations - and of these, most were processed by the Paris office of the Jewish Agency.
IFPL p.118
13 Aug 1948

18 Aug 1948 KLM & Air France suspended their services to Israel a few weeks earlier due to a rise in insurance premiums
for planes flying to the country; CSA & Pan African have continued their services. The article is critical of the Israel government
for not regulating air routes better.

20 Aug 1948

20 Aug 1948

20 Aug 1948 Official institution of domestic censorship – here on mail and telegrams sent domestically by Arabs and other
non-Jews. Such postal items are to be sent to the censor offices, located at the head post offices of Tel Aviv and Haifa. See
p.78 of this file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461993

24 Aug 1948

25 Aug 1948 per Official Newspaper #17, per the provisions of the Emergency Regulations (Exit from the Country) 1948,
entering force on 1 September, it was forbidden for a person to leave Israel except at any of these 5 locations: 1) Haifa Port, 2)
Tel Aviv Port, 3) Airport - Haifa, 4) Airport - Ein Shemer, 5) Airport - Tel Aviv [probably meaning here Sde Dov and not Lod]. Of
interest is Ein Shemer: is it possible that since March-April or later, that air mail was sent/received via that air field?
Source: https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law12/er-017-t2.pdf
29 Aug 1948

29 Aug 1948

2 Sept 1948

Resumption of surface & air mail with the Irish Free Republic (Ireland), limited to non-registered letters

5 Sept 1948
One of the first indications of the Arab postal boycott of Israel: the UPU in Berne has been informed by the
postal administrations of Iraq, Syria and Lebanon that they will no longer accept telegrams which originate in Israel or which
are sent to her. Therefore the Israeli postal administration is instructed not to accept telegrams addressed to those countries.
See p.96 of this file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461993
 This begs the question: was Israel actually sending/receiving telegrams (or mail) to these countries until now?

7 Sept 1948
9 Sept 1948

Inverted Hebrew dates on TLV-8 cancellers.

IFPL p.39

10 Sept 1948 British postmaster general announces (9 Sept) that surface and air mail from the UK to ‘Eretz Israel’ will now
also reach Arab cities, including Beer Sheva, Bethlehem, Faluja, Gaza, Jenin, Nablus, Ramallah & Tulkarm

13 Sept 1948 Resumption of air mail service between South Africa and Israel. Mail prepared for dispatch this day via the
Zionist Federation's "Box 18" service was either dispatched locally by South African post in the coming days or carried by
courier on the PAAC flight.
IFPL p.67
SEE ALSO 8 OCT below
16 Sept 1948 Six of 9 mail bags in transit from Haifa to Hadera burnt up due to a cigarette butt – the sacks were being
carried by a public vehicle of the Egged bus cooperative

17 Sept 1948 Swedish Count Folke Bernadotte, a UN mediator, was assassinated in Jerusalem, and Lehi members were
suspected. The Israel government outlawed the organization's branch in Jerusalem and shut down its publication, Hamivrak.
The leaders of Lehi, Natan Yellin-Mor and Mattityahu Shmuelevitz, were sentenced to long jail terms by a military court, but
were released in a general amnesty. Bernadotte, who had been instrumental in saving about 21,000 Jews in WW II, was
proposing to "relieve" Israel of the Negev, apparently at the insistent prompting of the British foreign office, and force return
of the Palestinian refugees. The latter proposal was adopted in UN General Assembly Resolution 194. ( see Bernadotte Plan
with map Second plan of Count Bernadotte for settlement of the Arab-Israeli war of 1948 )
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
22 Sept 1948 Jewish Telegraphic Agency archives: https://www.jta.org/archive/brazilian-postal-authorities-halt-air-mail-toisrael-give-no-reason-for-action

22 Sept 1948 Palestinian States created - AHC communiqué announces the establishment of the Government of All
Palestine (APG; Hukumat 'Umum Filastin); Declaration of Independence proclaimed by Hajj Amin Al Husseini to Palestine
National Council in Gaza (30 Sept-1Oct) on 1Oct, with Hajj Amin as President of the PNC, Ahmad Hilmi ‘Abd al-Baqi as PM,
Jamal al-Husayni as Foreign Minister, in the Mandate territory of Palestine, with the flag of the 1916 Arab Revolt. Jerusalem as
capital, Gaza as seat of government. Recognized and sponsored by Egypt and Arab League, who sought to forestall ‘Abdullah’s
plan to annex West Bank; strongly opposed by Jordan, who organized a much larger rival Palestinian Congress in Amman on 30
Sept to support Jordan’s policy in Palestine. APG issued Palestinian passports; but with Egyptian disillusionment, HQ
transferred to Cairo in Oct, Hajj Amin al Husseini was confined to Cairo and his actions curtailed; many leading members left
to work for Amman. Ahmad Hilmi continued to represent Palestine in the League until his death in September 1963.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
26 Sept 1948 Israeli cabinet decides against continuing the war with Jordan and conquering the Judea-Hebron region as well
as Jerusalem (Morris p. 242). This avoids confrontation with Britain, but seals the fate of the Old City of Jerusalem. It leaves
Israel free to confront Egypt in the south.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
27 Sept 1948 As late as this date, as per a complaint by the Jewish Agency in Paris, the French Post was still not servicing
parcel post to Israel.
IFPL p.112
27 Sept 1948

29 Sept 1948 Official Newspaper #24 supplement 2 p.160-162, not including telephone rates
(https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law12/er-024-t2.pdf)
 See additional fees announced on 18 Apr 1949 below
 Note that the Late Fees are not limited to any specific post office, like the HPOs as during the Mandate

30 Sept 1948

30 Sept 1948 Nice ‘extra’ information about the postal service and transport
 Here Tel Aviv airport is mentioned in connection to civil aviation; the earliest ‘confirmation’ of it being used for civilian
purposes is the 25 Aug. government statement that it is one of the approved ports for entry into/exit from the country

30 Sept 1948 The bottom news story may help explain the circumstances of SKU #140445 - 22 AUG 1949 stampless cover
from GAZA with English & Arabic handwritten address to Arab resident(?) at street address in "El Ramleh Palestine" (RAMLA
Israel), care of the Commission of the Red Cross in Jerusalem; censored in Gaza prior to being transferred to the Red Cross,
who added their Geneva cachet on the front & transferred the letter to the TEL AVIV delegation of the Red Cross, whose rare
cachet is tied to the center of the front. Rare non-POW mail / unusual postal link, not documented in Kibble. Around this time,
May-June 1949, the military governorate of Ramle ended and was replaced by a civilian council.

c.1 Oct 1948 The 101st Squadron was moved in October to Hatzor Airbase from the strip in Herzliya (see 1 June)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/101_Squadron_(Israel)
6 Oct 1948

6 Oct 1948

7 Oct 1948

8 Oct 1948

A rare reference to “Transjordan Airways”:

8 Oct 1948

15 Oct 1948

15 Oct 1948

Second truce ends.

http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

15-22 Oct 1948 IDF Operation Yoav (also Egrof - fist, also "ten plagues") - Operation Yoav was a large operation all along the
Egyptian front. IDF attacked at numerous points, captured Beersheba and opened a corridor to the Negev. Ignoring the
provisions of the second truce, the Egyptians denied Jewish convoys passage through the Hatta-Karatiya gap in their line. The
convoys had been offered as "bait" and the Egyptians took the bait. In addition, they captured positions beyond the truce
demarcation lines and attacked several IDF posts that covered the pass. On October 15, the Israel Army and Air force took the
offensive and launched Operation “Yoav," attacking from both east (Jerusalem) and West to clear the two pincers of the
Egyptian advance.
The goal of Operation “Yoav” was to open a corridor to the Negev, cut the Egyptian lines of communications
along the coast and on the Beersheba-Hebron-Jerusalem road, isolate and defeat the Egyptian forces, and ultimately to drive
them out of the country.

Operation Yoav was headed by Southern Front commander Yigal Allon. The force consisted of three infantry
brigades; “Negev," “Givati,” and “Yiftach,” plus an armored battalion from the 8th Armored Brigade and the largest artillery
formation that had ever been available to the IDF. The 'Oded' Brigade joined the command on October 18.
On the eve of October 15, Gaza, IAF bombed Majdal and Beith Hanun on the coast, and part of the Air Force
at El-Arish was put out of action. This kept most of the Egyptian front line fighters out of the skies and gave the IDF air
superiority for the first time. The commando battalion of the “Yiftach” Brigade mined the railway between El-Arish and Rafah
and various roads in the Rafah-Gaza area, and attacked Egyptian installations and camps.
Two battalions of the “Givati” Brigade forced a wedge southwards to the east of Iraq El-Manshiye cutting the
road between Faluja and Beit Guvrin.
On the morning of October 16, a tank battalion of the 8th Armored Brigade, along with an infantry battalion of
the 'Negev' Brigade, launched a major attack against Iraq El-Manshiyeh in an attempt to open the corridor to the south-east.
This attempt failed and the force suffered heavily, in both casualties and loss of four light tanks. The following night, Givati
units made a breakthrough west of Faluja, fighting their key battles at Hill 113 and nearby Egyptian strongholds known as the
junction positions dominating the crossroads between Majdal and Faluja. After fierce hand-to-hand battle, Hills 113 and 100
were captured, and a day later the junction positions and Kaukaba were taken.
Knowing that the Security Council was anxiously trying to impose a cease-fire, Yigal Allon realized that he had
little time to open the Negev road. He tasked the “Givati” Brigade to attack the formidable Huleiqat defense system south on
19-20 October which was successful in capturing the complex and after bitter fighting the road to the Negev was open.
At 4:00 on the morning of 21 October, the IDF moved to capture Beersheba. The force that moved on
Beersheba consisted of major elements of the 8th Brigade, the commando battalion and two other battalions of the 'Negev'
Brigade. While some units took up blocking positions north and south of the town to hold up Egyptian reinforcements, and
another carried out a diversionary attack in the direction of Hebron to the North. After fierce fighting, the Egyptian garrison
broke and, by 09:00 hourrs that morning, Beersheva - capital of the Negev had surrendered to Israeli forces. The Arab
inhabitants fled before the Israelis entered the town.
The eastern part of the Egyptian Army was now cut into four isolated forces with brigades in: Rafah-Gaza;
Majdal;Faluja (in which a brigade under the command of the Sudanese Brig. Gen. Taha Bey was with its operation officer Maj.
Gamal Abdal Nasser was surrounded with all its main supply lines cut and two battalions in the region of Hebron-Jerusalem.
(Herzog and Gazit 2005 p 89-97 and various sources.)
The Israel Navy shelled enemy coastal installations, preventing supplies from reaching Gaza and Majdal by sea,
and scoring an outstanding victory on the very eve of the truce when its special unit sank the Amir Faruq ("Emir Farouk"),
flagship of the Egyptian navy, off the shores of Gaza. (Herzog and Gazit 2005) See Yoav, Operation
Operation Hahar - ("the Mountain) As part of Yoav, the Harel Brigade was mainly active in the mountainous
area between the Jerusalem corridor and Bet Guvrin, keeping the Egyptian army busy there and conquering south east until it
was in range of conquering Kfar Ezion. That part of the advance was stopped on orders from Ben Gurion because of the start
of the truce and fear of encountering the Transjordan Legion. It widened the approaches to Jerusalem and cut the Egyptian
artery from Bet Guvrin to Bethlehem. These conquests set the borders in this are that came into force in the armistice
agreements. (Wikipedia Hebrew here and here)
A truce was ordered for 15:00 hours on October 22 , but there was some action in the days immediately
following. The police fort at Bet Guvrin fell on October 27.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
19 Oct 1948
Operation Yekev - Moshe Dayan proposed to take Beit Jalah south of Jerusalem. Ben Gurion agreed, provided
that the operation can be finished in one night so as not to violate the upcoming truce. The attack failed when the attacking
column was pinned down for hours by a single strategically placed machine gun. The final lines achieved became the border of
Jerusalem in the south until 1967. (Wikipedia Hebrew) http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
20 Oct 1948

Siege on the Negev lifted when the road to the Negev re-opened during Operation Yoav Aloni Airmail p.140

21 Oct 1948

Renewal of registered mail service with Argentina; renewal of postal links FROM Argentina – see 21 Sept 1949

22 Oct 1948
In the north, Fawzi El Kaukji's Arab liberation army attacks in the area of Manara at Sheikh Abed, which
controlled the road to Manara, near the "finger" of the Galilee, despite the supposed truce. A counterattack by Carmeli
brigade failed. http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
22 Oct 1948

23 Oct 1948
Operation Yael unsuccessfully attempted to capture Sheikh Abed from Kaukji and lift the siege of Manara.
(Wikipedia in Hebrew) http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
24 Oct 1948
Israel has postal relations with almost all countries except Pakistan, Afghanistan and the Philippines
 Of note, no mention of Arab countries (as if these too have postal connections with Israel!)

24 Oct 1948
Excerpted from a larger article about newly liberated Negev – this portion mentions mail (from Tel Aviv),
which took 3 days to arrive:

26 Oct 1948
censorship:

Jews at Mount Scopus initially refused to have mail sent to them on account of Arab Legion insistence on their

27 Oct 1948
Special printed matter airmail rates for Europe and ‘America’ (also Canada?) will enter force on 1 Nov. 1948
along with revised letter rates by air mail (see below Palestine Post of 31 Oct.)
 KEY: from this it sounds like printed matter air mail only began now, and that such rates didn’t exist prior
 See Palestine Post of 19 Oct. 1949 for subsequent revisions including printed matter air mail

28-31 Oct 1948 Operation Hiram under general Carmel is undertaken to remove Fawzi El Kaukji and the Lebanese from the
Galillee. Kaukji had about 3000-4000 men in the Arab Liberation Army and the Lebanese had four battalions and the Syrians
had 3 brigades on the east. Carmel had the Oded Brigade, 7th Brigade, Galni and Carmeli with 2 75 mm and 2 65 mm artillery
batteries. Seventh brigade commanded by Ben Dunkelman, a Machal volunteer, moved from Safed to Sasa taking Meron on
the way and the Oded brigade to Tarhisha and then moved to Sasa from the west. Carmeli brigade cleared the Lebanese and
reached the Litani River in Lebanon. Syrians withdrew in the East except for Mishmar Hayarden. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005 pp.
89 -91) (see Operation Hiram) http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
28 Oct 1948
Egyptians evacuate Isdood (Ashdod) - occupied by IDF. Most Arabs leave with Egyptian army.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
31 Oct 1948
New postage rates entering effect Monday 1 Nov.; the Hebrew press (27 Oct. emphasized “special” printed
matter rate air mail rates not mentioned below); see 2 May 1949 for more of these rates incl. airmail printed matter + see
Palestine Post 19 Oct 1949 for subsequent rate revisions incl. am p/m):

1 Nov 1948

2 Nov 1948

3 Nov 1948

Renewal of postal relations between Mexico & Israel

3 Nov 1948

4 Nov 1948

6 Nov 1948
Egyptian army evacuates Majdal (near Ashqelon) - occupied by IDF. Most Arabs leave with Egyptian army.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
9 Nov 1948
Iraq Suedan fortress, held by Egyptian army, site of bitter fighting, finally captured, after Israeli forces had
failed to take it during previous attacks. Renamed Yoav Fortress in honor of this operation. It is now the Givati Museum.
However, Israel was unable to break down Egyptian resistance entirely and the Egyptians remained trapped in the Fallujah
pocket until the end of the war. Yigal Allon met with Brigadier Gen. Said Taha Bey when Iraq Suedan fell and offered honorable
surrender. Bey replied that though the position was hopeless, his duty was to save the honor of the Egyptian army.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
10 Nov 1948

12 Nov 1948

12 Nov 1948

14 Nov 1948 Parcel postage rates – Annex to Circular #91 of 14 Nov 1948, p.142/144 of this file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461993 with a subsequent correct pasted below the main table:

23 Nov 1948 Request by Israel of the US to have mail for Israel sent by French airplanes to Paris for direct onward
transmission to Israel, as other carriers travel via Egypt where Israel-bound mail is impounded. Source: pg.39 of
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2308866

23-25 Nov 1948 Operation Lot of Negev Brigade connects Sodom with Beersheba via Mamshit (Kourkub) and Maaleh Akrabim.
After capture of Kourkoub without resiste, the main difficulty was in creating a road passable by vehicular traffic. (Wikipedia
Hebrew)
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
24 Nov 1948

Lydda Airport reopens, servicing Air France, Czechoslovakian CSA, El Al

25 Nov 1948

This report also mentions TWA; reports there is no signage for BOAC and in its place are El Al and Aviron

25 Nov 1948

25 Nov 1948

29 Nov 1948

Dec. 1948
Israelis advance into Egypt; Nokrashy Pasha, Egyptian PM, assassinated.
israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm

http://www.zionism-

5-7 Dec 1948 IDF Operation Asaf (Assaf) - takes control of the western Negev Desert. Following Operation Yoav, the
Egyptian Army had tried to stabilize a defensive line between its two arms of controlled territory in the Negev, along the BeerSheva - Gaza road. This would support their claim to the Western and Southern Negev. This was the first operation of the
Golani Brigade in the Negev.
Israel wished to disconnect the two arms of the Egyptian pincer. Beginning December 5, IDF units were
transported via Beer-Sheva to the Egyptian Army's southern (rear) flank. They attacked northwards, surprising the Egyptians in
the rear.
In addition, an assault battalion and several armored personnel carriers from the armored battalion of the 8th
Armored Brigade, participated in combat. A few artillery and mortar batteries assisted them.
The main assaults operation were carried out by the mechanized forces, while Golani's infantry brought up the
rear.
Phase 1, went according to plan, with IDF forces capturing three important Egyptian positions without major
combat or casualties, on December 5, 1948.
Phase 2, carried out December 6,1948 captured another important position, thus completing all the
operation's objectives. However, the Israelis met stronger resistance at another position (which was not captured) and were
forced to stop their advance when they hit a minefield in another location.
An Egyptian counter-attack on December 6 failed, with the tank battalion losing 5 of its 12 attacking tanks on
that day.

Five Israelis were killed in the counter-attack and 28 were wounded. A subsequent counterattack on
December 7 was foiled when Israeli Air Force reconnaissance revealed the Egyptian preparations in the morning. The Israeli
assault battalion attacked the Egyptians' flank and chased them westward until meeting heavy resistance. Reportedly a
hundred Egyptian soldiers were killed; the Israelis had 2 wounded and none killed.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
6 Dec 1948

In effect from 3 Dec.

8 Dec 1948

11 Dec 1948
UN Resolution 194 called for cessation of hostilities, return of refugees who wish to live in peace. The
resolution reflected UN and US anger over the assassination of Count Bernadotte.
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
12 Dec 1948

13 Dec 1948

Countries with which Israel presently doesn’t have postal relations

13 Dec 1948
From here on to 27 Dec there is much coverage of the transfer of the Haifa head post office to its old location
– much valuable information on the HPO’s addresses, present services and arrangements, challenges and problems in AprilMay 1948

13 Dec 1948

15 Dec 1948

16 Dec 1948
Until this time the postage rate changed (rises) that were published at the end of Sept. 1948 were still
unknown to most of the public. The management of the postal services says that these were published then and the
newspaper comments that perhaps those notices need to be republished as much of the country does not speak Hebrew

19 Dec 1948 - 7 Jan 1949
Israeli Operation Horev (AKA Operation Ayin - Dec. 22- Jan 77) conquers Gaza and enters Sinai,
conquering El-Arish. On January 7 Israel shot down five Spitfires and one Tempest which had supposedly been strafing Israeli
positions. According to some accounts, these planes were monitoring an Israeli retreat, according to others they were sent to
stop the Israelis. British sent a Mosquito and two Hawker Tempests to look for the missing Spitfires and Israelis shot down
one of the Tempests. Two British pilots lost their lives. At this point, intervention by angry British and US forced Israel to
withdraw January 7, 1949. (Herzog and Gazit, 2005, p. 103-4). The British action must be considered in the light of strenuous
British foreign office efforts to cut the Negev from Israel and allow them to build a base on the Mediterranean in an expanded
Jordanian state. See Operation Horev. http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
20 Dec 1948

on the seamen’s strike in the US – excerpted for the portion related to mail:

23 Dec 1948

24 Dec 1948

The Pruta enters use

27 Dec 1948

28 Dec 1948
Official regulations on the handling of mail to Arabs (possibly also anyone) residing within Israel or no longer in
Israeli territory – detailed instructions including when to use postal markings “Left”, “No Service”, “Destainaire Parti”, and “No
Service via Israel”. See p.177 of file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461993

28-29 Dec 1948 Operation Hisul - Part of Operation Horev. Alexandroni Brigade attack on Falluja pocket ends in failure. The
Israeli forces managed to take Iraq el Manshiyeh (now Kiriat Gat) for a time. An Egyptian counter attack was mistaken for
friendly forces and allowed to advance, trapping a large number of men. 87 Israeli troops including defenders of the religious
platoon died. As this was the second day of Hanukah a memorial showing a candle was erected (photo below) (Herzog and

Gazit, 2005, p. 97 and Wikipedia in Hebrew)
http://www.zionismisrael.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
February 1949 Egyptian army evacuates Negev region after armistice negotiations & hands Hebron to Transjordan
Airmail p.140

Aloni

6 Jan 1949

A convoy reaches Mount Scopus without harm

9 Jan 1949

New airmail rates entering effect on 9 Jan

10 Jan 1949
May 1948)

re-opening of the Jaffa post office on 9 Jan; here it’s written that it closed on the day the Mandate ended (14

12 Jan 1949
Postage rates for airmail abroad including printed matter (page 7 of this file:
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461970)

16 Jan 1949
Per Hebrew press surface & air mail with the ‘international zone’ of Tangiers has been resumed; service is only
for regular (unregistered) mail

19 Jan 1949

24 Jan 1949

26 Jan 1949
New Category C postal agency opening in Shfaram | interesting description & rate update for “locked bag
service” – was for ‘Vaadey HaMoshavim’ (settlement councils) and distant locations | 5 rate updates (source: Weekly Postal
Bulletin #3 on p.51 of this file: https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461970)

28 Jan 1949

Iton Rishmi #46 p.354 – The final date to use postage stamps in place of revenue stamps will be 15 Feb. 1949

30 Jan 1949

1 Feb 1949

1 Feb 1949

2 Feb 1949

3 Feb 1949
Unless there is a mistake in the report, the [mandatory] use of revenue stamps on mail to government depts.
needs to be further researched. See Govt Newspaper of 28 Jan. above – the article below may be mixing 2 separate issues; the
Govt newspaper only mentions the last date of use of postage stamps in lieu of revenue stamps (as being 15 Feb. 1949)
 See entry for 26 May 1949, where postmaster general says only postage stamps should be used on mail (doesn’t
specify if to govt. agencies)

3 Feb 1949

4 Feb 1949

4 Feb 1949

Recognition of Israel by various countries (most/all already had postal relations with her)

4 Feb 1949

11 Feb 1949
period)

Iton Rishmi #50 Supplement 2, p.177-178 – new overseas surface rates entering force 1 March (Bale SU-2

17 Feb 1949

18 Feb 1949

18 Feb 1949

New surface mail rates entering effect on 1 March

20 Feb 1949

New surface mail rates entering effect on 1 March

21 Feb 1949

23 Feb 1949

24 Feb 1949

New surface mail rates entering effect on 1 March

28 Feb 1949
Letter on left is important in that it confirms that the airmail rate to the US was still 70m (in this period Nov
1948 – Summer 1949 I often see various rates between 70-80 and it’s unclear why…)

1 Mar 1949
Further to postage rates published above to begin this date, this is the rate guide as per the postal service’s
internal documents (p.113 of this file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461970)

2 Mar 1949

7-10 Mar 1949 Operation Itzuv (Yizuv) - IDF Alexandroni brigade with naval support takes part of Dead Sea, Ein Gedi, Masada
and potash works in eastern Negev with no opposition from Transjordan legion. (Wikipedia Hebrew)
Operation Uvda - IDF Golani and Negev brigades complete the conquest of the Negev, capturing southern
Negev including Eilat (Um Rashrash) with no resistance. A Jordanian force at Ein-Amar fled with the advance of the Israelis.

This was an ambitious operation involving air support from Sde Avraham. Golani and Negev brigade (Palmach) competed for
the honor of reaching Eilat first and ending the war. The Negev Brigade won because orders to Golani were not transmitted in
time and because of some operational difficulties.
In the photo, young Kibbutznik Avram Adan (Bren) of Kfar Giladi raises an improvised flag drawn in ink at Eilat
in a famous photo. Adan went on to become a general in the IDF. The singing of Hatiqva by the Negev brigade soldiers in Eilat
is thought of as the ceremonial conclusion of the war. (Wikipedia Hebrew). See Operation Uvda - Liberation of Eilat and
Operation Uvda.
Ironically, the iconic raising of the flag eventually became the logo of the right-wing Tehiya party.
http://www.zionism-israel.com/his/Israel_war_independence_1948_timeline.htm
10 Mar 1949

10 Mar 1949

10 Mar 1949

14 Mar 1949 The UPU asks Lebanon to cancel the Palestine Assistance surcharge stamp, claiming that it’s an additional tax
over and above the agreed upon postage rates of the UPU

16 Mar 1949 List of locales serviced by the Tel Aviv head post office (by their post office box at the HPO) – source: Weekly
Post Office Bulletin #10, p.164/166 of this file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461970)
 Includes unusual listings such as “Gush Etzion”(!)

These are adjustments subsequently made to the list, published 1 June 1949 in Weekly Post Office Bulletin #21 (p.266 of this
file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461970)

20 Mar 1949

April 1949
Between 15 May 1948 and April 1949 region of Qalqilya-Tulkarem-Nablus-Jenin was held by Iraqi
Expeditionary Force in Palestine in coordination with Jordan.
from various sources (see inventory doc)
1 Apr 1949

1 Apr 1949

3 Apr 1949

4 Apr 1949
List of newspapers & publications registered at the post office (for reduced printed matter postage rates) –
source: supplement 2 of the Weekly Post Office Bulletin #13 of 6 April 1949, p.187 of this file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461970)

5 Apr 1949

11 Apr 1949

18 Apr 1949

Official Regulations (https://www.nevo.co.il/law_word/law06/tak-0010.pdf)

21 Apr 1949
Renewal of registered mail service with Free State of Ireland / Irish Free State – source: Weekly Post Office
Bulletin #15 (pg. 206 of this file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461970)

22 Apr 1949

2 May 1949(?) This section of postage rates appears as an appendix (pg 296-297) in the 1950 Telephone Directory (per the
entry in Jewish Virtual Library this was the 1st ever phone directory in Hebrew:
https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/telecommunications-in-israel); the section is undated but is followed by a listing of
telephone rates officially dated 2 May 1949 (p.304)
Source: https://www.archives.gov.il/archives/Archive/0b071706800416b8/File/0b0717068955b707
 note the published air mail rates at the end; the printed matter rates were revised in Oct. 1949

5 May 1949
The Army postal service’s BASE BET in Haifa is closed and supervision of the northern Army Post Offices is
transferred to APO 4 (Haifa)
Kanner & Spiegel BAPIP 37 p.8
9 May 1949

11 May 1949 What constitutes a “State Secret” – supplement 5 (‘Hey’) of Weekly Post Office Bulletin #18 (p.237 of this file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461970)

13 May 1949 By this date officially posted mail in Europe was no longer being routed via the Paris Jewish Agency office for
dispatch to Israel.
IFPL p.112
15 May 1949

16 May 1949

20 May 1949

26 May 1949

2 June 1949

Contrary to report of 3 Feb 1949, revenue stamps must not be used as postage on mail

6 June 1949

10 June 1949 US surface mail to Israel will now be routed via New York City as of this date – per appendix to US Postal
Bulletin of 9 June 1949 vol. 70 issue 19239 p.3

14 June 1949

(regarding the use of Kalandia airfield)

14 June 1949

21 June 1949 The last consignments of outgoing mail were to be dispatched on this day by the Army Postal Service, and all
accounts be closed by the APOs prior to the APS’s closure on the 24th. The APOs would continue handling incoming mail for
delivery to the units in their areas until closing time on the 24th.
Kanner & Spiegel BAPIP 37 p.8-9
24 June 1949 The Israeli Army postal service ends & is transferred to the civilian postal authority on this date. No further
mail by the Army Postal Service is handled as of this date.
Harris p.3/13
26 June 1949 (Kalandia airfield was in use throughout the War of Independence per search results in the national library
newspaper database)

26 June 1949

4 July 1949

5 July 1949

6 July 1949

6 July 1949

10 July 1949

19 July 1949

4 Aug 1949
The 1st Stamp Booklets of Israel: note the reference to “Middle East Advertising Company” and G. Roos as
its head, credited with originating the Mandate’s booklets + awarded the franchise again.

 Further research shows that the company was “Near East Advertising Company” as a partnership between Gabriel
Roos of Talpiot Jerusalem and Vladimir Penisovsky of Tel Aviv (1935-36 Palestine Gazette information)

12 Aug 1949

19 Aug 1949

2 Sept 1949

9 Sept 1949

12 Sept 1949 One consequence of this development may have been that all airmail from the US to Israel would be carried
only by TWA as America’s “Chosen Instrument” for the US-Israel route:

15 Sept 1949

16 Sept 1949

20 Sept 1949 Complaint by employee of an organization about being charge returned-mail postage dues for notices se send
out from the office, claiming that this is against UPU regulations (to be charged for the return of prepaid but undelivered
letters) – but Israel was not yet a member of the UPU at this time (see 9 Nov 1949 & 24 Dec 1949 below)
 Per UPU convention of 1947 (in force until 1952), article 68 p.512: “The following are exempt from all territorial or
maritime transit charges: The correspondence sent free of postage mentioned in Article 52; reply post cards returned
to the country of origin; redirected articles; returned undeliverable articles; return receipts; money orders; and all
other documents relating to the postal service, particularly correspondence relative to postal checks.” In other words
if Israel was charging such a fee this was probably only in the period prior to her membership in the UPU

 But see for example Berne 2017, Article 19-103 p.115: “Undeliverable items. Return to country of origin or to sender
and period of retention… 1) Designated operators shall return items which it has not proved possible to deliver to the
addressees for whatever reason… 3) Apart from the exceptions provided for below, no additional charge shall be
collected for undeliverable items returned to the country of origin. However, designated operators which collect a
charge for return of items in their national service shall be authorized to collect this same charge on the international
mail returned to them.

21 Sept 1949

There is some discrepancy in the dates between these 2 announcements:

21 Sept 1949 Renewal of postal relations between Argentina & Israel at the request of Israel’s diplomats; postal relations
FROM Israel to Argentina existed since 1948 (see eg. 21 Oct 1948)

27 Sept 1949 Current information about the Israeli postal service taken from its 1st annual report covering 1948-49 (source:
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461961)
From p.29 of the document – surface mail carriers:
 This would contradict information in IFPL that the Israeli ship “Kedma” had a monopoly on carrying outbound mail in
this period:

From p.31 of the document – air mail carriers:

From p.46/48 of the documents – the post offices of the 3 major cities; good to know as postmarks of this period bore many
numbers but many were assigned to the head post offices and not to smaller post offices:

From pages 41/43/45 these are the period air mail destinations with schedules, routings & carriers:
 The destination “New York Air Mail Field” serves as the transit point for mail to other (unlisted) destinations, carried
presumably by TWA (or another carrier?)

9 Oct 1949

19 Oct 1949
Bale’s Postal History FA-2a rate period is slightly incorrect at 16-10-1949; the rate change below occurred 18
Oct 1949
 Assuming the data below is correct, the airmail printed matter rate to the US is rarely seen franked at 65pr but rather
at 60pr. Perhaps a convenience under-payment as observed in WWII for the 105m transatlantic rate, usually paid
100m and untaxed. I haven’t found any ‘erratum’ corrections made to the rate published below.

The following rates come from the 1952 Telephone Book (p.233), the Hebrew edition of which appears to reference FA-2a
postage rates (the English one shows FA-3a rates from 1 April 1952):
 But as we see so far many rates were created along the way and not established in a sweep on a certain date…

23 Oct 1949

31 Oct 1949

9 Nov 1949

13 Nov 1949

14 Nov 1949

16 Nov 1949

24 Nov 1949 Letters sent to the income tax office are free of basic postage charges – a concession listed in the income tax
regulations but not in the postal guide (see Aloni p.88), causing confusion at the post office + poor general training…

7 Dec 1949
List and classification of the post offices as published in Weekly Post Office Bulletin #48 (pg.327-28 of file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461884)

8 Dec 1949

11 Dec 1949
Differential airmail postage rates to Buenos Aires and to the rest of Argentina - published in Weekly Post
Office Bulletin #49 of 14 Dec. 1949 (pg.345 of file https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461884)

15 Dec 1949

18 Dec 1949
The 2nd series postage due franks with large numerals enter use; last day of their sale is 31 May 1953
Bale Postal History p.227
24 Dec 1949
Israel joins the UPU (ref:
http://www.upu.int/uploads/tx_sbdownloader/actInFourVolumesConstitutionManualEn.pdf) &
https://www.upu.int/en/Universal-Postal-Union/About-UPU/Member-Countries?csid=-1&cid=155
26 Dec 1949

6 Jan 1950

Chile renewed registered mail & parcel post services with Israel

27 Jan 1950

9 Feb 1950
Incoming flights limited to landing at Haifa or Lod; Ein Shemer and any other fields could only have been for
outbound flights.

14 Feb 1950

22 Feb 1950

This is a reference to the Mobile Post, which began in March

22 Feb 1950

1 Mar 1950

Official notice of final dates of sale of certain stamp issues incl. Doar Ivri & 1st postage dues series:

23 Mar 1950

28 Mar 1950

7 Apr 1950

15 May 1950 Air mail service with Scandinavian Airline System began Friday 12 May to Denmark, Norway & Sweden +
includes Munich where it has a transit stop. The service is weekly, on Fridays: the flight arrives at 02:30 and leaves 3 hours
later; mail reaches the 3 Scandinavian capitals later that evening.

1 June 1950

25 June 1950

4 July 1950

26 July 1950

on availability of commercial sample mail by air – available since 9 July 1950

Aug 1950
A post office in Jerusalem’s German Colony may have already existed; see SKU #134343 (5-09-1950 Jerusalem16 postmarked airmail to US, return addressed Greek Colony) + document on page 18 below from Aug 1950 referencing
repairs to be made to the post office in the (nearby) German Colony (source:
https://www.archives.gov.il/archives/Archive/0b071706803095b1/File/0b07170680b4fbe6):

15 Sep 1950

5 Oct 1950

24 Dec 1950
Special postage rates/weight tranches for mail with Eilat – as the mail will be flown (source: p.42 of this
document file at the State Archives https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/562374)

28 Dec 1950
With the opening of a post office in Eilat on 26 Dec., all mail to or from Eilat will be by air; no surcharge will be
charged but letter weight tranches and printed matter weight tranches will be different to other domestic mail

1 Jan 1951

4 Jan 1951

New stamp booklets go on sale Sunday 7 Jan 1951:

8 Jan 1951

Renewal of postal relations with Iran tomorrow Jan 9th

24 Jan 1951

Mention of Service stamps – twice in same paper

31 Jan 1951

23 Feb 1951
On how “service stamp” mail works; the closest source I found yet to explain why income tax office mail used
these stamps too (rather than remain a free mail concession)

12 Mar 1951

2 Apr 1951

5 Apr 1951

Postal Service’s reply to 23 Feb. article above in “HaBoker” on the private mail service of the government

18 Apr 1951

the story of the Haifa Messengers service of 1948

22 Apr 1951

23 April 1951
service

Excerpted from larger article – publication of commemorative stamp booklet for the Haifa Messengers 1948

23 Aug 1951 New postage rates (https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law06/tak-0198.pdf) – Kovetz Hatkanot #198 pg. 15281530
 Late Fees are listed (pg 1529) – same rate as from the rates published on 29-09-1948, above; note that here these are
now called “Deposit of articles after the regular hours” – no use of the word “Late” (i.e. new expression for same
concept)

21 Sept 1951

22 Jan 1952

23 Jan 1952

New inland postage rates starting 1 Feb. 1952

24 Jan 1952

27 Jan 1952

30 Jan 1952
from the protocols of the finance committee discussing postal fees (source:
http://fs.knesset.gov.il/2/Committees/2_ptv_400574.PDF):
 The average postman distributes 400 items a day (pg. 7)

 The distribution of postal items sent (probably for the past year 1951): letters – 50%, printed matter – 37%, postcards
– 10%, newspapers – 3% (pg. 8-9)
30 Nov 1952 The 3rd series postage due franks with “Running Stag” enter use; last day of their sale is 5 Jan 1960
Bale Postal History p.230
3 Feb 1952

20 Mar 1952 New postage rates published for effect 1 Apr per Bale PH catalogue
(https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law06/tak-0253.pdf) Kovetz Hatkanot #253 pg.615-617

28 Mar 1952

2 Apr 1952

3 Apr 1952

new postage rates which entered force 1 April 1952

14 Apr 1952

600 million stamps have been printed since the establishment of the State (ie 16 May 1948)

21 April 1952 Air mail postal relations with Afghanistan began as of yesterday (20 April); air mail will travel by air to Tehran
and then by land to Kabul. The postage rates are 95 Pruta per 10g letter and 55 Pruta per postcard

3 Feb 1953

23 June 1953

New postage rates entering force 1 July 1953

5 Jan 1954
The following postal rate changes entered effect 1 Jan 1954 (see bottom of this entry – different than Bale’s
Postal History catalogue listing of rate period DO-05)
 These are presented as changes to existing services: whatever is not listed here (like “Late Fees”) is not changed from
its most recently listed rate published earlier

28 Jan 1954

10 Feb 1954
Suspension of postal and telegraph service with Libya (published in Circular #27/54 of 11-02-54, p.336 of file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2462078)

21 Mar 1954 Establishment of surface-sea mail with Iran on this date (published in Circular #55/54 of 15-03-54, p.171 of file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2462078)

24 Mar 1954 Stunning announcement on the suspension of parcel service to the listed Arab countries; regarding
Afghanistan the notice says only air mail service is still available – taken from Circular #6 of this date; see p.119 of file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461935

24 Mar 1954 Special postage rates for “soldiers on active service”– taken from Circular #6 of this date; see p.120 of file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461935

15 July 1954

15 Nov 1954 The Israeli Army begins using the 2nd type triangular unit handstamp with 4 digits, for mail; the 1st type wide
triangulars with KABA numbers are withdrawn from this date.
Harris p.6/16
26 Aug 1955

28 Dec. 1956

This refers to Bale’s FA-7 & SU-6 postage rate period (except he listed SU-6 as starting 1 March)

12 Mar 1958 Income Tax Ordinance – provision 248 allows for mail to the authority to be sent free of (basic) postage
(https://www.nevo.co.il/law_word/law85/h-hadash-6.pdf)

5 June 1958

11 July 1958

15 Feb 1959

27 Mar 1961

25 Apr 1961
The postage free concession for income tax department returns in the Income Tax Code (p.59, source:
https://www.dinimveod.co.il/hashavimcmsfiles/Pdf/dmi6.pdf); reiterated in another printing of the code from 7 Sept 1961,
p.167

7 Jan 1962

nation-wide postal strike scheduled for 8 Jan between 8-12am

9 Jan 1962

Regarding the ‘warning’ postal strike on 8 Jan

12 Jan 1962

Excerpted – engineers strike which began on the 11th, also affecting the postal service

8 May 1964
Italian strike at Israeli post; people waiting to receive mail must pay 35 Ag to submit special request for
delivery. The strike lasts until at least 25 May. Source: Herut p.10 8/5/64 @
http://www.ranaz.co.il/articles/article4635_19640508.asp AND 27/5/64 361 Session of 5th Knesset
http://fs.knesset.gov.il/%5C5%5CPlenum%5C5_ptm_251951.pdf for 25/5 date
25 May 1964 Israeli postal workers slowness strike still on. Source: 27/5/64 361 Session of 5th Knesset
http://fs.knesset.gov.il/%5C5%5CPlenum%5C5_ptm_251951.pdf
23 Oct 1964
Start of Israeli Post porters strike (100 porters): suspension of all mail with the exception of special delivery
letters, which are not handled by the porters.
Source: JTA 29/10/64 @
http://www.jta.org/1964/10/29/archive/strike-of-mail-porters-in-israel-ends-postal-service-resumed AND JTA 26/10/64 @
http://www.jta.org/1964/10/27/archive/strike-of-postal-workers-in-israel-continues-strikers-warned
28 Oct 1964
End of Israeli Post porters strike Source: JTA 29/10/64 @ http://www.jta.org/1964/10/29/archive/strike-ofmail-porters-in-israel-ends-postal-service-resumed
11 Nov 1964 Start of Jerusalem's 2 day postal strike. Source: NYT 13/11/64 @
http://www.nytimes.com/1964/11/13/israeli-postal-strike-ends.html?_r=0

13 Nov 1964 Jerusalem's 2 day postal strike ends just before midnight between the 12th and 13th.
@ http://www.nytimes.com/1964/11/13/israeli-postal-strike-ends.html?_r=0

Source: NYT 13/11/64

14 Mar 1965 Postal vehicle drivers begin 3 day strike. Source: JTA 18/3/65 @
http://www.jta.org/1965/03/18/archive/postal-vehicle-drivers-end-three-day-strike-in-israel-mail-affected
17 Mar 1965 Postal vehicle drivers return to work after 3 day strike. Postal authorities expect to catch up with backlog of
undelivered mail within next 3 days.
Source: JTA 18/3/65 @ http://www.jta.org/1965/03/18/archive/postal-vehicledrivers-end-three-day-strike-in-israel-mail-affected
10 June 1968 Renewal of all postal services with France following the postal strikes there + with nations in the far east,
south-east Asia & Africa, whose mail service was affected by strikes at Air France

29 July 1968
Mail from Israel affected by postal strike in Canada which began c.10 days earlier; the mail was already in
Canada, but undelivered – there are more press reports on this from these days but presently not in the Handbook

18 Aug 1968 Postal strike in Israel affecting the main sorting office in Tel Aviv (for all types of mail); unclear at present when
exactly it began and ended, but from other press reports (not yet in the Handbook) seems to have lasted at least up to Nov.
1968 either as one strike or as several – still to be determined…

30 Oct 1968

6 Nov 1968

References the postal strike at the sorting center ending “last week”

6 Nov 1968

On the USSR’s postal boycott of Israeli mail with stamps of the Moadim LeSimcha series

7 Jan 1969
The US postmaster general asks via the UPU that countries worldwide cease sending mail to ports on the east
coast of the US & gulf of Mexico on account of a strike that has started there, until further notice. The implication is that only
surface mail was affected...

12 June 1969 regarding wildcat postal strikes which began around end of June (29-30th) and lasted into the first week or two
of August. The strikes affected mail distribution as well. This piece best sums up the situation but see the news archives for
more articles in English & Hebrew:

1970
As a general proposition mail to/from Israel observed greatly delayed in this year is most likely the result of
disruptions in postal transport following the 21 Feb. 1970 bombing of Swissair 330 “Coronado”, which triggered a worldwide
hesitation in delivering mail to Israel (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swissair_Flight_330)
25 Feb 1970
http://pdfs.jta.org/1970/1970-02-25_037.pdf?_ga=2.268481841.1755450120.1656257837500522571.1656257837

9 Mar 1970

15 April 1970 http://pdfs.jta.org/1970/1970-04-15_072.pdf?_ga=2.205650131.1755450120.1656257837500522571.1656257837

4 May 1970
http://pdfs.jta.org/1970/1970-05-04_084.pdf?_ga=2.100317278.1755450120.1656257837500522571.1656257837

11 June 1970 http://pdfs.jta.org/1970/1970-06-11_111.pdf?_ga=2.205258704.1755450120.1656257837500522571.1656257837

12 June 1970

1 July 1971

13 Apr 1975
Mail in envelopes exceeding the standard dimensions set by the Postal Service will be charged 40ag instead of
35ag, and this fee will enter force in the next few weeks. This is due to the sorting office’s machines being able to sort up to
certain sizes of mail; other sizes will require manual sorting

14 May 1975

Shortage of stamps reported at the post offices esp. 35ag for domestic letters

8 Oct 1978
Start of Israeli Post Office employee strike (lasted until 12 Oct.). The accumulation of outgoing mail in
Jerusalem was so great that much of the city’s mail was transferred to Tel Aviv for processing and dispatch using their modern
processing center. Regarding mail from abroad (US in particular) the possibility of a strike was apparently known ahead of time
and even mail postmarked there before the 8th was returned to sender as service was suspended
HLPH #1 p.12-13 &
SKU 134709
12 Oct 1978

End of Israeli Post Office employee strike (started 8 Oct.)

HLPH #1 p.12-13

4 Feb 1985
Postage rates related to Bale’s DO-57 period (entering force 5 Feb 1985) – source Kovetz HaTakanot #4755 in
its entirety p.586-600: https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law06/tak-4755.pdf

10 Feb 1985
Issued related to setting of postage rates, likely related to Bale’s DO-57 period – source: Kovetz HaTakanot
#4759, p.664 (https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law06/tak-4759.pdf)

14 Feb 1985
Postage rates possibly related to Bale’s DO-57 period (here entered force 5 Feb 1985, possibly an error in Bale
who lists it starting 1 Feb. 1985) – source: Kovetz HaTakanot #4762 p.697 (https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law06/tak4762.pdf)

22 Mar 1985 Postage rates related to Bale’s DO-58 period (entering force 18 Mar 1985) – source Kovetz HaTakanot #4780
in its entirety p.934-948: https://www.nevo.co.il/law_html/law06/tak-4780.pdf

18 Feb 1987
Member of Knesset Rabbi Meir Kahana z”l has his exemption from postage as an MK revoked by the Knesset’s
finance committee the day before, 17 Feb. (excerpted from larger article)

DERIVED INFORMATION
Based on Information in the Time-Line and Other Cited Sources

TABULATION in process OF OVERSEAS POSTAL LINKS April-July 1948
Sunday
18 Apr
25 Apr
2 May
9 May
16 May
23 May
30 May
6 June

Monday
19 Apr
26 Apr
3 May
10 May
17 May
24 May
31 May
7 June

Tuesday
20 Apr
27 Apr
4 May
11 May
18 May
25 May
1 June
8 June

Wednesday
21 Apr
28 Apr
5 May
12 May
19 May
26 May
2 June
9 June

Thursday
22 Apr
29 Apr
6 May
13 May
20 May
27 May
3 June
10 June

Friday
23 Apr
30 Apr
7 May
14 May
21 May
28 May
4 June
11 June

Saturday
24 Apr
1 May
8 May
15 May
22 May
29 May
5 June
12 June

1st flight Air France
departing Haifa

13 June

14 June

15 June

16 June

17 June

18 June

19 June

24 June

25 June

26 June

1 July
8 July

2 July
9 July

3 July
10 July

16 July

17 July

2nd flight Air France
departing Haifa

20 June

21 June

22 June

23 June
1st flight KLM departing
Haifa

27 June
4 July

28 June
5 July

29 June
6 July

30 June
7 July

commencement of
biweekly (Mon/Thurs)
Air France service from
Haifa to Europe & USA

11 July

12 July
Biweekly Air France
flight from Haifa

Biweekly Air France
flight from Haifa

13 July

14 July

15 July
Biweekly Air France
flight from Haifa

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON POSTAL PRACTICES OF THE DIFFERENT POSTAL ADMINISTRATIONS:
OTTOMAN

MANDATE
Postmarks (main 3 cities/Head Post Offices):
 based on classifications used by Proud, it seems that in Haifa, Jerusalem & Tel Aviv, the generic double
ring/barred and single circle (not skeleton) postmarks were used at the head post offices; branch offices and
smaller post offices in these cities used postmarks which identified those specific offices
 Based on comments regarding specific back-office use in Sacher (1995) & Goldstein-Dickstein (1983), or
standard use for marking incoming mail/mail in transit Dorfman (p.12) & Groten (p.2) - when both types of
cancellers existed - it seems the single circle cancels were used primarily by the sorting office while the double
ring/bar cancels were used at the public desks. See also TAS auction lot description cited for 9-10 May 1948
above + example in Aloni p.111 (interim era mandate franked airmail cv from Rishon LeZion to California,
accepted unpostmarked at RLZ and forwarded to TLV where cancelled by single circle canceller – per interim
overseas mail regulations).
The significance of this working assumption is that covers tied by the single circle cancel at these 3 main cities were
probably deposited franked but uncancelled into post boxes, for later collection and cancellation at the sorting offices.
Furthermore on the issue of identifying coil stamps, as machine dispensed stamps did not require a sender to wait in line
for a postal clerk to sell and affix the stamps, and were located near a post box, we should expect to see most of these
(non registered) tied by the sorting office’s single-circle canceller.
Late Fees:
The late fee for posting mail within certain number of minutes from the advertised dispatch time could only be paid at
the Head Post Office (eg. only in Jaffa, Tel Aviv, Haifa and Jerusalem) - see PG 09-11-1939 p.1239 for example
 As such as per the subject above on postmark types used at the HPOs/Sorting offices, we should expect to see
the double ring type cancellation mark of the public counters on these late fee covers and not the single circle
cancels of the sorting offices – late fee covers had to be submitted in person at the counter
WWII censorship:
Censorship offices existed in Jerusalem, Haifa and Tel Aviv: mail was censored at the station closest to the addressee
(this as per my observation of such mail)
Air Mail – which airports/air fields existed, and when:
The earliest air mail service to Palestine was run by the British Expeditionary Force between 17 March and 5 May 1919
on the line Cairo-Alexandria-Bir Salem (near Rishon LeZion where the GHQ [General Head Quarters] was located) (Aloni
16/17)
As early as 1923 Gaza was used as an airfield (Aloni p.9)
In the 1920s the following also served as airfields (some converted from WWI air strips): Ramla, Jericho, Haifa (newly
built), Tiberias (from 1931 for air mail) & sea of Galillee (Aloni p.10)
Lydda airfield opened to the public on 13 Sept. 1936 (Aloni p.12); air mail services began at Lydda on 1 August 1937 and
ran until 22 April 1948 (Aloni p.12)
Kalandia airfield was opened in May 1924 (the English and Hebrew versions of Wikipedia
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerusalem_International_Airport] differ on details and the English version stating that this
airfield was the only one to service Palestine between 1924 and 1927 seems incorrect); the airport was opened in 1936
to commercial flights. A search for “Kalandia Airport” and “Kalandia Airfield” in the national library newspaper archives
shows that the airfield was in use throughout the War of Independence including by the Jordanians.
ISRAELI

1948 mail to countries without postal relations:
In 1948 Israel continued dispatching mail to countries with whom she had not yet renewed relations, necessitating
administrative restrictions later on in September (ref. Zvi Halperin, Holy Land Postal History #11, p.555)

1948 era “NO SERVICE” postal markings – per Daryl Kibble research, confirmed by independent observations as well:
• JERUSALEM had no “no service” postal markings, only a “Destinaire Parti” handstamp
• HAIFA had the following 2 types:
 Kibble Type F-I (in black, with smudged text 4mm in size) was the Mandate era instructional marking in use until
the end of April 1948

 Kibble Type F-II (in black or violet, with tall thin text 5mm in height), a Hebrew-language marking which replaced
the Mandate marking and entered use in still in April 1948

• TEL AVIV had one type (Kibble Type F-III) – the Mandate i/m (in violet ink with smaller clearer text 3mm high), in use
until Sept. 1948 (and observed in this state as early as Nov. 1944):

* Proud & Sacher both list the NO SERVICE text IMs being in use at all 3 major cities, during WWII and in violet – I’m still
researching this. I prefer Kibble’s research, at least for the 1948 era.

Airmail to Jerusalem – ref: Daryl Kibble in The Israel Philatelist (April 2010) p.12
"Between 1948 and 1967 no commercial flights operated to or from Jerusalem, as there was no airfield. After Israel
captured East Jerusalem in June 1967, it then used the old Jordanian Jerusalem airport of Kalandia (renaming it Atarot).
This was the beginning of the possibility of incoming airmail into Jerusalem.”
 COMPILER’S CLARIFICATION: the above statement is correct for Israel but not Jordan – see press reports
above for 14 June 1949, 26 June 1949 & 16 Nov 1949
“Then, as a result of the Intifada of October 2000, the airport was again shut down to civilian air traffic, and has been
under the control of the Israel Defence Forces ever since. This means that it was impossible for any foreign incoming
mail to be directly transported to Jerusalem by air – the mail had to be first received in Tel Aviv from overseas (I have
unofficially been informed that this indeed is the case for all incoming foreign mail, ever since Israel’s postal services
have been fully operational).

This is the reason you may sometimes find a Tel Aviv Pas de Service IM on a document that was addressed to Jerusalem
Jordan (rather than a Jerusalem Pas de Service IM). It is even possible that in some instances, a document addressed to
Jerusalem Jordan but routed in error to Israel, never proceeded past Tel Aviv, but was returned to the sender at the
initial point of entry into Israel. Without a Jerusalem receiving cancellation (or a known Jerusalem Pas de Service Type
IM), its arrival in Jerusalem cannot be proven. Further still, it could be that a document that did reach Jerusalem Israel
was returned to the sender via Tel Aviv, with Tel Aviv applying its Pas de Service IM. Any of these scenarios are possible,
and appear to have occurred."

Understanding Currencies & Calculating Postage Dues
On Local Currency:
The “Palestine Pound” was the currency of the Mandate from 1 November 1927 to 14 May 1948, and of the State of
Israel between 15 May 1948 and 23 June 1952, when it was replaced with the Israeli lira or pound. The Palestine pound
was divided into 1000 ‘mils’ (and later ‘prutot’). With the launch of the Palestine Pound in 1927, the Palestine Currency
Board (based in London) decided to link its value to the British pound – fixing it on parity in value - and divided into 1000
mils. The one pound gold coin would contain 123.27447 grains of standard gold.
Source: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palestine_pound
(closing this point: The Israeli pound (or Israeli lira) was the currency of Israel from 9 June 1952 until 23 February 1980.
Its symbol was "I£". It replaced the Palestine pound and was also pegged to the pound sterling at par until this was
abolished on 1 January 1954. The Israeli Lira was subdivided into 1000 Prutot. In 1960, the subdivision of the Lira was
changed from 1000 prutot to 100 agorot. The Lira currency was replaced by the (Old) Shekel on 24 February 1980, at the
rate of 1 Shekel = 10 Israeli pounds. On 1 January 1986, the old shekel was replaced by the Israeli new shekel at a ratio
of 1000:1.
Source: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_pound)

On British Currency:
Until its decimalization on 15 February 1971, when the British pound (£) was divided up into 100 pence, from the year
1066 until then, the Pound had been divided into 20 Shillings (noted by the letter “s”, each worth 12 pennies/pence
noted by the letter “d”), or 240 pence; a halfpenny was composed of 2 farthings (and 2x halfpence constituted 1 penny).
If a multiple denomination is written, such as “£1-1s-0d ( £1/1/- )”, this is 21s (21 Shilling) – also worth 1 guinea. The
notation £4-8-4d (£4/8/4d) is read: 4 pounds, eight shillings and fourpence
Source: http://projectbritain.com/moneyold.htm

Synthesis: as such, as the Mandate/Israeli currency’s basic unit was 1/1000 but the British was just 1/240, to establish an
association between them, 1/1000 = 0.001; 1/240 = 0.004166, such that 1/1000£ = 240d/1000 = 0.24d => 1pruta: 0.24
pence = 1 mil/pruta, and 1 pence = 4.17 mils/prutot – and this association was valid for as long as Mandate/Israel’s
currency was on parity with the British Pound.
 Adding in reference to USD ($): from Dec. 1945 to Sept. 1949 the £:$ exchange rate was $4.03 : £1; as such the
exchange rate between $ and £IL, as per the above, was also $4.03 : £1IL; when the British Pound was devalued
to $2.80 on 19 Sept 1949, so was the Israeli Pound. See further below:
additional source: https://embassies.gov.il/bangalore/AboutIsrael/Economy/Pages/ECONOMY-.aspx
Nevertheless, to apply this association to the calculation of Postage Dues (based on the gold centimes formula), it’s
easier to do the currency conversions using the British Pound as more historical exchange rate data exists for it than the
Mandate/Israeli currency. For Mandate and early Israel, thankfully the exchange rates remained stable over time.
For Israel:
Starting Dates

Official Exchange Rate to US $
in Israeli Pounds (Lira) as
announced by the government

15-05-1948

0.25

19-09-1949
13-02-1952
01-01-1954
13-06-1956

0.357
1.00
1.80
1.79

01-01-1960

Comments
between 5/1948 - 5/1949 the formal exchange rate between
the Israeli Pound and most foreign hard currencies was 0.333 applied to direct foreign-currency transactions
as a result of the devaluation of the British Pound the day
before
Per Haffner only, p.12
Per Haffner only, p.12
Replacement of the Pruta (1/1000 of Pound) with Agora (1/100)
– published prices appear 1/100 smaller 10 Pounds become 1IP

10-02-1962
19-11-1967
22-08-1971
10-11-1974
18-06-1975
05-08-1975
09-09-1975
28-09-1975
24-11-1975
04-01-1976
11-02-1976
15-03-1976
19-04-1976
20-05-1976
24-06-1976
19-07-1976
25-08-1976
29-09-1976
01-11-1976
24-11-1976
24-12-1976
17-01-1977
02-03-1977
21-03-1977
25-05-1977
04-07-1977
18-07-1977
01-08-1977
17-08-1977
20-09-1977
17-10-1977

3.00
3.50
4.20
6.00
6.12
6.24
6.36
7.00
7.10
7.24
7.38
7.52
7.67
7.82
7.97
8.12
8.25
8.40
8.56
8.73
8.90
9.07
9.25
9.42
9.60
9.79
9.98
10.17
10.37
10.57
10.78

Haffner says 09-02-1962, p.12; par value/fixed rate

Buying rate

Israeli Pound

Start of creeping devaluations

Sources: https://www.boi.org.il/en/Markets/ForeignCurrencyMarket/Pages/shearim48-77.aspx
+ Sylvia Haffner, “Israel’s Modern Money and Medals, 1917-1970”, 1970
For the UK:
From 1940, and through the war, although no longer on the Gold Standard, the £/$ rate had been pegged by the British
government at $4.03, and in at the end of the war a world conference in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, decided on a
variation of the Gold Standard. Britain adopted this new system in December, 1945, maintaining the pound at $4.03. On
18 September 1949 the government devalued the pound by over 30%, giving a rate of $2.80, and in November 1967, the
pound was again devalued by just over 14%, resulting in an exchange rate of $2.40.
For illustrative purposes of the relative stability of the UK:US exchange rate until the 1970s, similar to Israel above:

Source: http://www.miketodd.net/encyc/dollhist-graph.htm

On early Postage Dues calculations, to help with converting foreign currencies see this:

Source: page 88 of https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/ar/archive/pdf/ar1950.pdf#page101

These are the exchange rates between gold centimes (used for calculation postage dues) and British currency:
c.1907-1940 1d = 10g ctms => 4 mils
1 March 1940 1d = 8g ctms => 4 mils
Sept 1948
1d = 7g ctms => 4 mils (Prutot)
1 Oct 1950
1d = 5g ctms => 4 Prutot
1 Oct 1957
1d = 3 ½g ctms
Source: http://www.postageduemail.org.uk/public/uk-taxe-marks/uk-taxe-marks-07.pdf
& http://www.postageduemail.org.uk/public/uk-taxe-marks/uk-taxe-marks-05.pdf
USA:
The United States Official Postal Guide of 1938, 1939, 1941, 1946 (p.32, 33, 38, 39) give the rate 5g ctms = 1c
[missing data for 1947]
The United States Official Postal Guide of 1948, 1950 & 1951 (p.39, 41, 42) give the rate of 3g ctms = 1c
Source: http://www.cse.psu.edu/~deh25/post/Timeline_files/US-Postal_Guide.html#1948
CANADA:
1951: 3g ctms = 1c (per USOPG 1951 p.42)
1953: 3g ctms = 1c (per USOPG 1953 p.33)
A summary of Postage Dues calculation procedures from Bob Medland of the Postage Dues Mail Study Group:
The ‘gold centimes’ era ran from 1921 (established by the UPU Convention Madrid 1920) until 31/12/1965.
During this period the sending postal administration was required to mark the underpaid item with the deficiency x2,
converted into gold centimes, next to a ‘T’ mark. Mostly this worked.
The taxing postal administration was supposed to convert the gold centimes to their own currency and round the
amount up to the nearest suitable figure.
In practice, taxing was calculated on the proportionate basis. So, if the letter rate from GB was 3d and the item was
franked with only 2d, then the 1d deficiency - expressed as a proportion of the letter rate - was 1/3 = 0.33. This figure
was then multiplied by the destination country’s letter rate, for example in Switzerland it was 40 centimes so 0.33 x 40 =
13.33, doubled = 26.67, rounded up to 30 centimes. For small amounts, a minimum fee was charged, usually 10c but it
varied.
From 1/1/1966 the UPU changed the system to a fraction mark. Underpaid items were to be marked ‘T a/b’ whereby ‘a’
was double the deficiency and ‘b’ was the letter rate. The product was then to be multiplied by the destination country’s
letter rate.
This changed again from 1/1/1976 whereby ‘a’ was single deficiency and ‘b’ was the letter rate. The product was to be
multiplied by the destination country’s letter rate who then added a handling fee. This system is essentially still in place.

***THERE IS MORE TO ADD ABOUT THIS: discontinuation of gold centimes as the standard; the rates set by the UPU
with variances that they allowed to calculate individual member countries’ rates & postage dues – and countries’ use of
the UPU standard rather than gold centimes etc. (see link + files above , plus for example:
http://postalhistorycorner.blogspot.com/2012/03/canadian-upu-destination-postage-due.html
http://postalhistorycorner.blogspot.com/p/international-letter-rates-1976to.html#:~:text=On%20July%201%2C%201971%2C%20the,cents%20for%20the%20first%20ounce.
…I’ll get to all of it…)

SUMMARY OF THE MAIL CHANNELS AVAILABLE in 1948:
(the purpose here is to construct a time chart to show when each channel was available for use)










Taxi Mail
Convoy Mail
Flown privileged civilian mail (by the Army)
Safed ‘Whisky covers’
Box 18 – South African Jewish Federation
Peltours
PEDI
Jewish Agency couriered mail

TABULATION OF EARLY FOREIGN POSTAL LINKS by AIR & SEA (APRIL-JUNE 1948):
A question was asked of me: In May 1948 there were 4 “special” incoming CSA flights and 6 “regular” incoming CSA
flights. So I’m unclear about the “Official 2nd flight” phrase. What was the official 1st flight, and what makes a flight
“official”?
A: That’s precisely why I put together that “handbook”, to try to make sense out of the different information circulating
around. Here specifically this is a nuance that bugs me: the book “Israel’s Foreign Postal Links” (IFPL) is clear in its
distinction between “scheduled flights” (i.e. flights known ahead of time to be scheduled for arrival/departure) and the
various other flights they mention, like “special flights” (i.e. cobbled-together flights at the last minute so to speak).
When it comes to describing covers I prefer to use the numerical approach of counting up each and every flight
documented by saying something like “2nd CSA flight” (overall or “2nd flight to independent Israel” etc.), because I
consider every flight that took place to be an actual flight, and an actual consignment of air mail, such that if a flight
preceded the flight labelled an “official flight”, that earlier flight still carries (equal) weight in postal history. By this tact
the expression “official flight” has no significance to me as a cataloguer/historian – it’s meaningless. As such, by this
approach I would say the last CSA flight to Palestine (and Tel Aviv) was on May 14th and the 1st flight to Israel (and
Haifa) was on the 16th even though that flight on the 16th is called a “special flight” in IFPL.
If I tabulate the CSA flights in May-June (and I should, for all mail in that period, for the handbook) they would be like
this:
5 May - considered the "first flight" by CSA following the Mandate postal period, i.e. “first flight” post-Mandate
mail/during the difficult period of few or no overseas postal links – per IFPL p.43 this flight only brought incoming mail
did not carry “official” outbound mail from Israel, likely a result of the head post offices being “offices of international
exchange” and these still being under Mandate (not interim) control until the end of the day.
12 May - IFPL calls this the "1st regular" scheduled CSA flight to Tel Aviv, still in the interim period
13 May - IFPL calls this a "special" (additional) CSA flight to Tel Aviv, still in the interim period
14 May - IFPL calls this another "special" (additional) CSA flight to TLV, still in the interim period
---16 May - the 1st CSA flight to independent Israel, now routed to Haifa (like all the rest until November) as Sde Dov
airfield in TLV was damaged; IFPL calls this one of 3 "special flights" for that week, but this seems to be considered "first
flight" mail to Israel based on auction catalogue lot descriptions
17 May - the 2nd of the 3 "special" CSA flights
18 May - a regularly scheduled weekly CSA flight (not one of the 3 special ones for this week), technically speaking the
"1st official" CSA flight to Israel as this was a scheduled flight
19 May - the 3rd of the 3 "special" CSA flights
25 May - some confusion if this flight landed on the 26th, 27th or 28th: appears to be a scheduled flight but may also be
the 1st official batch of outbound mail from Israel; Here I think Tsachor in T40/177 is calling this a "first flight"
OUTBOUND cover because it’s from Haifa and not Tel Aviv. What seems odd is the supposition that no outbound mail
was carried on the earlier flights. IFPL doesn’t elaborate on this…
30 May - what I call the 10th CSA flight to Israel in May (the final one for May), since the 5 May flight.

ASSEMBLED NOTES FROM “Israel Foreign Postal Links” by Chaim Shamir & Marvin Siegel, 1991
1. MAIL ROUTES:
From 1946 all incoming airmail from London was not carried directly to Lydda but via Cairo, on BOAC; there it was
forwarded to MISR Airlines to Lydda. - IFPL p.8
Exception to this routing was a flight that left Heathrow Airport every Monday at 0915. - IFPL p.8
Most of the routes that terminated in Lydda used the standard routing of: Rome-Cairo-Lydda-Athens-Rome.
- IFPL
p.8
BOAC had a monopoly on all outgoing airmail from Palestine. - IFPL p.8
Although KLM had almost daily service from Lydda to Amsterdam, mail to Holland has to be carried by BOAC to London
and there resorted and transhipped to Amsterdam.
- IFPL p.11/Memo CA/48/35
TWA have a daily service to the US but mail to America has to go by BOAC to London where it is transhipped to its N.
Atlantic service. - IFPL p.11/Memo CA/48/35
Mail for Switzerland, which could be carried by Swissair direct, has to go via London by BOAC and BEAC. - IFPL
p.11/Memo CA/48/35
March 1948 BOAC Schedule: (source: IFPL p.12/HAS memo)
1) 3 days a week service with Dakota aircraft: London-Marseilles-Malta-El Adem-Lydda
2) Once a week service with Dakota aircraft: London-Marseilles-Rome-Athens-Nicosia-Lydda-Baghdad-Teheran
3) Twice a week service with York aircraft: Lydda-Cairo (but no reverse service)
4) Once a week service with Lancastrian aircraft: London-Tripoli-Lydda-Karachi-Bombay-Colombo
*Correct for March 1948, every airmail shipment dispatched by BOAC from Lydda to UK arrived the day after dispatch.
Mail was dispatched also on Saturdays but the Head PO did not function that day.
- IFPL p.13/Schedule doc
BOAC Air Mail Services as of 1 April 1948: (source IFPL p.14/PT130/2/30)
Days of Despatch & latest time of posting:
Air Services ex Lydda Airport:
Monday at 1200
BA50M Dakota (Tuesday 0810)
Tuesday at 1200
BA38M Dakota (Wednesday 0830)
Wednesday at 1200
BA32M Dakota (Thursday 0830)
Friday at 1200
BA32M Dakota (Saturday)

"BALAK" FLIGHTS: in 1947-48 covert arms purchases for Israel were brought clandestinely on ships or on "Balak" flights
(flights in World War II aircraft that had been purchased under assumed names in the US, and later served as the
foundation of Israel's air transport squadron. The first "Balak" plane arrived on 31 March 1948 and landed at the World
War II 'Bet Daras' airstrip (northeast of Ashkelon). No mail is known to have been carried on any of the "Balak" flights.
IFPL p.40-41

CSA Service as of 5 May 1948: the route used was Prague-Rome-Athens-TLV and the same on return. Sometimes an
additional stop was required at Nicosia when the lack of fuel in Israel forced planes to depart with less than the amount
needed for the TLV-Athens leg of the flight.
IFPL p.43
CSA ran a regular weekly service to TLV, with additional special flights added where necessary. The 1st regular flight was
12 May and a special one ran on 13 May and also 14 May.
IFPL p.44
As of 27 May 1948 CSA did not have offices in Haifa.

IFPL p.46

During May 1948 there were 4 regular (i.e. weekly) and 6 special flights of CSA ([5th], 12th, 13th, 14th; 16th, 17th, 18th,
19th; 26th, 27th, 30th). IFPL counts the 14 May flight as the 4th one (eg. 11 flights in total for May).
IFPL p.47/52
During May 1948 there were 2 arrivals of Air France (14th & 29th).
IFPL p.47

In addition to the official mail carried by CSA on behalf of the Jewish Agency / State of Israel, there are numerous cases
in which CSA employees acted as couriers: mail-forwarding and travel agencies placed advertisements in Palestinian
newspapers as early as May (10 May) 1948 in which they offered Air Mail service to "all countries" - one ad mentioned
that the fee for the service would be 200 mil for a 10 gram letter and 100 mils for a postcard. The services would
accumulate mail destined for countries abroad and then turn them over to CSA crew members, who in exchange for
hard currency payment, in turn posted the mail when they arrived in Europe. Such mail would have had an Israeli
sender's address and a European receiving address - but would be franked with Czech stamps and posted from Prague.
IFPL p.116-117

PELTOURS mail: Peltours was purchased by 'Palestine Africa Shippers Ltd', of South Africa on 3 Feb. 1946, a company
owned by committed Zionists. A private Air Mail service requested by the South African Zionist Federation for its use and
that of other South African firms and institutions, and specifically for South African 'Mahal' volunteers. Peltours
accepted letters and forwarded them to Haifa, from there flying them to Cyprus using the Piper Cubs of Cyprus' Hornton
Airlines. There they were turned over to their local agent, the Louis Travel Agency. The Agency would receive the mail
and post it using the regular civil Mail Service to South Africa. However the Cypriot civil mail service to South Africa went
through Cairo Airport - and here many letters were seized by the Egyptians, so the mail service was rerouted via the
Peltours Agencies in France and England. IFPL p.62
Letters to and from Israel, and to and from Europe were handled by either the Louis Agency's Head Office in Limassol or
through its Nicosia branch (as per the handstamps applied - in some cases none were applied). Mail to Israel was also
received in Tel Aviv: the local Peltours branch would frank the mail and post it by the local Israeli post for domestic
delivery. IFPL p.63
The system proved so successful that soon after its commencement lawyers, banks and other institutions wished to
make use of it. Peltours charged 2 Shillings and 6 Pence per letter to cover expenses; soldiers' mail was carried free of
charge. IFPL p.63
With the commencement of the service on 14 May 1948 Peltours decided to bolster its transportation network, using
larger aircraft. This could only be done using non-scheduled or charter airlines, as no scheduled flights were then
operating between South Africa and Israel. There were 4 South African charter lines at that time, three of them owned
by Jews: West Air, Suid Air, and Pan African Air Charter. Peltours happened to be the agents in Israel for both Suid Air
and PAAC. IFPL p.64
PAAC was already working with the Hagana, using DC-3's, and had a transport route in place: departing Palmietfontein
Airport (20 miles outside of Johannesburg) via Rhodesia-Kenya-Khartoum-Wadi Halfa (Sudan)-probably Aden and
terminating in Haifa. This leg took two and a half days if there were no incidents or mechanical problems. From Haifa
they flew on to London via southern Europe - and then retraced the same route on their return flights. IFPL p.64-65
In late April-early May the South African Zionist Federation announces the establishment of an air mail service to
Palestine: they could not accept any responsibility for the letters carried and could not assure when the service would
actually commence. The procedure for use was the intended letter for delivery had to be sealed and addressed to
Palestine, and then placed into a second envelope addressed to "Postal Communications, Zionist Federation, Box 18,
Johannesburg"; this outer envelope had to be franked in the usual manner. The sender had to enclose stamps or a
postal order to the value of 1 Shilling per ounce (or part thereof) in the outer envelope, to pay for the transportation of
th inner envelope to Palestine. IFPL p.65
On 7 May the Federation began to accept letters for transmission to Palestine, and also informed the Jewish internees in
Gilgil Camp, Kenya of the new service - their mail would be forwarded free of charge. IFPL p.65

Against the backdrop of preparations between Israel and South Africa to renew their postal connections, and prior to
the commencement of the service, on 14 May the Secretary of the South African Zionist Federation requested
permission from the Principal Officer of Customs and Excise to send parcels of letters to Palestine as Air Freight until
such time as normal postal communications could be established - and was granted this permission on 15 May. IFPL
p.65/78
The first mail shipment using the Federation's "Box 18" service departed 17 May via PAAC and arrived in Israel as late as
10-11 June - because en route in Khartoum the charter took advantage of the Ramadan holiday to fly Moslem pilgrims to
Mecca. The company deployed a number of planes for this operation and only when it operation was completed did the
planes fly on to Haifa. There they remained overnight releasing their mail for Peltours Tel Aviv, being borrowed by the
Israeli Air Force to bomb the Egyptian Army in the South, before continuing the next day either to London or to South
Africa, carrying mail from Peltours in Tel Aviv to Peltours in London, or to the South African Zionist Federation. It is
important to bear in mind that this service's flights took place at irregular intervals and that no exact schedule ever
existed: some covers were delivered within 8 and 11 days of dispatch, while others took 17 days to reach their
destination. Locally posted mail in Israel by Peltours, sent by Gilgil internees (eg. as per the return address on the cover),
were stamped with a special "La'Assireinu" round cachet.
IFPL p.65-66
Mail between Peltours London and Peltours Tel Aviv was carried by PAAC. When official postal relations between Britain
and Israel resumed on 22 July, Peltours London closed down its mail service. Mail received by it close to this date was
posted locally through the official post service. IFPL p.67
The "Box 18" service continued to function into September, with its 12th mail bag being prepared for dispatch on 13
September. However on that date regular Air Mail service between South Africa and Israel resumed and this mail as
therefore sent either via the local post (if the sender had enclosed payment) or carried by a courier on board the PAAC
flight (here too if the sender had enclosed payment). Around this time the special air mail service ended.
IFPL
p.67
Official postal relations between Cyprus and Israel were established by Cyprus on 31 July, and by Israel on 2 August; at
their request the Louis Tourist Agency continued to function as a transit point for over a month after the establishment
of official postal relations.
IFPL p.67

PEDI mail service handled mail for Israel as air freight, and was formally announced on 19 May: "Chartered planes will fly
mail one to three times a week at the sender's risk to somewhere in Israel, replacing services abandoned three weeks
ago by the United States Post Office... The Postmaster General of Israel in Tel Aviv will accept the mail for delivery to the
new State, including Jerusalem. Mail addressed to areas outside of Israel and packages will not be accepted. Only air
mail letters will be handled... To be acceptible for delivery, mail must be prepared in this way: Sealed letters addressed
to indviduals residing in the State of Israel should bear and have affixed the requisite United States postage (25 cents a
half ounce or fraction thereof); an additional service charge of 25 cents per half ounce or fraction thereof to cover the
cost of handling, must be paid in coin or postal money order; and the sealed letters and the service charge must be
enclosed in another envelope and addressed to Palestine Emergency Deliveries Inc... This procedure had been checked
with the United States Post Office and was in accordance with its regulations... any carrier could accept mail provided it
bore the required postage, cancelled as prescribed. The service charge also is normal under the Post Office's
regulations... The first plane will leave La Guardia Field as soon as enough mail is ready... the plane will carry passengers
also." IFPL p.89-90
The ten cent Air Letter sheets were allowed without the need for additional postage unless they contained something, in
which case further postage would be charged. No registered mail, packages or parcels could be accepted since the mail
was accepted only at the sender's risk. IFPL p.90
It is possible that KLM was approached to carry the mail all the way to Israel, if Israel would grant it the appropriate
rights; failing this, KLM would leave the mail at a European airport and it would be transferred to another carrier which

was already scheduled to fly to Israel. The first PEDI shipment was processed on 20 and 21 May; some days later it was
flown to Rome. Additional information is being sought regarding the exact route and dates. In Rome, the shipment was
deposited at the Italian Customs Authorities. It remained in their hands until the 1st or 2nd or June on which date the
Italian officials passed it on to the crew of a Czech airliner that had remained overnight in Rome on that leg of its flight to
Haifa. The CSA plane arrived at Haifa Airport on the evening of 2 June carrying this first shipment of PEDI mail, consisting
of one large back containing approximately 1000 pieces of mail. IFPL p.92
Mail from the first PEDI shipment was collected by the local CSA representative in Israel and processed at his home,
where the mail was stamped with a special round Czechoslovakian Airlines cachet. The highest currently recorded
number from this shipment is 1056.
IFPL p.92-93
Documented PEDI cancellation dates are: 22 May, 24 May, 25 May, 27 May, 28 May, 1 June, 3 June, 7 June, 10 June, 16
June, 18 June, 21 June, 22 June, 23 June, 24 June, 28 June, 31 June. From July onwards no numbers were stamped on the
covers. PEDI continued to operate until around 28 July, even after official postal relations between the US and Israel
were resumed on 28 June - a matter that has yet to be understood. Some of the July PEDI mail was censored upon
arrival in Israel. IFPL p.94
Until postal relations between the US and Israel were resumed on 28 June, anyone in the US who did not use PEDI's
service found it virtually impossible to communicate postally with Israel. IFPL p.95

A third major grouping of the 1948 Emergency Mails were the European offices of the Jewish Agency and other Zionist
and Palestine organizations. Officies involved included those in Rome, Geneva, Paris, Trieste, Milan and Marseilles. With
the exception of England which was served by Peltours, almost all of the Emergency Mails from Europe to Israel were
processed in one or more of these offices - but the mail could only be forwarded in a haphazard manner whenever an
opportunity presented itself: access to an outgoing plane or vessel, or contact with some Israeli official or immigrants
and their escorting personnel. Some of the European offices made only one or two shipments while others operated for
a relatively long time, sometimes even after official postal relations had been established.
IFPL p.108
a) Jewish Agency Office in Geneva: located in the same building as the Swiss offices of the JNF. With the closing of Lydda
airport on 25 April several very important people in Europe, whose presence in Palestine was urgently needed, were
stranded: a special PAAC Dakota plane that had been hired by the Hagana, left Sde Dov on 8 May and arrived in
Switzerland that evening; in the early morning hours of 9 May, just before the planned return flight to Sde Dov, the head
of the JA office arrived at the airport and delivered a a bag of mail which had been assembled at the JA and JNF offices,
awaiting some courier arrangement.
IFPL p.108-109
This special flight landed as Sde Dov on the evening of 9 May after stopping for refueling at Brindisi in Southern Italy.
Mail from this flight bore Ussischkin JNF label frankings overstamped by the 3-lined Swiss KKL bilingual handstamp (in at
least 1 case the stamp itself was also handstamped "Fr. 1". These letters were then posted locally in Tel Aviv around 10
May, and the Minhelet Ha'am post accepted them with their existing frankings, without imposing any extra charges.
IFPL p.109
Letters that arrived the the Geneva offices were prepared for shipment and their bag awaited the arrival of another
aircraft, but when no indication of a planned flight appeared, the office approached the owner of the Patra Travel
Agency of Tel Aviv, Mr. Silberling, who had stopped in Geneva on his way to Rome to catch the 25 May CSA flight to
Israel, to be their courier. That flight arrived in Haifa on 26 May; on 28 May, the Agency owner posted the letters given
to him, after franking them locally and applying his "Patra" business handstamp on the covers. No mail from this second
shipment has been found with Ussischkin labels overprinted with the 1 Franc handstamp. However these were all found
to be handstamped 23 May 1948, the date they were entrusted to Mr. Silberling.
IFPL p.109

The Geneva office thereafter stopped shipping mail directly, as mail could now be sent through regular channels, but it
did arrange 3 more exceptional official air mail shipments to Tel Aviv (via Prague and Haifa), which left Geneva on 16-1718 May, and arrived on 19-20-21 May respectively.
IFPL p.110
b) The Jewish Agency Office in Paris: the office became a center for illegal immigration to Palestine as well as a mail
processing center for a very large percentage of the Emergency Mail to and from Palestine, and subsequently Israel.
IFPL p.110
The office dispatched mail on an unscheduled Air France flight to Haifa, which arrived there on 29 May (Air France's
second flight to Israel that month). This is the only known shipment by that office of Emergency Mail that arrived by air.
The shipment contained 6 mail bags with mail from 5 countries: one bag consisted of letters and five bags of printed
matter; a large number of the letters were without stamps and postmarks. The Postmaster General in Haifa contacted
his counterpart in Tel Aviv to inquire whether or not to tax the relevant letters, and which rate to apply. The mail
originated from Holocaust survivors and refugees as well as non-Jews and businesses: it appears that wherever it was
apparent that the sender was Jewish (refugee or displaced person) only the deficient amount was charged and not
double the deficiency, and this was a fee equal to the domestic rate of 10mils; where the sender's origins were unknown
or he was non-Jewish or a business, only twice the local rate (20 mils) were charged even though the appropriate postal
fee from Europe was considerably more. The addressees would pay these fees. IFPL p.110-111
It became widely known that the Paris Jewish Agency office was acting as a processing center for Israel-bound mail. As
such, its address (143 Avenue de Wagram) was added on the front of many covers in addition to their Israeli destination,
serving as a double sending address: although much sea mail arrived in Israel during the period having been shipped
from Marseilles, but with this double addressing, the mail which originated from many origins in Europe was first mailed
(air mailed) to the Agency's address in Paris and then submitted by it for surface mail to Israel, where at the end it would
be charged - often not at all - the token deficiency and posted locally to the 2nd, Israeli, address. The accumulated mail
at the Agency's office would be transported by train or truck - at the Agency's expense - to the port of Marseilles, where
the 'Kedma' would pick it up; some of the mail was also couriered personally by passengers/officials/employees on that
ship. In any case, the couriered mail would be deposited into any local post office box and its charge would be paid for
by the addressee.
IFPL p.111/113
Until the end of 1948 and into 1949 the Paris Jewish Agency office served as a transit point for mail between Israel and
countries that did not have postal or diplomatic relations with her, as well as a safety net for existing limitation with
official French post to Israel: as late as 27 Sept 1948 the Paris office indicated to the Israeli Minister of Transportation
that the French Post does not deliver packages to Israel. A cover bearing the Agency's address, dated 13 May 1949 from
the French Zone in Germany to Tel Aviv, had that address crossed out, suggesting that by this date mail was now being
sent directly through the regular official postal route to Israel. IFPL p.111-112
b-i) Not all Emergency Mail from France was transmitted via the Jewish Agency in Paris: some mail was couriered via the
Patra Travel Agency in Paris to their Tel Aviv office. Based on a cover posted in Tel Aviv on 16 June, it arrived in Israel
either on Air France's second official flight to Israel (9 June) or on the CSA flight that arrived in Haifa on 15 June. IFPL
p.112
b-ii) Marseilles served as an important center for illegal immigration to Israel prior to the establishment of the State.
Several of the members of various staffs which assisted Jews in preparing for their immigration as well as in their actual
attempted immigration served as couriers for the mail of such people. As such, mail addressed to prospective
immigrants was sent to them "care of" the name (code name) of the Zionist facilitator at the address "24 Rue de
Convalescentes in Marseilles" taking care of their training and/or immigration. No evidence has yet been uncovered that
would indicate that any flights carrying Emergency Mail originated from Marseilles, as such a procedure would have
been too expensive at that time.
IFPL 113-15

[I STOPPED SUMMING UP EACH AND EVERY ONE OF THE CHANNELS FROM IFPL p.115-117 as these cases are all of
private individuals acting as couriers]

2. SEA MAIL
The 'Kedma' (code name 4X AV) operates along the route of Haifa to Marseilles via Genoa and other ports.
IFPL
p.22
Airmail posted from Haifa after 19 April could not reach Lydda Airport before that facility was closed, therefore it was
held in Haifa and sent by sea (without any additional postal markings); to the US it could have taken a month to reach its
destination
IFPL p.23
Unofficial sea mail to Palestine did exist in May 1948.

IFPL p.24

The Verification Note from the Tel Aviv Head Postmaster, of 27 May 1948, indicates that mails would be sent depending
on the availablility of ships leaving the ports of Israel. IFPL p.25/35
A study of the mail delivered by SS Marine Carp on 17 May 1948 reveals that many Postal Authorities had not complied
with the UPU and the Mandate Postal Authorities notices concerning the suspension of Sea Mail to and from Palestine:
some west European countries and the entire Communist Bloc had continued to accept such mail.
IFPL p.25
Due to disagreements between Israel Post and ZIM Lines, no additional mail was sent aboard the 'Kedma' from Israel
from 25 May until 16 June, when from that date until 2 Nov. 1952 (its last voyage) it also became the only vessel to carry
outbound Sea Mail from Israel. IFPL p.25-26.
On 15 June 1948 the 'Kedma' departed Haifa, bound for Europe on its first voyage carrying official Israeli Post. Mail
which it brought in upon its arrival to Haifa, which originated in various countries, was all stamped with a circular
bilingual handstamp "Kedem Palestine Line LTD - T/S/S Kedmah"; this mail appears to have been prepaid to the shipping
company since all these letters were posted in Israel with 10 mil stamps apparently affixed by the shipping company.
Most of these covers were posted in Haifa on 15 June. IFPL p.116
By June 1948 the Sea Mail service had become regular and stable although full normalization was not achieved until the
end of the War of Independence.
IFPL p.26
None of the 'illegal' ships carried Sea Mail. All such service was provided by Israel's or forign, Merchant Marines. IFPL
p.26

3. MAIL PROCEDURES:
Per the Minhelet Ha'am Postal Authority's Circular No. 1, the use of overprinted KKL labels on mail was only legal when
used as inland postage.
IFPL p.117
A cover mailed abroad during the Minhelet Ha'am period would have been franked with overprinted KKL labels serving
as postage and a Mandate frankings in line with the desired service (eg. 20m surface mail with/out 15m registration) in
compliance with the regulations stated in Circular Letter No. 1 of 25 April 1948 by the Minhelet Ha'am postal service;
this letter should have been forwarded uncancelled to Tel Aviv's Head Post Office, there postmarked using a Mandate
device and then dispatched.
IFPL p.24/25
As per UPU regulations (Article 192), postmarks must be, at least partially, in Latin letters and fully dated: mail abroad
cancelled only by Minhelet Ha'am handstamps would be in violation of these regulations as would its acceptance by the
receiving postal authority, as would the dispatch and acceptance of mail franked only by Interim period KKL stamps
(here specificially also a violation of the Minhelet Ha'am Postal Authorities per Circular 1) - though there are individual
cases of such mail being accepted for delivery.
IFPL p.117

------

Some Key Addresses:
The idea is to give philatelists & researches a way of identifying senders/addressees if only a post office box or street
address is given (i.e. to identify genuine versus philatelic sources of mail or circumstances of the mail itself); other
addresses are simply good to know in general. In time this will be a big directory…
Post offices:
The Army’s “Returned Letter Office” was housed at 121 Hayarkon St. in Tel Aviv along with APO 3 and BASE Alef –
Kanner & Spiegel BAPIP 37 p.3
123 Hayarkon Street – “the red house”
Fleet Mail Office 12 via FPO DS 731 – Haifa British Naval Base at Haifa Harbor (source: Aloni p.209)
Haifa: ‘Hayatt’ building, Kingsway & Hayatt streets – Haifa Head Post Office (source: Aloni p.211)
Haifa: HeHalutz Street - Hadar Hacarmel branch office / “Haifa 1” (source: Aloni p.212)
Haifa: Elhanan Street – Mount Carmel Branch office / “Haifa 3” (source: Aloni p.214)
Haifa: 5 Gilad Street – Nahala Branch office / “Haifa 12” (source: Aloni p.214)
Haifa: 131 Moria Street – Ahuzat Samuel town agency (source: Aloni p.215)
Haifa: ‘Spins’ department store – Bat Galim town agency (source: Aloni p.215)
Addresses observed on mail:
* big question is, which post offices handled which POBox numbers?
P.O.Box 28
Tel Aviv
Jewish Agency TLV offices (05/1948 as dispatch; sent from Allenby Rd BO) - ebay
P.O.Box 50
Tel Aviv
Agudat HaSofrim HaIvrim be EI – HaVaad HaMercazi (09/1937) – SKU 143707
P.O.Box 303
Tel Aviv
around 1930s-40s, the Cultural dept of the Workers Union (HaHistadrut HaClalit shel
HaOvdim HaIvriim be Eretz Israel); around 1966, Igud Ovdei HaMedina
http://www.zionistarchives.org.il/Pages/ArchiveItem.aspx?oi=09001e1580690c7f&ot=cza_book
https://m.knesset.gov.il/About/Departments/Documents/ArchiveCollections4.pdf
P.O.Box 562
Tel Aviv
Kupat Cholim of the Histadrut HaClalit Shel haOvdim HaIvriim be EI (05/1948) – SKU
143001
P.O.Box 606
Tel Aviv
“Ha’avra” – Misrad Neemanut (01/1939) –SKU 143706
P.O.Box 719
Tel Aviv
Otsar Ha-Hayal Ltd (01/1948 as dispatch) - ebay
P.O.Box 1511 Tel Aviv
Kibbutz HaShomer HaTzair Yad Mordechai (09/1949) – SKU 143610
P.O.Box 1290 Tel Aviv
Pardess Syndicate of Palestine Citrus Growers (05/1948) – SKU 143002

P.O.Box 120
Haifa
The “Mizrachi” Girls School (6/1948) – see SKU 143697
P.O.Box 239
Haifa
for Kibbutz Givot Zeid (10/1948) – see SKU 140443
P.O.Box 977
Haifa
Dr. Werner Hoexter (philatelic mail; 5/1948) – see SKU 140546 + Aloni p.432
P.O.Box 1412 Haifa
Steel Brothers & Co. - Government Agents (1941-1948+?) – see SKU 140562
Sdereot HaTzvi 4, Har HaCarmel, Haifa Dr. Ernst Bowman (philatelic mail; Apr-May 1948) – See T48/209 & T43/320
9 HaShiloach Street, Coop “HaNachal haChadash”, Haifa
Max/Mordechai Brisker (philatelic mail; Apr-May 1948)
– seen on ebay + SKU 134037 + Aloni p.75

P.O.Box 4

Herzliya

Kvutzat Alumim, established Kibbutz Saad in Negev (12/1947) – SKU 133829

* Oct 1926 cover to Otzar HaChessed Free Loan Fund at POB 28 was backstamped Mea Shearim
P.O.Box 92
Jerusalem
The Jewish Agency (01/1936) as addressee – SKU 135719
P.O.Box 281
Jerusalem
The Manufacturer’s Life Insurance Co. (05/1948) – SKU 143683
P.O.Box 485
Jerusalem
Zionist Information Bureau - source: The Palestine Bulletin advert 16-05-1930 p.4

P.O.Box 503
P.O.Box 1067

Jerusalem
Jerusalem

Jewish National and University Library (3/1945) – SKU 143752
Kibbutz Maaleh HaChamisha – T42/351

MAPPING DOMESTIC MAIL ROUTES
Vis. the possible route for mail during the Palestine Airways airmail period (28 Oct 1938 – Aug 1940):
 8 July 1938 cover from RAMAT GAN to HAIFA via TEL AVIV (source: ebay):

ABSTRACT OF AIR MAIL ROUTES DURING THE MANDATE:

AIR FRANCE (French)
21 Aug 1947 Air France starts flying via Lydda rather than Haifa as until then; the new route goes via Cairo; a 10 Sept
1947 ad for Lydda-Rome-Paris may be the first instance of the new flight path not going via Cairo; on 3 Nov 1947 a new
direct Lydda-Paris route was advertised

MIDDLE EAST AIRLINES (Lebanese)
As of 25 March 1946 Middle East Airlines (Lebanon) begins a 3x week service Lydda-Beirut-Lydda; on 3 April 1946 it was
announced that MEA would also fly 3x week between Beirut and Haifa

BRAATHENS SAFE (Norwegian)
As of 3 Feb 1947 Braathens Safe (Norway) began service between Oslo and Lydda via Paris-London-Cairo

Scattered notes on air links:
 reported 14 May 1948: CSA route is: Tel Aviv (Haifa) on Monday - Athens - Rome - Prague, and back
 estimated transit times:
 Ramat Gan-Budapest pmk'd Mon 21-06-48 & arr Sat 26-06-48 (SKU 134248);
 Nathanya-Budapest pmk'd Mon 14-06-48 & arr Thur 18-06-48 (SKU 134249)
 documented 11 June 1948: Air France route is: Haifa (6am Weds) - Nicosia - Athens - Nice - Paris (11am Thurs);
per 16 June press reports the next departure was Thursday the 17th (last dispatch times: 12pm Tel Aviv & 14:00
Haifa – both on Thursday) & per 29 June ad, bi-weekly departures on Mon/Thurs (8am, arriving Paris same day
at 21:25)
 an ongoing study shows that deposited mail was not flown so immediately,
 eg: pmk'd Thurs 12-08-48 & arr Fri 20-08-48 - ie Thurs 19/08 flight (TAS 49/169);
 pmk'd Mon 3-01-49 & arr Sat 8-01-49 - ie Thurs 6/01 flight (TAS 46/197);
 pmk'd Mon 10-01-49 & arr Thur 20-01-49 14:00 - ie Wed 19/01 flight (TAS 45/139)
 reported 18/20 June 1948: KLM route is bi-weekly: Amsterdam (Tues/Fri) - Marseilles - Rome - Athens - Haifa
(Fri/Mon); return leg leaves Haifa on Weds/Sun (7am, arriving Amsterdam 10pm - possibly on same day)
 estimated transit times:
 23-06-48 pmk'd cv Haifa-Amsterdam w/26-06-48 arr (TAS 41/65);
 22-06-48 pmk'd cv Haifa-Malmo (Sweden) w/26-06-48 arr (TAS 41/64)

ABSTRACT-IN-PROGRESS OF PRINTED MATTER & RELATED MANDATE POSTAL RATES:
15-08-1919
Postcards:
OETA (South) area: 3m
Egypt & other countries: 4m
1-09-1919
Newspapers:*
OETA (South) area: 1m per 100g or part thereof
=> rate available only for registered newspapers + annual payment of 25 piastres
Egypt & other countries: 2m for every 50g or part thereof
* this rate only valid for “newspapers, etc published in Palestine and registered at the post office as a newspaper”
Printed Matter:
OETA (s) area: 1m per 50g or part thereof
Egypt & other countries: 2m for every 50g or part thereof
Commercial Papers:
OETA (s) area: 1m per 50g or part thereof; minimum of 2m
Egypt & other countries: 1pia for first 250g; 2(?)m for every additional 50g or part thereof
Samples:
OETA (s) area: 1m per 50g or part thereof; minimum of 2m
Egypt & other countries: 4m for first 100g; 2m for every additional 50g or part thereof

1-09-1920 PG:
Inland commercial papers, samples & printed matter (except newspapers): 2m for each 50g or part thereof

1-10-1921
Overseas:
Postcard 6m
Printed matter 3m per 50g or part thereof
Commercial papers 3m per 50g or part thereof (minimum 13m)
Samples 3m per 50g or part thereof (minimum 6m)

1-06-1924
Cards marked as “post cards” with content of 5 words or less can be posted domestically or abroad at the printed matter
rate
=> these items may be posted with or without wrapper or envelope

1 Jan 1926 (PG #152 p.607 of 1 Dec 1925)
Newspaper rate (domestic)
2m per copy (instead of 1m as now)

ABSTRACT-IN-PROGRESS OF MANDATE INLAND POSTAL RATES (may eventually duplicate the above abstract):
1 Oct 1921 (PG #52 p.4 of 1 Oct 1921)
Reg Fee (inland)
13m

01-01-1926 (announced 1-12-1925 in PG 152) rate for newspapers published in Palestine & addressed within Palestine
will be 2m instead of 1m per copy
(the inland "printed matter" rate remains 2m per 50g - advised for sending multiple copies of newspaper within the
same envelope)

6 July 1930 (PG #263 p.569 of 16 July 1930)
Small packets (domestic)
7m for each 50g, minimum charge 25m

per 31-12-1930 rate summary: inland letters = 5m for first 20g & 3m for each additional 20g (or part thereof)

01-01-1935 (per 11-12-1934 in PP): small packets @ 6m per 50g with minimum postage of 30m (250g)

01-05-1940 (per 01-05-1940 PG #1005): inland letters = 7m for first 20g & 5m for each additional 20g (or part thereof)

1 Apr 1941 (PG Supplement 2a p.461)
inland letters = 10m for first 30g & 6m for each additional 30g (or part thereof)
inland postcards = 7m
printed matter = 3m for each 50g or part thereof
THESE 3 RATES RECONFIMRED IN THE "POST OFFICE GUIDE" of 1948

ABSTRACT-IN-PROGRESS OF OVERSEAS SURFACE POSTAL RATES:
15 Aug 1919 (PG #3 p.6)
letters - for places within OETA South @ 5m for first 30g + 3m for each additional 20g
letters - for Egypt and other countries @ 1pt for first 20g + 6m for each additional 20g
postcards - for places within OETA South @ 3m
postcards - for Egypt and other countries @ 4m

1 Oct 1919 (PG #6 p.6)
letters - for places within OETA South @ 5m for first 20g + 3m for each additional 20g
letters - for Egypt and other countries @ 1pt for first 20g + 6m for each additional 20g
postcards - for places within OETA South @ 3m
postcards - for Egypt and other countries @ 4m
Newspapers - for places within OETA South @ 1m per copy
Newspapers - for Egypt and other countries @ 2m for first 50g + 2m for each additional 50g
printed matter - for places within OETA South @ 1m for each 50g
printed matter - for Egypt and other countries @ 2m for each 50g

1 Oct 1921 (PG #52 p.4 of 1 Oct 1921)
Letters WORLDWIDE
13m for first 20g & 9m for each additional 20g
postcards WORLDWIDE
6m
Printed Matter WW
3m per 50g
Commerical Papers
3m per 50g, minimum of 13m
Samples
3m per 50g, minimum of 6m
Registration Fee
13m
Advice of Receipt
13m

1 Jan 1923 (PG #79 p.7 of 15 Nov 1922)
Letters WORLDWIDE
13m for first 20g & 7m for each additional 20g
postcards WORLDWIDE
8m

16 Dec 1925 (PG #154 p.12 of 1 Jan 1926)
Postcards worldwide
7m (instead of 8m as now)
Blind literature worldwide
2m per 1000g (instead of 500g as now)

1 April 1930 (PG #255 p.194 of 16 Mar 1930)
Letters to UK
7m for first 20g & 4m for each additional 20g

1 June 1932 (PG #305 p.297 of 16 Apr 1932)
Letters to UK
8m for first 20g & 5m for each additional 20g
Letters not to UK
15m for first 20g & 9m for each additional 20g
Postcards worldwide 8m
commercial papers
15m for first 250g & 3m for each additional 50g
Small packets
9m for each 50g, minimum charge 30m

Dec 1933 / Jan 1934 (Palestine Phone Book for Tevet 5694 p.105-108)

other Worldwide incl UK:
printed matter incl newspapers @ 3m per 50g / commercial papers @ 15m for the first
250g & 3m for each additional 50g / samples @ 6m for the initial 100g & 3m for each additional 50g / matter for the
blind @ 2m per kg

17 Sept 1939 (PG #936 of 21-09-1939, p.1024)
Surface mails to UK and Europe generally (including mails for onward dispatch across the Atlantic): 3x weekly via Turkey
and Simplon Orient Express; to other parts of the world - once weekly by such service as may be available.
to UK and countries which participated in "All Up' air service: letters @ 10m per 20g / postcards @ 10m
other destinations:
letters @ 15m for first 20g & 9m for each additional 20g / postcards @ 8m
19 Oct 1939 (PP)
to UK
10m for first 20g / 6m for each additional 20g; 8m for postcards
rest of world 15m for first 20g / 9m for each additional 20g; 8m for postcards

1 July 1940 (announced 27-06-1940 in PG #1025 p.718-719) lists scheduling chances for surface mails
rest of world except UK: letters @ 15m for first 20g & 10m for each additional 20g / postcards @ 10m / registration fee
@ 15m (up from 13m) / AR service for registered letter @ 15m (up from 13m) / fee for enquiry regarding the disposal of
a postal packet @ 15m (up from 13m)... a few more rates are listed for insurance

21 July 1941 (PP) cheaper parcel rates to the UK

7 Jan 1942 (announced in 15 Jan 1942 PG #1163 p.51-52) revised surface mail schedule

1 July 1943 (Davar + PG #1275 p.581-582 of 8 July 1943) – still in force in Apr 1948 (Aloni p.65 image of original leaflet)
to the UK:
letters @ 15m for initial 20g & 10m for each additional 20g / postcards @ 10m
rest of the world:
letters @ 20m for initial 20g & 13m for each additional 20g / postcards @ 13m

Assembled notes on [surface mailed] “Small Packets” ()צרורות קטנים
SMALL PACKETS (in Hebrew: )צרורות קטנים: "new class of postal packet to transmit small articles of merchandise,
souvenirs etc. at a reasonable rate of postage and with the speed of letter post" - initiated by the 1929 London UPU
Convention. Available as a service overseas (not domestically)
19 June 1930 (in PG 263 p.569 of 16 July 1930); reiterated 9 Dec 1931 in PG 297 p.971 of 16 Dec 1931):
7m per 50g, minimum postage of 25m; maximum weight 1kg; max size 45cm x 20cm x 10cm (or 45cm x 15cm if in form
of a roll); EXCLUDED FROM TRANSMISSION by this service: letters, notes or documents in nature of personal
correspondence (SIMPLE open invoices are permitted); no valuables or postage stamps (new or used); SHOULD NOT BE
SEALED in order to permit easy examination; should be endorsed "SMALL PACKET" at top left corner; green customs
label must be affixed; small packets may be registered but not eligible for insurance
31 Dec 1930 per summary in Palestine Blue Book 1930 p.380:
Small packets may be posted in a posting box or handed over the counter
1 June 1932 (in PG 305 p.297 of 16 Apr 1932; reiterated rate in Palestine Phone Book for Dec 1933-Jan 1934):
9m per 50g, minimum fee of 30m

1 Jan 1935 (in PP of 11 Dec 1934 + PG 480 p.1238 of 13 Dec 1934):
6m per 50g, minimum fee of 30m; maximum size: 90cm in total where the greatest size on one side cannot exceed 60cm
(or if a roll: 100cm as length & twice the diameter, where greatest dimension in any direction cannot exceed 80cm) - all
per Cairo 1934 UPU convention
31 Jan 1940
per Post Office Circular No. 631 (of the Palestine postal service) the Foreign Mails Small Packets service
has been suspended. Source: “Palestine Standing Order Book 125” parts 2 & 3 by Don Chafetz in Israel Philatelist June &
Aug. 1994
30 Apr 1941
Oddly, although Foreign Mails Small Packets service was suspended on 31 Jan 1940 the postage rates on
this date list Small Packets @ 6m per 50g with a minimum charge of 30m [as rate of 1 Jan 1935 above], “Limited service
– temporarily suspended”. Source: listed in Post Office Circular No. 689 referenced in “Palestine Standing Order Book
125” part 3 by Don Chafetz in Israel Philatelist Aug. 1994
12 Sept 1943 (in PG 1288 p.816 of 9 Sept 1943):
Small Packets Service re-introduced to certain countries; postage rate: 8m per 50g with minimum charge of 40m
1 Mar. 1949 (various 18-21 Feb. 1949 Hebrew newspapers):
10m per 50g, minimum fee of 60m
1 Jan. 1957 (in Haaretz 28 Dec. 1956):
60pr per 50g, minimum fee 300pr
1 July 1971 (in Al HaMishmar of 1 July 1971):
40ag per 100g (no minimum postage reported)

NOTE: on the question of whether “small packets” were sent only by surface mail,
as per the 1934 UPU convention (page 206)
PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE TRANSPORTATION OF REGULAR MAILS BY AIR
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 1
- Articles of correspondence admitted to aerial transportation
1. There are admitted to aerial transportation, over all or part of the route, all the articles designated in Article 33 of the
Convention, namely: Letters, post cards ( single and with reply paid), commercial papers, prints of all kinds ( including
raised print for the blind), samples of merchandise, small packets, as well as money orders, collection orders, and
subscriptions
by mail. Such articles take, in that case, the name of air-mail correspondence.
2. The articles mentioned in Article 33 of the Convention may be submitted to the formality of registration and sent
COD.
as per the 1939 UPU convention (page 553-554)
TITLE III
PROVISIONS CONCERNING POSTAL CORRESPONDENCE
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 33
Articles of correspondence

The term articles of correspondence applies to letters, single and reply paid post cards, commercial paper, prints, raised
print for the blind, samples of merchandise, small packets, and Phonopost articles. The service of small packets is limited
to the countries which agree to execute it in their reciprocal relations or in one direction only.
(page 583)
PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE TRANSPORTATION OF REGULAR MAILS BY Am
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE I
Articles of correspondence admitted to aerial transportation
1. There are admitted to aerial transportation, over all or part of the route, all the articles designated in Article 33 of the
Convention, as well as money orders, collection orders, and subscriptions by mail. Such articles take, in that case, the
name of air-mail correspondence.
2. The articles mentioned in Article 33 of the Convention may be submitted to the formality of registration and be sent
C. O. D.
3. Insured letters and boxes may also be transported by air in relations between countries which agree to exchange
articles of that kind by that route.
4. Air-mail articles shall be marked very clearly on the front with the words "Par Avion" or a similar indication in the
language of the country of origin.
as per the 1947 UPU convention (page 531)
PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE TRANSPORTATION OF REGULAR MAILS BY AIR
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 1
Articles of correspondence admitted to air transportation
1. There are admitted to air transportation, over all or part of the route, all the articles designated in Article 35 of
the Convention, as well as money orders, collection orders, and subscriptions by mail.
(page 496)
TITLE III
PROVISIONS CONCERNING POSTAL CORRESPONDENCE
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 35
Articles of correspondence
The term articles of correspondence applies to letters, single and reply-paid post cards, commercial papers, prints,
raised print for the blind, samples of merchandise, small packets, and Phonopost articles.
 The official “Postal Rates” booklet published 1-07-1953 (p.18) is the first overt instance where “small packets”
are referenced in the section dealing with air mail rates: here it says the minimum fee is “5 weight tranches”
(125g). “Small packets” are also referenced in the section on surface mail (p.11), here at 40pr for every 50g, with
185g being the minimum
 The postal rates booklet of 1-02-1954 (p.19) uses the same principle of 5 weight trances (125g) for establishing
the minimum air mail fee for small packets

ABSTRACT-IN-PROGRESS OF AIRMAIL RATES TO THE USA as of 1 SEPT 1939 - 14 MAY 1948 (note: Alaska sometimes
appears separate in the sources as it was not part of the US prior to 1959! Not included here for now):
 OF NOTE (how to quantify “10g weight”): per PG #380 p.1060 of 3 Aug 1933: "Special attention is drawn to the
fact that the rates of [air mail] postage are for letters of a weight of 10 grammes. A letter containing more than
the ORDINARY SHEET OF NOTEPAPER is likely to be over 10 grammes in weight"

22 SEPT 1939 (announced 28 Sept in PG #941 p.1059-60):
airmail to USA (via NY): not available via Imperial Airlines / via "other operating companies": 85m for 1st 10g, then 80m
for each additional 10g & 80m for postcards
airmail to "America by air to Italy and thence by surface" via "other operating companies": 30m for 1st 10g, then 25m
for each additional 10g & 25m for postcards
* as of 17 Sept. KLM airmails will be dispatched from Palestine only twice weekly: will be conveyed by air to Naples, then
by surface route

19 OCT 1939 (PP p.2):
Ala Littoria airmail to America by air to Rome, then by surface or air - 3 times weekly: 25m for first 10g and then 20m for
each additional 10g / postcards @ 20m

3 NOV 1939 (announced 9 Nov in PG #962 p.1239-40):
"airmail correspondence for America may now be dispatched to New York via Rome, Lisbon and by the North Atlantic Air
Service" @ 100m per 10g or for a postcard

12 JAN 1940 (announced 18 Jan in PG #979 p.59-60):
Ala Littoria to "America" by air to Rome and then by surface (3 times a week): letters @ 30m per 10g / postcards @
15m
KLM to "America" by air to Naples and then by surface (2 times a week):
letters @ 20m per 10g / postcards @
10m
"Other services (by air throughout)":
- USA (NY only), once weekly:
letters @ 120m per 10g / postcards @ 60m
- USA (other than NY) & Canada, once weekly: letters @ 140m per 10g / postcards @ 70m

6 MAY 1940 (announced 7 May)
AIRMAIL
letters 10g
- *NYC: 120m - USA/Canada/Central America: 140m
postcards
- *NYC: 60m
- USA/Canada/Central America: 70m
* The Hebrew press report says "New York state"

(announced 9 May in PG p.520):
America via air to Europe only: - letters: 25m per 10g

- postcards: 15m

8 JUNE 1940 (announced 9 June in PP): Ala Littoria suspended its operations in Palestine; last documented flight (to
Haifa and onwards to Europe) was 5 June (the 6 June flight was “delayed” – possibly cancelled - due to weather)

4 JULY 1940 (announced 11 July in PG #1030 p.767):
North America with BOAC via Singapore & Pacific Clipper: 120m per 5g or part thereof

North America via UK & Atlantic Clipper: 150m per 5g or part thereof (26 Sept 1944 press article implies this runs only
via West Africa)

12 OCT 1940 (announced 15 Oct in PP):
Air mail service to the UK via trans-pacific & trans-atlantic clippers has been cancelled
=> see 19 Nov 1941 entry (PG #1146 of 27-11-1941) & 23-11-1941 PP article for resumption of air mails to UK @ 175m
per 5g or part thereof

5 FEB 1941 (announced 13 Feb in PG #1078)
Air mail to USA & Canada throughout is dispatched twice weekly via Pacific Clipper service from Hong Kong @ 125m per
5g or part thereof

25 DEC 1941 (announced 1 Jan 1942 in PG #1159 p.9):
airmail:
USA & Canada: 125m per 5g or part thereof

7 JAN 1942 (announced 15 Jan in PG# 1163 p.51) + 9 JAN 1942 (PP p.3)
air mail to Western Hemisphere will be reduced to 105m per 5g or part thereof to North America & Canada
=> PG says the mails are sent twice weekly

1 DEC 1942 (announced 10 Dec in PG #1237 p.1353):
air mail to the US is restricted to "letters [and registered letters] in their usual and ordinary form not weighing more
than 55g": mail from Palestine not adhering to this imitation will be sent by air to South Africa and then by sea. PG notes
that this limitation entered force "early in September" and that it is possible that items in contravention which arrived in
the US after that date have been forwarded by surface mail

24 SEPT 1944 (PP p.2):
Palestine to USA airmail with 10-12 days transit via UK (rather than West Africa): must endorse "via England" & costs
130m per 10g for letters & 65m for postcards
=> restrictions on weight and make up of postal articles do not apply to this new service

22 MAR 1945 (announced 5 Apr in PG #1401 p.431):
airmail throughout, with routing to be written on the cover:
USA & Canada via West Africa & Miami: 100m per 5g (letter)
USA & Canada via UK:
130m per 10g (letter) / 65m for postcard

5 APRIL 1945 (Palestine Gazette #1401 Supplement #2 p.320)
Foreign Express Delivery Charge (for one postal packet): full postage + special delivery fee of 40 mils

9 JULY 1945 (announced 19 July in PG #1425 p.812):
airmail throughout, with routing to be written on the cover:
USA & Canada via West Africa & Miami: 95m per 5g (letter)
USA & Canada via UK:
125m per 10g (letter) / 65m for postcard

1 OCT 1945 (announced 27 Sept in PG #1442 p.1089-90):
postal and telegraph censorship in Palestine will be cancelled as of 1 Oct 1945

30 NOV 1945 (announced 22 Nov in PG #1456 p.1351 & 19 Nov in Hebrew press):
airmail service to USA via West Africa & Miami will be discontinued after 30 Nov. Thereafter only the route via UK will be
in operation; any fully prepaid mail will be sent via the UK route
 The 125m rate is referenced in the rate changes announced 27 Jan 1947, as the one being reduced nevertheless:
I HAVEN’T FOUND A RECORD for this yet (neither in the press nor in the Palestine Gazette) but based on covers observed
(in 1946) it seems that between 1 Dec 1945 and the next rate change of 27 Jan 1947 air mail to the US was charged
105m if addressed to New York City, or 125m if addressed to anywhere else in the US
 A facsimile of an airmail postage rate document I displayed for Jan 1946 shows US letter rate at 125m &
postcard rate at 65m (i.e. the July 1945 rates via UK).
 SKU 143790 is a 140m franked registered cv to NYC from Tel Nordau BO TLV, posted 8 April 1946: the rate has to
be 125+15 (140) because late fees (i.e. 20m) could only be paid at the head post office; SKU 143999 from 7 Jan
1947 to NYC is franked 125m
25 JUNE 1946 (Hebrew press article):
Airmail to North America is sent weekly on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Fridays; the public is asked to submit
mails the day before their scheduled dispatch

27 JAN 1947 (Hebrew press article & PP on 28 Jan)
airmail to the USA & Canada reduced (“from 125m”) to: 85m per 10g letters / 45m for postcards

15 MAY 1947 (announced 14 & 15 May in Hebrew press)
airmail to the USA & Canada reduced to:
65m per 10g letters / 25m for postcards (press report on 14 May says
20-30m for postcards) / 25m for air letters (to the USA)
 The postcard rate published then may be mistaken as the March 1948 GPO postage rate I show above (for
March 1948) show a 35m rate for postcards and 25m rate for air letters to the US…

MARCH 1948
Letters – 65m
Postcards – 35m
Airletters – 25m

1 NOV 1948 (announced 27 Oct.) Rates per Bale Postal History:
Letter @ 70m
Postcard @ 35m
Printed matter @ 55m per July 1949 example on ebay

18 OCT 1949 (announced 19 Oct.; Bale Postal History says [Sunday] 16 Oct)
10g letter @ 80m
postcard @ 40m
25g printed matter @ 65m

ABSTRACT-IN-PROGRESS OF WORLDWIDE AIRMAIL RATES

13-01-1946
airmail: Hungary (via Prague) @ 55m per 10g letter / 30m per postcard
surface: 20m per 20g letter
12-05-1946
airmail: Poland (via UK) @ 55m per 10g letter / 30m per postcard
24-06-1946
airmail: Italy/Romania/Yugoslavia @ 60m per 10g letter / 30m per postcard
9-07-1946
airmail: Belgium/Holland @ 55m per 10g letter / 30m per postcard
=> the part-air/part-surface service which existed until now has been ended
16-12-1946
airmail: Estonia/Latvia/Lithuania/Norway/Sweden @ 60m per 10g letter (reduced from 70m as till now)
15-05-1947 (major rate change but not very country-specific)
=> 5 Nov 1947 a/m cv to Italy observed franked 40m
=> 2 Apr 1947 Reg a/m to Czechoslovakia observed franked 125m (15m reg + 110m as 2x 55m rate)
=> 8 July 1947 Reg a/m to Czechoslovakia observed franked 55m (15m reg + 40m)
=> 6 Oct 1947 Reg a/m to Czechoslovakia observed franked 95m (15m reg + 80m as 2x 40m rate)
=> 23 Nov 1947 Reg a/m to Austria observed franked 55m (15m reg + 40m)

SOME STATISTICS OF THE MANDATE POSTAL SERVICE
Source: “Communications in Eretz Israel During the British Mandate: Posts, Telegraphs, Telephones and Radio” by Daniel
Rosenne, p.287-290 – based on the department’s annual reports

OBSERVATIONS ON ISRAELI ARMY MAIL 1948-49
The army mail of 1948-49 was run as a separate postal administration overseen by the Army but relying on the
infrastructure of the civilian postal service. Press reports specifically from Aug. 1948 (see above) suggest that the postal
concessions for the Army were reached with the approval of the civilian postal service.
As per a report in ‘Haboker’ of 5 Apr 1951 on the subject of newly instituted “official service” stamps (see above),
government agencies which had seemingly been sending mail free of postage had in fact been audited twice yearly by
the postal service and paid them the postage fees behind-the-scenes; owing to allegations that these agencies were
being overcharged, “service stamps” were instituted. As such I think here too, the Army probably reimbursed the civilian
postal service even though outwardly army mail is generally stampless.
Postage rate information is scant (see press reports from 2 Aug. 1948 & Kanner/Spiegel’s 3x articles in BAPIP #35-37 of
1961).
 The Aug 1948 press reports mention specifically letter service and registry service – but not printed matter
 The base letter rate of 10m (per DO-1 rates) was free for soldiers; extra weight was charged as per civilian rates
(i.e. 6m per 30g)
 Registration was 15m
 Per Kanner/Spiegel and observed covers the postage rates (for registered service per K&S) did not rise to 25pr
along with the civilian rates on 1 Oct. 1948, and remained at 15pr
 My impression is that all the rates remained at DO-1 rates for the soldiers, not just the registry fee
 I also think that the base rate for printed matter was free and only extra weight was charged postage
We normally don’t see franking on OAS mail, and almost all instances of registered mail are stampless – but it appears
that postage was paid, only that the franking was not applied. See here SKU #140449 from May 1949 – the registry slip
confirms payment of 15m (15pr) was made (but no stamps were applied). We don’t usually see these slips so outwardly
it appears as if registered mail is being sent by soldiers entirely without charge…

Sept 2022 Update: as per newly accessed information from the State Archive, it appears that at least as of the following
announcement’s publication on 30 June 1948, army registered mail was free of postage: according to this
announcement, the Army post service is operating a domestic registered mail service whereby mail from citizens to
soldiers is liable to regular prepaid postage while registered mail from soldiers to citizens is free of postage – meaning

apparently that even registration is free for soldiers. Source: Weekly Post Office Circular #5 (pg.3 of this file
https://www.archives.gov.il/product-page/2461851)

Below is an April 1949 cover from TAS #42/91, described as being “private soldier” double-rate printed matter registered
mail, charged 20m (per the description: initial 5pr printed matter free + additional 50g printed matter at 5pr + 15pr
registry fee). The cover is not described as being “unsealed” for printed matter and it is not endorsed as such (it is
endorsed “registered” – rashum); it is also not endorsed “on active service” and there is no mention of an organizational
cachet on the back. It may be:
a) An OAS registered letter with the initial 10pr (DO-1 rate) free + 6pr additional weight charged + 15pr registry fee,
where 1pr is underpaid – I’m working on the assumption that all the postage rates remained as per DO-1 and
none rose, see below for proof; or
b) It could be a civilian mailed printed matter registered cover sent from an army post office, charged 3pr (per my
assumption on rates) + 15pr registry fee, with 2pr overpaid – a civilian cover could not have been entitled to the
free base rate concession but likely charged full postage as per the military’s retained DO-1 rates. A telling sign
that this is a civilian cover is the applied franking for the registry fee.

This is (SKU #143741) a March 1949 (double rate) printed matter cover sent from a military recuperation home (cachet
at back), franked 3pr and mailed unsealed: as a military facility it must have been granted the postal concession of free
base postage rate (here 3pr) and charged only for additional weight – as per the DO-1 rates, printed matter was a flat
3pr for every 50g, as observed here (the DO-2 rate, from 1 Oct. 1948, was a flat 5pr for every 50g)

